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Executive Summary
On April 5, 2019, in accordance with the 2012 Charter of the City of Detroit (Charter),
the Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated its own investigation pertaining to questions
surrounding Wayne State University’s Make Your Date (MYD) program and the support it
received from the City. Due to public interest in this matter, the OIG issued a press release
announcing the investigation.
It is important to note that we are an independent agency that is charged with ensuring
honesty and integrity in the City. Our jurisdiction is limited by the Charter to investigate matters
concerning abuse, waste, fraud and corruption. We do not have jurisdiction over legal matters,
and as such, we do not provide legal analyses or make legal determinations. We gather
evidence during the course of our investigation and make factual findings. Our investigation led
us to two (2) key findings which are reflected in detail in the OIG’s Report.
1. MYD was unilaterally selected by the Mayor based on his experience and the advice of
members of his transition team. However, the OIG finds that any time an agency, nonprofit, or other organization receives City of Detroit resources, it should be selected
through a fair, open, and transparent process. This is necessary to ensure the public that
City time and resources, including taxpayer dollars, are being expended wisely,
efficiently, and effectively.
2. The Mayor’s Chief of Staff, Alexis Wiley, ordered certain Office of Development and
Grants (ODG) employees to delete their respective emails pertaining to MYD through
Chief Development Officer Ryan Friedrichs and Deputy Chief Development Officer
Sirene Abou-Chakra. The deletion of emails only serves to undermine the public’s trust
in an open and transparent government. Therefore, the OIG finds such conduct as abuse
of authority.
Of the above-referenced OIG’s key findings, we find the latter to be more egregious
conduct for the reasons stated in this summary. The very fact that they were ordered to be
deleted alone casts a shadow over transparency. As such, we respectfully encourage the Mayor to
consider our recommendations on this matter.
On October 14, 2019, the OIG received a joint-written response from the Mayor, Alexis
Wiley, Ryan Friedrichs, and Sirene Abou-Chakra in response to the draft report. A copy of the
joint-written response is attached to this Final Report. We believe both the OIG’s report and the
joint-written response speak for themselves.
However, it is important to note that the OIG is not making a determination on whether
the support provided by the City in MYD’s effort to reduce infant mortality in the City was
wrong. In fact, we recognize and applaud Mayor Duggan and the City of Detroit, including the
Detroit Health Department and SisterFriends Detroit’s, efforts to reduce infant mortality as well
as the significant contributions made by MYD. It is entirely appropriate that City time and
resources be allocated to this goal. However, there must be a process by which any agency, nonprofit, or other organization is selected to receive these resources. Therefore, we again
respectfully encourage the Mayor to consider our recommendation on this matter.

I.

Introduction

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) initiated an investigation to determine whether the
Mayor and/or any City officials potentially abused his/her/their authority by providing
preferential treatment to Make Your Date Detroit (MYD). The investigation was opened after
questions arose regarding the City’s connection with MYD. Under the 2012 Charter of the City
of Detroit (Charter), our Office is charged with the duty to conduct such an investigation.
The City of Detroit OIG was established through the 2012 Charter of the City of Detroit,
after the citizens of Detroit witnessed its former Mayor and other high ranking City officials
indicted, charged, and sent to jail. As such, the Charter makes clear the OIG must function as an
independent City agency that serves the purpose of ensuring honesty and integrity in City
government by rooting out waste, abuse, fraud and corruption. The Charter gives the Inspector
General (IG) jurisdiction over the conduct of every public servant, including elected officials.
The Charter also grants the IG certain powers and duties, including the ability to initiate an
investigation. However, the Charter does not authorize the OIG to make any legal determinations
or conclusions on behalf of the City.
To ensure honesty, the Charter requires confidentiality of its investigative files during the
investigation, as without such assurances, witnesses may not come forward and tell the truth
because of a fear of reprisal, whether by public opinion, news agencies, coworkers, supervisors,
friends, etc. Likewise, to ensure integrity, the Charter prohibits retaliation against any witnesses
who participate in the OIG investigation.
Therefore, the OIG has not commented on its ongoing investigation and has advised
those who participated in the investigation to do the same, as this is required by the Charter.
Witnesses must provide testimonies based on their personal recollection of events, not based on
what has been discussed with others, read, heard, or seen on the news. This is essential to
conducting a fair and impartial investigation.
The OIG reviewed more than 400,000 pages of documents, interviewed numerous
individuals, and conducted extensive research on best practices pertaining to mayoral initiatives
and the relationship between public bodies and non-profit organizations. Below is the report of
the culmination of the OIG’s investigation of this matter.
I.

Scope of Investigation

The focus of the OIG investigation was to determine whether Mayor Mike Duggan and/
or any City officials abused their authority by providing preferential treatment to MYD. During
the investigation, the OIG received an allegation that staff from the Office of Development and
Grants (ODG) were directed by a high-ranking City official to delete emails related to the
department’s fundraising efforts on behalf of MYD. As a result, the OIG expanded its
investigation to include the deletion of emails.
The OIG did not investigate the non-profit status of MYD or how it is affiliated with
Wayne State University (WSU) because those determinations are irrelevant to this particular
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OIG investigation. 1 Additionally, there was no allegation or evidence which suggested that
MYD misused funds. Therefore, the OIG did not investigate the flow of any City of Detroit fund
allocations once they were distributed to MYD.
The OIG also did not seek to determine whether the deletion of emails by ODG staff
violated any laws pertaining to the Michigan Record Retention Schedule, as the OIG does not
make legal determinations and as another agency is concurrently investigating the deletion of
MYD emails. Consequently, our report will be limited to whether the emails were ordered to be
deleted and whether the person who issued the order abused his/her authority in doing so.
II.

Findings

The role of the OIG is to make findings based on sufficient, competent, and relevant
evidence and to connect the finding to reach its conclusion. 2 The standard of our fact finding is
based on preponderance of evidence. 3 Based on information gathered in our investigation, the
OIG finds that it is more probable than not that the following occurred:
1. Mayor Duggan provided preferential treatment to MYD. However, such treatment did
not rise to the level of abuse of power.
2. While the Mayor did not violate any City policies, procedures, or laws in providing
preferential treatment to MYD, such treatment was not best practice or good governance.
3. The selection of MYD to partner with the City of Detroit as well as be the recipient of
City resources was done in a manner that lacked fairness, openness, and transparency.
4. ODG staff successfully assisted MYD in raising grant funds, in direct contradiction to the
initial public statements made by the Mayor’s Chief of Staff, Alexis Wiley.
5. City of Detroit general funds have been allocated to MYD participants specifically to pay
for Lyft rides. Though these funds are paid directly to Lyft through DHD, it is clear that
the funds were allocated to benefit MYD participants.
6. Ms. Wiley abused her authority by ordering ODG staff to delete emails related to MYD.
7. ODG Chief Development Officer, Ryan Friedrichs, abused his authority by being
complicit in relaying the order from Alexis Wiley to the ODG staff to delete their
respective emails related to MYD.
8. ODG Deputy Chief Development Officer, Sirene Abou-Chakra, abused her authority by
reiterating the same order to the ODG staff to delete emails related to MYD.
1

On October 8, 2019, MYD’s non-profit status was settled by the Michigan Attorney General who determined that
MYD fell under that statutory exemption for non-profits that do not solicit or receive funds in excess of $25,000 and
has no reporting requirements.
2
Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General from the Association of Inspectors General, pg. 30.
3
https://www.merriam-webster.com/legal/preponderance%20of%20the%20evidence
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III.

Overview of Programs
a. Make Your Date

It is important to note that our report is not making any determinations on whether MYD
was qualified to address infant mortality problems in the City. Likewise, the OIG is not opining
on whether MYD is the best fit for the City’s effort in reducing infant mortality rate. The OIG is
not a qualified agency to make such determinations. The issue before the OIG is how MYD was
selected. In short, it appears that there was no selection process and no other organization or
program was considered by the Mayor when MYD received his support.
During his interview, the Mayor stated that while working as the CEO of the Detroit
Medical Center (DMC), he learned that the infant mortality rate in Detroit was one of the highest
in the country. Therefore, once he took office in January of 2014, he made reducing infant
mortality one of his top initiatives. To help achieve this goal, he asked WSU and WSU Medical
School’s Associate Dean of Maternal, Perinatal and Child Health, Dr. Sonia Hassan, 4 to use their
expertise to help reduce infant mortality in Detroit. As a result, in May 2014, MYD was
launched by WSU to help fight infant mortality in the City of Detroit. 5
The City of Detroit has an infant mortality rate of 14 deaths per 1,000 which is double the
rate of the State of Michigan. 6 Preterm birth is the leading cause of infant mortality worldwide 7
and in Detroit 18% of babies are born premature. 8 MYD utilizes evidence-based practices to
ensure that mothers and their babies receive world-class medical care along with education and
social support. MYD focuses on reducing the number of preterm births in Detroit by providing
women with prenatal care, cervical length screening and treatment (if necessary), pregnancy
education classes, and group prenatal care. 9
Our investigation found that the City of Detroit made significant contributions to MYD
through the support of City of Detroit employees and leaders, monetary contributions, and the
creation of SisterFriends Detroit (SFD). Again, we are not making a determination on whether
the support provided by the City in MYD’s effort to reduce infant mortality in the City was
wrong. In fact, we are mindful of the various medical and social research which support the fact
that infant mortality is an important issue and we laud any program, including MYD that

4

Dr. Sonia Hassan was named co-chair for Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan’s Healthcare Transition Team and was
named director of the mayor’s preterm birth reduction plan, Make Your Date.
5
Make Your Date The Carls Foundation submission, July 31, 2018.
6
Michigan Infant Mortality. 1990- 2010 Michigan Resident Birth and Death Files, Division for Vital Records &
Health Statistics, Michigan Department of Community Health from https://makeyourdate.org/facts/ and
https://makeyourdate.org/references/#ref1
7
Committee on Understanding Premature Birth and Assuring Healthy Outcomes, Board on Health Sciences Policy.
Preterm Birth Causes, Consequences, and Prevention: Institute of Medicine of the Academies. The National
Academies Press: Washington D.C., 2007 from https://makeyourdate.org/facts/ and
https://makeyourdate.org/references/#ref2
8
March of Dimes. National Center for Health Statistics, final natality data. Retrieved November 11, 2013 from
https://makeyourdate.org/facts/ and https://makeyourdate.org/references/#ref5
9
https://makeyourdate.org/about/
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provides assistance to the City in addressing the various challenges confronted by expectant
mothers.
b. SisterFriends Detroit
SFD is a DHD initiative. It is based on a thirty (30) year old community support and
mentoring model called Birthing Project USA. It pairs community based mentors (SisterFriends)
with expectant mothers (LittleSisters) and provides important resources such as transportation to
prenatal and parenting classes as well as medical appointments. 10 It also connects LittleSisters to
other public resources such as Black Mothers Breastfeeding Association, Crossroads of
Michigan, Wayne Metropolitan Community Action Agency, and MYD clinics. 11
The goal of the program is to reduce the infant mortality rate in the City by connecting
pregnant women to a person who can provide social support throughout the pregnancy. SFD
participants are also assigned a Community Health Worker who can assist expectant mothers to
problem solve any challenges during their pregnancies by connecting them with resources, and
providing guidance to the SFD participants. 12
c. SFD and MYD Collaboration
On August 16, 2017, Mayor Duggan announced a citywide effort to reduce preterm birth
and infant mortality in the City of Detroit with the partnership of SFD and MYD. According to a
City of Detroit press release, this “partnership celebrates the successful impact of Make Your
Date™ Detroit and blends world-class medical resources with community-based support in an
effort to achieve healthier outcomes for both moms and babies. 13” Since its launch in 2014, MYD
has served more than 5,800 pregnant women in the City of Detroit and has demonstrated a reduced
rate of premature births, the leading cause of infant mortality, among its participants. 14 SFD
supports better birth outcomes by providing mentors to women and their families during pregnancy
and for one year after the birth of their children.
SFD and MYD, while separate, complement each other by working together to eliminate
barriers to care and ensuring that expectant mothers have access to emotional support and cutting
edge medical practices. The partnership connects expectant mothers to resources such as health
insurance, home visits and prenatal care. The partnership also offers a SisterFriend to every
expectant mother with a personalized action plan, and offers educational classes on a variety of
topics concerning pregnancy, birth, and parenting skills.15

10

2018 Model Practices Program Application- SisterFriends Detroit.
https://detroitmi.gov/departments/detroit-health-department/programs-and-services/sisterfriends-detroit
12
https://detroitmi.gov/document/sister-friends
13
https://detroitmi.gov/news/sisterfriends-detroit-and-make-your-datetm-detroit-partnership-announced
14
Id.
15
Id.
11
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IV.

Preferential Treatment
a. What is Preferential Treatment 16

The OIG investigation focused on whether Mayor Duggan and/ or any City officials
abused his/her/their authority by providing preferential treatment to MYD. Preferential
treatment is defined as giving an advantage to a preferred person or group over everyone else. 17
Preferential treatment by a public body is problematic, because it goes against the basic
principles of openness, fairness, and transparency which are some of the hallmarks of good
governance. It is the duty of all public servants to ensure that the citizens of Detroit receive the
best services possible, especially when public resources are being allocated to it. In fact the
Charter requires our government to institute “programs, services and activities addressing the
needs of our community…whereby sound public objectives and decisions reflect citizen
participation and collective desires. 18”
b. Funding for MYD
i. LMCH Funding
MYD received a total of $358,368 in grant funds from DHD. The funds were part of the
allocation DHD received from the Michigan Department of Community Health (MDCH) Bureau
of Family, Maternal and Child Health Local Maternal and Child Health (LMCH) grant program.
The funds were administered through one of DHD’s grant administrators, Southeastern Michigan
Health Association (SEMHA), which provides DHD with fiduciary services for several public
health programs including LMCH. 19
DHD receives LMCH funds from the State of Michigan each year. These funds support
several DHD programs focused on “creating, implementing, and innovating with respect to
policies, programs, and partnerships that create circumstances in which every mother, infant, and
family has a chance at the healthiest possible life. 20” Because MYD’s mission aligned with this
purpose, they were eligible to receive LMCH funds. MYD received the following allocation of
funds:
Date
September 1, 2015 to September 30, 2015
October 1, 2015 to September 30, 2016
October 1, 2016 to September 30, 2017

Amount
$58,368
$200,000
$100,000

16
It is important to note that the OIG is not making a legal conclusion whether “preferential treatment” was
provided to MYD. Rather, the OIG is making a finding based on facts gathered during its investigation.
17
https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/preferential
18
See, Preamble of the Charter.
19
Contract No. 6000468 between DHD and Southeastern Michigan Health Association.
20
Id.
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Initially, SEMHA, as the grant administrator for DHD, was going to enter into an
agreement with WSU- MYD from October 1, 2014 to September 30, 2015 for $200,000.
However, an agreement was not fully executed until September 15, 2015. Therefore, the first
agreement was reduced to $58,368 because a contract must be in place for funds to be
administered pursuant to LMCH grant requirements. 21
MYD’s scope for the LMCH funds included leading health education efforts around
prenatal healthcare and preterm birth risk reduction, publicizing MYD events and health
information to women at-risk of delivering preterm, and monitoring and reporting data about
program deliverables and health outcomes for MYD participants. To achieve these goals, MYD
used the funds for personnel, supplies, and other expenses including advertising and participant
incentives. 22
Yolanda Hill-Ashford, DHD Director of Family and Community Health, stated that
MYD was scheduled to receive LMCH dollars from the 2018 to 2019 round of funding. 23
However, on December 15, 2017, MYD representative Marisa Galuppi Rodriquez stated in an
email that MYD was no longer interested in receiving LMCH funds. 24 Later that same day, Ms.
Hill-Ashford emailed Dr. Khaldun to ask why MYD no longer wanted to receive the grant funds.
Dr. Khaldun responded “Not a surprise- recall Sonia [Hassan] mentioned they were looking for
other options. Also the Mayor’s office is helping them to fundraise- we can talk in person.”
ii. Introduction of ODG to MYD
In addition to receiving LMCH funding, ODG staff were instructed to assist MYD in
raising funds. On August 10, 2017, Alexis Wiley, Chief of Staff, sent an email to Dr. Hassan
and copied ODG Chief Development Officer Ryan Friedrichs and Marisa Galuppi Rodriquez
regarding Make Your Date Fundraising. It stated “I’d like to introduce you to Ryan Friedrichs.
He is our chief development officer and the Mayor has tasked him with launching a large scale
fundraising effort to Make Your Date. He’ll be in touch soon! Have a great weekend!”
Mr. Friedrichs responded to Dr. Hassan later that day with an email which states “I am
looping in Ms. Brandi Shelton on my team to find a time for us to meet in the Mayor’s Office or
talk by phone, whatever you would prefer. I will also bring all three of our lead Development
Officers to the discussion, who respectively focus on public grants, philanthropic grants and
corporate fundraising.”
Ms. Wiley made the initial introduction between Dr. Hassan and Mr. Friedrichs after
attending a meeting with Mr. Friedrichs and Mayor Duggan. At that time, SFD, which was
preparing to partner with MYD, had received a $2 million grant from the Ralph Wilson
Foundation. Ms. Wiley stated that for MYD and SFD to “be able to scale together, there needed

21

An analysis as to why there was a lengthy delay may be found in ANALYSIS SECTION.
Contract No. 6000468, pg. 8-12.
23
Yolanda Hill-Ashford Interview, August 7, 2019.
24
Email from Marisa Galuppi Rodriquez to Yolanda Hill-Ashford, Joneigh Khaldun, Tammy McCrory, Sonia
Hassan, and Jennifer Hurand regarding MYD Revised SOS-FY17 dated December 15, 2017.
22
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to be more funding so that we could better serve the women in the city. 25” The SFD and MYD
partnership was officially introduced a week later in mid-August.
iii. Transportation/ Lyft
In early 2017, the Mayor made funding transportation for pregnant women enrolled in
MYD and/or SFD a priority because it was a barrier to participants attending events and
appointments. He explored a relationship with Lyft and General Motors to assist pregnant
women to get to their appointments using Lyft services at a discounted rate. The plan was to
have MYD and SFD serve as “gatekeepers” or the coordinators for booking “Baby Lyft” rides.
However, the deal was never finalized and other options had to be considered. 26
Therefore, in August 2017, MYD became a Mayoral Priority. Mr. Friedrichs explained
that once something becomes a Mayoral Priority it appears on the Mayor’s priority list. ODG is
then tasked with putting together a budget, scope, and timeline to achieve the stated priority. 27
Items appear on the priority list at the suggestion of a department director or at the direction of
Mayor Duggan. MYD was put on the priority list, at the Mayor’s direction, which prompted Ms.
Wiley’s email introduction of Mr. Friedrichs and Dr. Hassan. 28
MYD and/or SFD appeared on the Mayoral Ranked Departmental Grant Priorities list on
the following dates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

February 2017- SisterFriends $800,000
April 2017- SisterFriends $800,000
September 22, 2017- SisterFriends/ Make Your Date $690,000
October 26, 2017- SisterFriends/ Make Your Date $930,000
November 28, 2017- SisterFriends/ Make Your Date $930,000
December 19, 2017- SisterFriends/ Make Your Date $930,000
February 6, 2018- SisterFriends/ Make Your Date $930,000

ODG’s fundraising efforts for SFD/ MYD began around the time SFD was launched with
MYD as its clinical component. The funding efforts were primarily focused on transportation.
Mr. Friedrichs stated that he worked with DHD in an attempt to secure transportation funding for
both programs.
On February 6, 2018, an External Funding Priority Closeout Sheet was completed
regarding “SisterFriends/ Make Your Date Transportation Support.” It stated that “[f]ull funding
support secured through City annual budgeting process for FY19 Budget, per Deputy Chief
Operating Officer Katie Hammer.” It estimated that $930,000 was needed from the DHD budget
to provide “[t]ransportation support in the form of free or low-cost access to ride-share programs
and other transportation options suitable to expectant mothers and mothers of infants.” Mr.
Friedrichs noted that it is not uncommon for the Chief Financial Officer to step in and provide
25

Alexis Wiley Interview, August 19, 2019.
Mayor Duggan Interview, August 20, 2019.
27
Ryan Friedrichs Interview, June 4, 2019.
28
Alexis Wiley Interview, August 19, 2019.
26
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funding for mayoral priorities. He stated that other programs, including Ceasefire Detroit, 29 use a
portion of city funds. 30
The initial $930,000 cost estimate was based on the following assumptions: 31
Program
Rides/ Participant
Cost/ Participant
# of Participants
Total Cost

SFD/ MYD

MYD Only

56
$784
500
$392,000

Total

24
$336
1600
$537,600

80
$1,120
2100
$929,600

However, a more thorough estimate was later completed by DHD to determine the actual amount
of money needed to fund transportation. DHD determined that $225,000 per year would likely
cover the cost of rides for all pregnant mothers enrolled in SFD and/or MYD. 32
On February 22, 2018, a Request for Proposals (RFP) 18PC1722 was issued for
“Transportation Services for Detroit Health Department Programs.” Proposals were sought for
qualified firms to provide transportation to City of Detroit residents who participate in select
DHD programs. Transportation was to be provided to and from DHD-approved health and
human services appointments as well as approved DHD and partner program activities. Five (5)
companies responded to the RFP and received the following final scores: 33
Company
Final Score

Lyft
52.5

Round Trip
50

Trans Dev
43.75

Moe
0

Trinity
16.25

Lyft was awarded a two (2) year contract after the company received the highest evaluation
score. The contract is funded through the City of Detroit’s general fund. SFD and MYD have
separate Lyft accounts which are used to order rides for program participants. Regardless of
which program orders the rides, Lyft is paid by DHD. 34
The OIG was unable to obtain a cost breakdown of how much in general funds was paid
to Lyft for MYD participants only. Shirley Gray, SFD Program Manager, explained that making
this determination would be a large undertaking. The SFD team would be required to cross
reference every ride and compare that information with DHD’s assessments to discern whether

29

CeaseFire Detroit is a crime prevention strategy. It uses “national best practices for outreach and operates with
the belief that overall quality of life for Detroiters will improve and violence reduction will occur through
community outreach and collaboration.” https://www.ceasefiredetroit.com/who-we-are
30
Ryan Friedrichs Interview, June 4, 2019.
31
Documentation provided by DHD.
32
Email from David Yeh, Director of Special Projects to Rasaan Ewell, Pamela Crump, Twanisha Glass, Timothy
Lawther, Angela Taylor, Felishia Brown, and Joseph Mutebi re: Client Transportation Requisition 448376 with RFP
in WORD Format dated February 19, 2018.
33
The Evaluation Team consisted of DHD Director of Special Programs David Yeh, Office of Contracting and
Procurement (OCP) Specialist Pamela L. Crump, and OCP Facilitator Donald G. Bryant.
34
Email from Jean Ingersoll to Jennifer Bentley re: OIG Transportation Follow-up Questions, dated August 26,
2019.
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the ride occurred when an individual is dually-enrolled or enrolled in MYD only. 35 Therefore,
the OIG did not pursue accounting details as it is not as important as the fact that general funds
were provided to those enrolled in MYD.
Between August 2017 and April 2019, program participants enrolled in either SFD or
MYD completed 7,353 rides for a total cost of $127,301.65. 36 In August 2018, DHD began
tracking rides based on which program request it. The breakdown between August 2018 and
April 2019 is as follows: 37
Total Rides Completed
1896
2209

MYD
SFD

Total Cost
$19,007.44
$33,956.23

DHD has budgeted the following for Lyft rides and bus tickets 38 going forward using
general fund money.
Total 39

Budget Year
2019-2020
2020-2021
2021-2022

$325,000
$341,250
$358,313

c. Use of Other City and Non-City Resources in Support of MYD
Several public servants provided services and resources to MYD that were not merely
financial. These City employees provided their time and talents to MYD. For example,
Monique Phillips, ODG Fund Development Officer, stated that MYD was one of her first
priorities when she started at ODG in July 2017. She spoke with MYD representatives Marisa
Galuppi Rodriguez and Janine Bieda, as well as WSU employee Susan Miller bi-weekly, either
in person or over the phone, to discuss funding. She explained that the City of Detroit acted as
MYD’s fundraising group and MYD was the one that set the meetings and times. Ms. Phillips
attempted to raise funds from the Children’s Foundation of Michigan, the Skillman Foundation,
and the Carls Foundation by assisting MYD with outreach and proposals. Only the Carls
Foundation awarded MYD with a grant.
Specifically, in early 2018, Ms. Phillips was asked by MYD/ WSU representatives to
assist MYD in building a relationship with the Carls Foundation. Ms. Phillips researched and
found where MYD and the Carls Foundation priorities aligned. She then made an email
introduction between the two agencies. She also made comments and edits to the proposal that
35

Email from Jean Ingersoll to Jennifer Bentley regarding SFD Metric August.xlsx dated September 18, 2019.
In an email dated August 29, 2019, Jean Ingersoll, then acting DHD Director explained that, prior to Lyft’s City
contract, Lyft provided rides to SFD and MYD participants through a grant from the United Way of Southeastern
Michigan which was administered by SEMHA.
37
SisterFriends Metric Report for April 2019.
38
Bus tickets account for about 8% of the transportation budget. Additionally, rides may be accessed for iDecide
participants. Between January 2019 and April 2019, iDecide participants completed 28 rides at a cost of $461.48
according to the SFD Metric Report for April 2019.
39
Approximately $25,000 of the $325,000 is allocated for bus tickets.
36
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was submitted by MYD to the Carls Foundation. Ms. Phillips opined that a call from the City of
Detroit, which most people would assume is a request from the Mayor, holds more weight than if
the non-profit merely reached out on its own. In fact, Ms. Phillips stated she was informed by
someone at the Carls Foundation that, if not for the City’s ask, MYD would not have received
funding. 40
Ms. Phillips continued to assist MYD with fundraising until July or August of 2018,
when the task was reassigned to Claire Huttenlocher, also a Fund Development Officer for ODG.
Ms. Huttenlocher stated she continued Ms. Phillips efforts to help MYD raise funds. Ms.
Huttenlocher had monthly check-ins with Ms. Rodriquez and Ms. Miller, though she stated they
were not very responsive. Her efforts were limited to assisting MYD secure funding from the
Children’s Foundation of Michigan as well as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF).
Ms. Huttenlocher’s involvement with attempting to obtain funds from RWJF was limited to
reviewing MYD’s application. However, she was not successful in securing any funding from
RWJF. 41 Ms. Huttenlocher stopped communicating with MYD on February 7, 2019 at the
request of her supervisor, Deputy Chief Development Officer Sirene Abou-Chakra.
DHD employees also spent a lot of time and effort on MYD. All levels of DHD
employees from the Director to Program Managers assisted with the SFD and MYD
partnership. 42 According to email, DHD staff was required to pull together metrics and other
data, which included reporting the number of SFD referrals to MYD, for weekly mayor status
updates, bi-weekly meetings with Ms. Wiley, and monthly meetings with Mayor Duggan. The
OIG investigation found that DHD staff spent considerable time reconciling discrepancies
between SFD and MYD data as well as working to ensure a successful partnership.
Ms. Wiley also had considerable involvement with MYD. She was a “communications
resource” for MYD when its partnership with the City of Detroit began in 2014. That role
evolved after MYD partnered with SFD. She helped them work together to amplify the impact
of the organizations’ work with pregnant women. Ms. Wiley explained that the partnership was
a “Mayoral decision,” therefore this initiative naturally fell within her scope of responsibilities,
which include leading many of the Mayor’s key initiatives. Ms. Wiley also attended bi-weekly
meetings with representatives from MYD and SFD to discuss how the programs were working
together and to gauge how many women were being serviced. 43
d. Other Mayoral Priorities
ODG meets regularly with department directors to determine their priorities and funding
status, which includes any gaps in funding. Before ODG assists departments with raising
additional funds, the department priorities are presented to the Mayor and his executive
leadership team. Meeting attendees typically include Alexis Wiley and Dave Massaron 44 as well
40

Monique Phillips Interview, May 29, 2019.
Claire Huttenlocher Interview, May 23, 2019.
42
DHD has had considerable turnover with those involved with the SFD and MYD partnership. Those involved
include, but are not limited to, Abdul El-Sayed, Joneigh Khaldun, Tammy McCrory, Leseliey Rose Welch, Deborah
Whiting, Yolanda Hill-Ashford, Tamekia Ashford, Shirley Gray, and David Yeh.
43
Alexis Wiley Interview, August 19, 2019.
44
Dave Massaron stopped attending these meetings when he became the City of Detroit’s CFO.
41
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as ODG leadership consisting of Katerli Bounds, 45 Sirene Abou-Chakra, and Ryan Friedrichs.
Department directors attend when invited. 46 Because there is a limited amount of money
available, ODG seeks approval from the Mayor before any fundraising efforts are initiated to
ensure that the directors’ priorities align with the mayoral priorities. 47
Priorities are also determined directly by the Mayor. Major initiatives, such as Strategic
Neighborhoods, Census, and Goal Line, come directly from Mayor Duggan. Ms. Abou-Chakra
estimated that 40% to 50% of the initiatives come directly from the Mayor. ODG focuses most
on these priorities. 48 Mayor Duggan also has the final say regarding funding priorities so he can
move around or change anything as needed. 49
Mayor Duggan stated that he has the same level of involvement with other initiatives as
he does with MYD. He gave the examples of the Detroit Opera House, Grow Detroit’s Young
Talent (GDYT), the Charles Wright Museum, the Boy Scouts, the Boys and Girls Club, and Goal
Line. The Mayor stated that a huge part of his job is determining what charitable causes would
add value to the City and then support them. Mayor Duggan stated that he spent much more
time on GDYT than he did on MYD. He said that he spent a “minimal amount” of time on
MYD compared to other initiatives. 50 Ms. Wiley concurred during her interview with the OIG.
She also cited Mayor Duggan’s involvement with GDYT and Goal Line as examples. 51
Mr. Friedrichs also indicated that Mayor Duggan and his executive leadership team are
active with other initiatives and have directed similar fundraising efforts. 52 In an email dated
April 6, 2019, Mr. Friedrichs provided John Roach 53 with other initiatives ODG raised funds for
that he felt was analogous to MYD. The email provided the following examples:
•

On June 11, 2015, Alexis Wiley forwarded Mia Cupp’s, Wayne Metro Director of
Development & Communications, email to Ryan Friedrichs, Elizabeth Palazzola from
COD as well as Jerome Drain and Louis Piszker from Wayne Metro. It stated “I’ll
introduce you to Ryan right now! He’s fantastic! Hope you both have a chance to
connect soon!” This was in response to Ms. Cupp’s email which stated, in part, “I’d like
to ask for guidance on how to make contact with Ryan Friedrichs the new CDO for the
City. It would be so great to share some of the stuff we are working on as well as to
discuss some potential collaboration.” Ms. Cupp hoped to partner with Mr. Friedrichs on
WRAP (Water Rental Assistance Program) for renters as well as other collaborations.

•

On May 9, 2017, Mr. Friedrichs received an email stating that the Michigan Black
Chamber of Commerce (MBCC) was holding grants for “Untold Stories” initiative to lift
up more stories of Detroit neighborhood businesses. It stated that the “990 from the
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Katerli Bounds is the ODG Director of Grants.
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MBCC is from 2015, but is good to go and covers them to be a fiscal sponsor for this
project.”
•

On September 15, 2016, Ryan Friedrichs emailed Alexis Wiley stating that “Skillman
came through with the $25,000 match Carnegie asked us to get for part of their grant
supporting Municipal ID…” Mr. Friedrichs reported directly to Ms. Wiley on Detroit’s
Municipal ID program in partnership with Global Detroit and others, which was being
funded with a grant to SEMHA.

•

On November 18, 2016, Alexis Wiley introduced Ryan Friedrichs via email to the
General Motors Senior Vice President for partnership on workforce training. It stated “I
wanted to introduce you to our Chief Development Officer Ryan Friedrichs. He works
for Mayor Duggan and manages our philanthropic partnerships and he’s looking to work
more closely with the GM Foundation and understand the foundation’s strategy going
forward.”

•

Alexis Wiley “built the bridge” to United Way to support the Industrial Sewing and
Innovation Center and Design Core Detroit via Detroit Regional Workforce Fund grant.

•

Alexis Wiley and team successfully raised funds together for the preservation of Dr.
Ossian Sweet’s historic home via the Neighborhood Stabilization Program’s African
American Civil Rights Grants competition.

•

On September 11, 2015, Alexis Wiley linked Ryan Friedrichs with the CEO of Detroit
PAL to help lead fundraising effort for the “Goal Detroit” soccer league.

•

On July 12, 2017, Alexis Wiley linked Ryan Friedrichs with David McGhee at Skillman
Foundation to get a grant to fund the non-profit Playworks to train the staff who will be
running the City of Detroit’s Summer Fun Centers.

•

Alexis Wiley wrote all major foundations in the City of Detroit saying they’ve raised
$3.8 million, half of their goal for GDYT for City Connect/ Connect Detroit and Detroit
Economic Solutions Corporation. 54

In addition to the above examples, ODG has raised funds for numerous projects ranging
from $5,000 to $32,606,264.15. Attached to this report is a chart created by ODG which
summarizes the projects, awards, and work put into fundraising by their office. Based on the
OIG review of the record, it is evident that ODG raises funds for other agencies and non-profits
to support mayoral initiatives and that significant time and effort have been invested in some of
these projects.
However, certain aspects of the City of Detroit’s relationship with MYD are unique.
MYD was created at the direction of Mayor Duggan whereas most, if not all, of the City’s other
partners were already established with a proven track record. Additionally, the OIG
54
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investigation revealed that MYD received an inordinate amount of City time and resources,
considering the fundraising goals and scope of work when compared against other projects of
similar size and scope. 55 Some of the additional time required by City staff was due to the
unresponsiveness of those involved with MYD.
Further, there is no established process by which partner agencies are selected to work
with the City of Detroit and obtain fundraising assistance from the City. Therefore, going
forward, we recommend Mayoral Priorities should be funded in fair, open, and transparent
process to ensure that funds are spent wisely, efficiently, and effectively.
e. No Conflict of Interest per City Charter
It has been alleged that Mayor Duggan had a relationship with Dr. Hassan and was thus
in violation of the City’s Ethics Ordinance for not disclosing it. While such allegations would
generally go to the Board of Ethics, we are addressing this issue in the context of abuse of
authority, for which the OIG does have jurisdiction.
The City’s ordinance only requires a public servant who exercises significant authority 56
over a pending matter to disclose any financial interest. Section 2-6-31 Disclosure of Interests by
Public Servants states:
(a) Except as otherwise provided by applicable law, a public servant
who exercises significant authority over a pending matter shall
disclose:
(1) Any financial interest, direct or indirect, that he or she or
an immediate family member has in any contract or
matter pending before City Council;
(2) Any financial interest, direct or indirect, that he or she or
an immediate family member has in any contract or
matter pending before or within any office, department
or agency of the City; and
(3) Any interest that he or she, or an immediate family
member has in real or personal property that is subject to
a decision by the City regarding purchase, sale, lease,
zoning, improvement, special designation tax
assessment or abatement or a development agreement.
(b) All disclosures that are required under Subsection (a) of this
section shall be made, in writing, on a form that is created by the
Law Department and sworn to in the presence of a notary public.
After completion, the form shall be filed with the Board of
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Ethics, which shall forward a complete copy of the form to the
applicable department director or agency head.
The ordinance also states that the purpose of applying and enforcing disclosure
requirements and standards is to “ensure that governmental decisions are made in the public’s
best interest by prohibiting public servants from participating in matters that affect their personal
or financial interests. 57” However, it should be noted that the disclosure requirements focus on
the financial interests of public servants.
Under the City’s ordinance, a public servant is only required to disclose a personal
relationship if that person is the public servant’s “spouse, domestic partner, individual who lives
in the Public Servant’s household or an individual claimed by a Public Servant or a Public
Servant’s spouse as a dependent under the United States Internal Revenue Code at 26 USC 1. 58”
Consequently, the OIG did not investigate the nature of any relationship between Mayor Duggan
and Dr. Hassan. Moreover, as previously stated, for purposes of the OIG investigation, the
relationship, if any, is not relevant.
f. Analysis
Mayor Duggan prioritized reducing the rate of preterm birth and infant mortality in the
City of Detroit at the start of his first term as the Mayor. He provided MYD with many City
resources including funding and the assistance of City employees. Mayor Duggan’s support
continued when he directed SFD and MYD to form a partnership to assist pregnant women in the
City’s effort to reduce infant mortality. Based on the evidence gathered by the OIG, we
conclude MYD did receive preferential treatment as a Mayoral Priority.
i. Creation of MYD as a City Partner
Mayor Duggan’s transition team, which operated in November and December 2013,
consisted of 12 committees. The committees produced approximately 18 departmental reports
which included descriptions of key issues, recommended strategies for program improvements
and organizational structures, and 100 day action plans. Then DHD Director Vernice Anthony
and Dr. Hassan co-chaired the health care transition committee. Members of the committee were
unpaid, volunteer positions. 59
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City of Detroit Ethics Ordinance 2012, Article V. Ethics, Division 1. Generally, Section 2-5-1. Statement of
Purpose. Commentary for this section states “The integrity of City government and public trust and confidence in
public officers and employees require that public servants be independent, impartial and responsible to the People;
that government decisions and policy be made within the proper channels of the governmental system; and that
public servants be prohibited from participating in matters that affect their personal or financial interests. The
purpose of this article is to establish guidelines for ethical standards of conduct for all City government officials and
employees by defining those acts or actions that are incompatible with the best interests of the City and by
mandating disclosure by public servants of private financial or other interests in matters affecting the City.”
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2012 City of Detroit Charter, Sec. 2-105. Definitions and Rules of Construction: Immediate family member.
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Transition Committee Chairs dated December 2, 2013 and Supplemental Documents for Inspector General from
the Mayor’s Office provided on August 29, 2019.
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The report produced by Ms. Anthony and Dr. Hassan called for the establishment of a
“city-wide policy of regular implementation of evidence-based strategies to reduce the rate of
pre-term birth and thus affect the rate of infant mortality. 60” The report recommended that
Mayor Duggan “create a uniform City-Wide Preterm Birth Reduction Plan through partnerships
with hospitals, universities, and other programs. Designate pilot site for implementation of the
Preterm Birth Reduction Plan. 61”
On February 27, 2014, MYD was announced during Mayor Duggan’s first State of the
City Address. According to the Mayor’s Office, an “unprecedented coalition came together to
implement [the Pre-term Birth Reduction Plan] recommendation, combining the efforts of
Wayne State University and Yale University, the National Institute of Health, major
philanthropic organizations, and several health care and medical organizations. 62”
Initially, Dr. Hassan was to form a non-profit, raise money, and implement the evidencebased strategies with the goal of reducing the rate of pre-term birth and infant mortality.
However, in mid-2014, Mayor Duggan was informed that it would be a year before the nonprofit would be certified. Therefore, it was decided that MYD would be managed as a Wayne
State program. 63 On May 15, 2014, MYD officially began enrolling pregnant women to its
program.
The Mayor’s Office issued a press release on April 4, 2019. It stated that “no city funds
were ever provided to Make Your Date non-profit and no private money was ever raised for it.
Every dollar of city funds went directly to Wayne State University.” Ms. Wiley also made this
distinction in an April 2, 2019 email which stated, in part,
City staff briefly collaborated with the Wayne State philanthropy
department to try to raise funds for the Wayne State program, but
those efforts were unsuccessful and no funds were raised. At no
time did anyone from the city participate in any fundraising effort
for Make Your Date nonprofit- all efforts were a direct collaboration
with university staff for the university-run program. 64
However, this is a distinction without a purpose. Though City funds were paid to WSU,
it was with the understanding that it would be used solely for MYD, regardless if MYD is
characterized as non-profit or WSU program. This, in part, is evidenced by a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between DHD 65 and WSU dated August 28, 2015. The MOU set forth
the “understanding that each party desires to finalize contract negotiations for [DHD] to fund
select program activities for WSU’s Make Your Date program activities.” Additionally, emails
regarding ODG’s fundraising efforts for MYD included not just WSU staff but also MYD
representatives. Therefore, though City of Detroit funds may have initially flowed to WSU, the
60
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money was undisputedly designated for MYD. Based on the evidence gathered by the OIG, to
suggest otherwise would be simply inaccurate.
ii. Other Non-Profits and Programs Not Considered
Other previously established non-profits and programs were not considered by Mayor
Duggan to lead the fight against infant mortality. Mayor Duggan stated that his experience as
CEO of DMC allowed him to become familiar with infant mortality and preterm births rates in
the City of Detroit as well as with research programs within the DMC, specifically the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Perinatology Research Branch (PRB). Therefore, following his
election, Mayor Duggan made it a priority to create an initiative to address infant mortality. He
asked Dr. Hassan, who was the project site manager for the PRB in addition to being the co-chair
for the health care transition committee, to assist with this task. She presented a plan to address
infant mortality by disseminating the NIH PRB’s research to the pregnant women of Detroit
which led to the creation of MYD. 66
Mayor Duggan unilaterally selected MYD to partner with the City of Detroit to address
pre-term birth and infant mortality. It is indisputable that Mayor Duggan’s nine (9) years of
experience at DMC put him in a position to have a good understanding of the successes and
failures of similar programs which he encountered while at DMC. However, there may have
been additional programs he did not have personal knowledge of.
Because City time, resources, and funding was used in part for this program, other nonprofits should have been considered to effectuate the Mayor’s initiative. A formal process
should have been undertaken in which non-profits and other programs could submit their
qualifications and proposals for consideration. These proposals should have been evaluated and
the best program selected, which may very well have been MYD. As the head of the City of
Detroit, the Mayor has a responsibility to select partners in a fair, open, and transparent manner
since City resources were put into this initiative.
iii. City of Detroit Funding Efforts for MYD
Mayor Duggan explained that WSU expressed concerns that SFD participants would
exceed the capacity of the MYD representatives after SFD received a $2 million grant in 2017.
Therefore, he made the decision to assist WSU in raising money so that MYD could increase its
staffing to keep up with the demands of new SFD participants. However, when it was
determined that SFD enrollment was not drastically increasing, WSU decided to do its own
fundraising for MYD. 67
According to Ms. Wiley, “[n]o city funds were ever provided to Make Your Date nonprofit and no private money was ever raised for it. 68” However, the OIG investigation revealed
that these statements are largely inaccurate. ODG staff worked with both WSU and MYD
representatives on fundraising efforts. According to ODG staff emails, the collaboration began
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in August 2017 and continued until November 2019. This partnership lasted over two years,
suggesting that ODG staff and WSU/ MYD representatives more than “briefly collaborated.”
Additionally, ODG efforts were successful in that MYD was awarded a grant from the Carls
Foundation, an award that MYD would not have received if not for the City’s ask. 69
Further, City of Detroit general funds were allocated and used for transportation for
expectant mothers who are enrolled in either MYD or SFD or both. Mayor Duggan stated
transportation was an important issue which he tasked then DHD Director Joneigh Khaldun with
solving. DHD implemented a Lyft program to provide transportation so that women can go to
and from their doctors’ appointments.
Mayor Duggan stated that he was more concerned about pregnant women getting to their
appointments than how the expense would be allocated between MYD and SFD. 70 According to
DHD, the department pays Lyft directly for all rides, including those given to MYD participants
only through the use of general funds. Therefore, though MYD does not directly receive general
fund dollars, these funds are used to fund a program that, in part, benefits MYD participants who
are not involved in a city program.
Shirley Gray, SFD Program Manager, is responsible for the overall operation and
management of SFD. Ms. Gray stated that the transportation aspect of SFD and MYD is
different than what she normally sees. She explained that program participants do not typically
receive transportation. However, she has only been with DHD since July 2018 and she did not
believe MYD received preferential treatment “with the exception to transportation.” She
clarified that it may not be preferential treatment but it was different from other initiatives. 71
iv. Lack of Fair and Transparent Selection Process
There are no policies or procedures that dictate the selection of mayoral initiatives or
priorities. As the head of the executive branch of City government, the Charter provides a wide
latitude for the Mayor to implement programs, services, and activities. However, when City
resources and funds are directed in initiating and implementing the program, it necessitates a
greater level of scrutiny. Therefore, any agency that is selected to receive City resources and
funds should go through a process to confirm that it is the best agency for the job and best use of
taxpayer resources. Those allocating funds have a duty to ensure that they are being spent
wisely, efficiently, and effectively. As such, Article IX of the Michigan Constitution requires
accountability in the use of public funds.
The OIG investigation found that MYD was selected in a manner that did not follow any
established procedures. The selection of MYD was based on Mayor Duggan’s prior knowledge
and at the recommendation of his transition team, which included Dr. Hassan. While the Mayor
was able to articulate his position in selecting MYD, because it appears no other agencies were
considered to ensure that the best possible selection was made in his initiative to combat infant
mortality, in the eyes of the public, MYD had unfair advantage over other organizations. DHD
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employees confirmed there were other organizations already in existence, prior to the creation
and the selection of MYD that could have been paired with SFD. 72 Therefore, to ensure a fair,
open, and transparent process, there should be a process by which Mayoral Priorities are
selected.
Based on the OIG’s investigation and research, it is not best practice to select a non-profit
or other program to receive City resources without some type of selection criteria and review.
Best practice is generally defined as a “procedure that has been shown by research and
experience to produce optimal results and that is established or proposed as a standard suitable
for widespread adoption. 73” By not considering other agencies, it unnecessarily invited the
appearance of an unfair process.
Other agencies have also been selected to partner with the City of Detroit on various
mayoral initiatives. However, as stated above, there is no consistent, articulable process by
which partner agencies are selected to work with the City of Detroit and receive fundraising
assistance. This is not best practice, as all City employees, including elected officials, have a
responsibility to ensure that City time and resources are expended wisely, efficiently, and
effectively through a transparent process.
Other non-profits or programs were not given the chance to present a plan to Mayor
Duggan on how they would address infant mortality. Instead, the Mayor simply tasked Dr.
Hassan, as a member of the mayoral transition team, to develop a plan to address the issue.
Mayor Duggan stated that MYD was what he logically believed would work after “seeing
everything else” during his time as CEO of DMC. 74 Mayor Duggan’s belief may be
accurate but this was not verified in an open process. If he had followed a transparent and
articulable process to make this important selection, there would be no doubt about the
accuracy of his assertion.
All public servants have a responsibility to follow established processes meant to ensure
a transparent, open, and fair process when using City resources and funds. No City of Detroit
policy directly addresses the selection of a non-profit to partner with for Mayoral Priorities or
other city initiatives. However, there are established procedures that must be followed when
both City of Detroit general funds and grant funds are being used to pay for services. The City
of Detroit Office of Contracting and Procurement’s (OCP) General Conditions Procurement
Policy and its Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) Manual provides guidance to City
departments that need to secure goods and/or services. 75 These policies and procedures mainly
focus on the competitive bid process and the sole source non-competitive purchase process.
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In this instance, OCP’s policies and procedures are instructive because City of Detroit
general funds, grant funds, and other resources were provided to MYD. Therefore, the City
essentially purchased MYD’s services. OCP’s policies and procedures seek to maintain
processes that support principles that include supplier competition and purchases that are made
based on the highest standards of ethics and integrity. 76 The General Conditions Procurement
Policy states that procurement for the City of Detroit shall be “carried out in a manner which
provides a transparent, open, and fair opportunity to all eligible bidders to participate. 77”
The City of Detroit’s SOP Manual states that a citywide understanding of appropriate
behavior protects the integrity of the purchasing process. It identifies the following four
standards that must be upheld by the departments and staff:
(1) Responsibility – taking ownership for decisions that are
made or failed to be made, and the consequences that result; (2)
Respect – showing a high regard for oneself, the department,
and resources entrusted to it and supporting an environment
where diverse perspectives and views are encouraged and
valued; (3) Fairness – the requesting department has a duty to
make fair decisions and act impartially and objectively in order
to make ethical and cost effective purchases; and (4) Honesty –
acting in a truthful manner both in conduct and
communications. 78
Additionally, OCP identifies market research as an essential step in making informed
procurement decisions in its SOP Manual. It allows flexibility in the type of approach to be used
to perform this research, but the process should help in gaining expertise in the market before
making a selection. 79 Following this process would ensure that the City of Detroit partners with
the best agency or agencies to provide services to the citizens.
OCP is responsible for managing the bid process and ensuring a fair, competitive, and
value-driven environment in which to purchase government goods and services. The City of
Detroit must competitively bid all new contracts to the greatest extent possible. 80 This includes
contracts funded with grant dollars. In such instances, ODG and the funding agency must be
consulted regarding bid evaluation guidelines. 81 These ideals should be incorporated into the
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selection of a non-profit or agency that is selected to partner with the City of Detroit as it
receives City resources.
Additionally, OCP also has guidelines for when a non-competitive purchase can be made.
For example, in sole source procurements, the contract opportunity is not publicly advertised or
competitively bid because only one source is capable of supplying the goods or services. The
requesting department and OCP must substantiate that only one source can provide the goods
and services and that the recommendation is in the best interest of the City of Detroit before
developing the contract. 82 However, in this instance, it is unlikely that MYD would have been
eligible for such an exception. Based on the OIG investigation, there are other agencies that
could have potentially provided similar services.
Despite providing resources to MYD, the City of Detroit entered into only one MOU
with WSU. On August 28, 2015, DHD 83 and WSU entered into an MOU that set forth the
“understanding that each party desires to finalize contract negotiations for [DHD] to fund select
program activities for WSU’s Make Your Date program activities.” It called for contract
negotiations to be completed before the end of September 2015 and it expired on September 30,
2015. An MOU is important because it is “documentation of a formal agreement between the
City of Detroit and at least one other entity to establish a formal partnership. The MOU outlines
the duties, responsibilities, program details, funding, and protections for both organizations in
order to support a shared effort. 84”
Currently, there is no formal agreement between the City of Detroit, DHD, WSU, and
MYD and there has not been such an agreement since September 30, 2015. It is important to
note that WSU entered into an agreement with SEMHA for the $358,368 of LMCH funds which
specified how the money was to be spent. However, WSU and/or MYD has no agreement
directly with the City of Detroit or DHD which details what services MYD must provide in
exchange for Lyft funding or other City resources. Again, this is not best practice and gives the
impression that MYD is not being held to the same standard as others that receive funding from
the City.
It is not unique or uncommon that the City of Detroit is partnering with a non-profit.
According to Non-Profit Government Contracts and Grants; The State Agency Perspective
published by the Urban Institute Center on Non-Profits and Philanthropy,
Non-profit and government organizations have a long history of
working together to address social issues and deliver publicly
funded programs and services. They often share the same mission
and goals and offer each other valuable resources. For instance,
government agencies frequently allocate financial resources to nonprofits through contracts and grants that help address local
82
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community needs, while non-profits tend to be more narrowly
focused and allow government agencies greater flexibility and reach
to address specific issues or target populations. Roughly one-third
of non-profit budgets contain funding through government contracts
and grants to deliver public programs and services. 85
This same report details best practices for city and non-profit partnerships. It states that the
contract and grant processes generally involve four stages (pre-award, award, implementation,
and closeout) and each stage entails distinct activities as shown below. 86 It is not uncommon for
state agencies to have some variation in how their contract and grant processes are implemented
but there is a process that is followed. 87
State Agency Contract and Grant Process
Pre-award Stage

•Announce
opportunity
•Receive
applications an
proposals
•Evaluate and
select non-profits

Implementation
Stage

Award Stage

Closeout Stage

•Disburse payment
•Manage and
oversee

•Notify award
recipient
•Execute contract
or grant

•Review and
reconcile final
audit and other
reports

The report also explains that state agencies tend to have some discretion in how they
review and select non-profits. 88 When asked how their agencies select non-profits for funding,
most state agencies reported that each program has established evaluation criteria used by a
review panel. 89 This is in sharp contrast to how MYD was selected. As stated above, MYD was
selected by Mayor Duggan based on his knowledge and experience. This is not best practice
given the fact that City resources were allocated to this mayoral priority. It gives the impression
that MYD received preferential treatment since it was selected by Mayor Duggan and did not go
through a competitive selection process.
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Human services
Arts, culture, and
humanities
Environment and
animal

Northeast
1
1
1

South
3
1
1

89

Midwest
1
1
3

West
2
1
2
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Based on the evidence gathered, the OIG concludes that the selection of MYD lacked
fairness, openness, and transparency. Though no specific policy exists for the selection of
Mayoral Priorities, this process unnecessarily gave the impression that MYD was given
preferential treatment. To ensure public trust, it is important that we, as a public body, have an
open and transparent process in how we allocate City resources, including providing funds to
non-profit organization.
Again, to be clear, there is no evidence that MYD misused funds or that it is not the best
partner for the City of Detroit initiative to combat infant mortality. However, it is imperative
that all city business is conducted in the most transparent way possible to ensure the public’s
confidence in the City’s process in determining how to most wisely, efficiently, and effectively
use city funds.
v. Issues with the Relationship between SFD and MYD
In late 2016, Yolanda Hill-Ashford, DHD Director of Family and Community Health and
former SFD Program Manager, presented Birthing Project USA at a meeting attended by Mayor
Duggan and other DHD staff. Birthing Project USA is a national program that seeks to “improve
women’s health and birth outcomes through SisterFriending, education, community
collaboration and capacity building. 90” Mayor Duggan supported this idea and as a result
established SFD.
Mayor Duggan was aware of complaints from expectant mothers regarding access to
service and adequate training. Therefore, he thought SFD and MYD should partner to address
these issues. Mayor Duggan contacted MYD and asked MYD to support SFD with their clinical
education. After some discussion, the parties agreed that they would share referrals across
programs. In August 2017, the partnership was announced. 91 Ms. Hill-Ashford noted that the
partnership was natural because MYD was clinical and SFD was a mentorship program. 92
David Yeh, DHD Director of Special Projects, stated during his interview with the OIG
that just prior to launch of SFD, it was made clear that SFD and MYD should work together as a
single unit. He specified that MYD focused on prenatal care only while SFD focused on both
prenatal and postnatal care. Mr. Yeh stated that “we were to be presented as an integrated
program, even if we were kind of separate legal entities… In terms of operations, it should be a
seamless process. Everything from dual intake to weekly meetings…” 93
However, they did not operate as an integrated program with a seamless process. Even
prior to the MYD and SFD partnership, DHD staff had difficulties working with MYD staff.
The issues began when DHD gave MYD LMCH funds. Contract negotiations for the first round
of funding took several months and an inordinate amount of time and effort from several DHD
employees. Chelsea Harmell, former SEMHA/ DHD Maternal Child Health Program Manager,
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began dealing with the contract issues in December 2014. 94 In an email dated May 12, 2015, she
stated
negotiations have stalled over several budget line items (initially
nearly half of the budget was dedicated to advertising), changing
program staff, Dr. Hassan’s lack of availability to meet over the
phone or in person for months on end, and continued confusion on
the DHWP side about whether the MYD program activities are
serving the population at large or acting as clinical research. MYD’s
primary concerns relate to ownership of program materials and
publications developed with proposed DHWP funds. 95
Similar issues occurred with subsequent rounds of LMCH funding. In addition, because
LMCH funds are Title V Maternal Child Health Program block grant funds, they are subject to
strict state and federal regulations. Therefore, detailed reporting is required from any
subcontractor that receives any portion of this money, including MYD. 96 DHD staff had
difficulties obtaining MYD’s budget and justification and were therefore required to spend
unnecessary extra time and effort to obtain the justification necessary to receive reimbursement
for the LMCH funds.
SFD Strategic Planning Meeting Minutes stated that DHD had a “tumultuous relationship
with [MYD] (Mayor mandated DHD to give MYD $200,000 when they first began and we have
trouble getting outcomes from their program.) 97” Ms. Hill-Ashford stated that she had
difficulties getting the justification for the LMCH funds given to MYD. She said that talking to
MYD representative Ms. Rodriguez about numbers was “like pulling teeth… They don’t do
things really in the spirit of partnership. 98”
Mr. Yeh also noted tensions between SFD and MYD and questioned why MYD would
be so closely integrated with the City of Detroit. He stated that he believed MYD received
preferential treatment. Mr. Yeh said he understood why a health system organization would
work with DHD, but does not think MYD was a strong enough organization to justify such a
close link with the City. He also stated that “at the risk of going way out of lane, [MYD]
became, in my view, more active and wanting to be closely involved after [DHD] got the $2
million grant from [the Ralph] Wilson [Foundation]” in early 2017. He said that MYD “thought
that they should be getting the funds rather than [DHD] because they were the high-profile,
evidence-based, going-to-change-infant-mortality-for-the-City program.” 99
Mayor Duggan and Ms. Wiley also acknowledged problems between SFD and MYD.
Mayor Duggan stated that there was initial tension between the programs; however the program
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leads were able to get the programs working together to assist pregnant mothers. 100 Ms. Wiley
stated that there were “a lot of personality issues” and SFD and MYD “did not seem to like each
other much.” While the SFD and MYD’s partnership continued, Ms. Wiley decided to stop
attending the bi-weekly meetings with them in the spring of 2018. She stated “it was clear the
relationship between DHD and MYD...it didn’t feel like it was getting better to me. I did not
want to keep working with them.” Ms. Wiley stated that her issues with continuing her
involvement “had more to do with internal city stuff than it did with MYD.” When asked for
clarification, Ms. Wiley merely stated that there were” personality issues in terms of working
with DHD.” She added that there was nothing unique about [her] interaction or the Mayor’s
interaction with MYD” and that MYD did not receive any type of preferential treatment. 101
Some DHD employees reported feeling pressured from the Mayor’s Office regarding
MYD. Ms. Hill-Ashford said that if MYD ever had a problem with the DHD, they would go
directly to the Mayor’s Office and the Mayor would call the DHD Director who would, in turn,
scold the DHD staff regardless of fault. 102 A September 13, 2017 email exchange highlights this
frustration. Then DHD Director Joneigh Khaldun emailed Ms. Wiley and stated
Mayor mentioned in Cabinet- I agree, but also think there is a
misunderstanding. You should also know that they are invited to
our orientations, as the Mayor requested and they said they would
do, but they do not show up. I am happy to run and tell the issues
we have with them when they come up but was actually hoping we
could work some things out internally, but I see that is not their
approach. All is not perfect on their end either. 103
Ms. Wiley responded “Totally understand. That’s why I asked you to initiate communication
with Make Your Date instead of reaching out myself. Let’s just meet and hash it all out. 104”
Based on Ms. Hill-Ashford’s past work experience, she stated MYD is unique because of
Mayor Duggan’s involvement. She clarified that it was not unusual for a clinical department to
want to reach out but the partnership felt forced because it was what the Mayor wanted. Ms.
Hill-Ashford said that MYD “absolutely, absolutely, absolutely” received preferential treatment
in terms of mayoral support and “it was highlighted, it was the preferred program.” Ms. HillAshford provided the example of the work required of Tamekia Ashford Nixon, DHD Director
of Communications. She explained that Ms. Nixon was the communications person for DHD,
but she was required to focus a disproportionate amount of attention on the SFD and MYD
partnership because “it was connected to the Mayor’s Office.” 105
Ms. Hill-Ashford expressed her concerns about the SFD and MYD partnership soon after
Mayor Duggan directed its formation in early 2017. At that time, she was the SFD Program
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Manager. She explained that, after her third or fourth meeting with the Mayor’s Office, “it
started to feel more like a takeover” instead of just a partnership. She stated that it felt like SFD
was merely supporting MYD. She noted that “what could have been a natural fit felt really
forced.” Ms. Hill-Ashford said that SFD was tasked with recruiting women for MYD and it
became the focus of the meetings. She stated that it “started to feel awkward when that became
the sole focus of SFD.” 106
Ms. Hill-Ashford’s assertion about recruiting is supported by an email sent by Dr. Hassan
on September 13, 2017. She stated that “I would like that we hold off on sending MYD patients
to SF temporarily so that we don’t saturate the capacity of SFD and rather focus on SFD
recruiting patients jointly to SFD/MYD. 107” This statement is troubling because the stated goal
of both programs is to reduce infant mortality. The focus should be on making sure expectant
mothers are receiving all assistance available to them as opposed to bolstering MYD’s
enrollment numbers.
In addition to her frustrations regarding recruiting, Ms. Hill-Ashford made it known to
others that she was having difficulty getting the justification for the LMCH funding from MYD.
She recalled at one time, she had been told “don’t say anything” by Dr. Abdul El Sayed who was
then DHD Director. Additionally, she questioned MYD’s ability to solve the City of Detroit’s
infant mortality issue. She explained that MYD addresses cervical length measurements but
there are many other factors that could lead to infant mortality. 108 She noted that MYD is not
known in the community and she felt pressured to work with MYD. She stated it could “tarnish
our chance to get out there and be successful because the community wasn’t really necessarily
responding well to MYD.” Ms. Hill-Ashford was removed from the SFD Program Manager
position soon after voicing her dissatisfaction. She believes her removal was due to her being
critical of MYD, which she believed resulted in a poor work performance evaluation. 109
vi. Issues with the Relationship between ODG and MYD
ODG staff also had issues working with MYD and WSU representatives. ODG
Development Officer Monique Phillips stated that she essentially acted as MYD’s Development
Officer in assisting them to raise funds. She met with MYD representatives bi-weekly, either in
106
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person or via phone call, to discuss funding leads that were identified by both MYD and ODG.
She frequently spoke with MYD representatives Marissa Galuppi Rodriguez, Janine Bieda, and
WSU representative Susan Miller.
Ms. Phillips described her actions with MYD as unique. She typically only works with
non-profits if they are acting as a fiduciary for a City department. She explained that some funds
must be given to a 501(c)(3) and thus the non-profit functions as the “go between” so the funds
can flow to the City department. There is usually an MOU to formalize the relationship and
responsibilities of the non-profit and the City of Detroit. However, this was not the case with
MYD. As discussed above, the City of Detroit had only one (1) MOU with WSU and/ or MYD
that was for August 28, 2015 to September 30, 2015.
ODG Fund Development Officer Claire Huttenlocher stated that her involvement with
MYD was primarily limited to monthly check-ins with Marisa Galuppi Rodriquez and Susan
Miller. She stated that they were not very responsive. Thus, she was not successful in assisting
MYD to secure grant funding. 110 Ms. Huttenlocher stated that she never felt any pressure to
provide MYD with any additional assistance and there was nothing unique about the assistance
she provided to MYD. 111
Based on the above evidence, the OIG concludes many of the public servants who were
most directly involved with MYD felt pressured and therefore spent a disproportionate amount
of time on this agency because it was a Mayoral Priority. Additionally, several public servants
stated that MYD was given City resources not afforded to other non-profits or similar agencies.
Therefore, we highly recommend that policies and procedures be created that will prevent such
situations from occurring in the future.
V.

Deleted Emails

It was alleged that two (2) ODG staff members were directed to delete emails regarding
MYD by a high-ranking official in the Mayor’s Office in an attempt to hide the amount of work
done by the department to secure grant funding for MYD. Because another agency is conducting
a concurrent investigation on this matter, this report will not address whether the person(s) who
ordered the deletion of the emails violated any statute concerning the Michigan Record Retention
Schedule. Moreover, because we cannot opine on legal matters or make legal determinations on
behalf of the City, we will only address whether the person(s) who ordered the deletion of emails
abused his/her/their authority.
a. Timeline of Actions
i. Approximately December 2018
ODG staff were first instructed to delete MYD emails around December 2018. During
his interview, Mr. Friedrichs stated that Ms. Wiley called him soon after surveillance video of
Mayor Duggan was broadcast outside of the Coleman A. Young Municipal Center. Ms. Wiley
110
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told Mr. Friedrichs to have Claire Huttenlocher and Monique Phillips stop contracting MYD and
to delete the outreach emails pertaining to MYD. The directive did not extend to Mr. Friedrichs,
Katerli Bounds, or Sirene Abou-Chakra. Ms. Wiley justified her direction to Mr. Friedrichs by
stating that she did not want to “pull the grants department into all of this. 112”
Mr. Friedrichs then contacted Ms. Abou-Chakra and told her that, based on a
conversation he had with Ms. Wiley, ODG should no longer communicate with MYD and both
Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips should delete all related emails. 113 Ms. Abou-Chakra clearly
relayed these instructions to Ms. Phillips who deleted her emails but only after she forwarded
some of the emails to her personal account, so she could maintain a record. 114 Ms. Huttenlocher,
however, did not receive the message and continued to reach out to MYD via email. 115
Ms. Wiley admitted that she spoke with Mr. Friedrichs sometime in December 2018.
However, she stated that the purpose of the conversation was to find out what fundraising efforts
were made by the ODG on behalf of MYD and to have his department stop contacting the
organization. Ms. Wiley “did not recall” directing Mr. Friedrichs to have his staff delete MYD
emails. 116
ii. February 7, 2019
On February 7, 2019, ODG staff were given a second directive to stop contacting MYD
and to delete all MYD related emails. Mr. Friedrichs explained that Ms. Wiley called again
because Ms. Rodriquez at MYD notified her that Ms. Huttenlocher was continuing to email
MYD about fundraising. Mr. Friedrichs contacted Ms. Abou-Chakra and again instructed her to
relay the directive to Ms. Huttenlocher. He also noted that, at that time, a “full stop” occurred to
“let the circus settle. 117”
Ms. Huttenlocher stated during her OIG interview that Ms. Abou-Chakra called her on
February 7, 2019 and ordered her to delete her MYD emails. Ms. Abou-Chakra told her that the
request came from Ms. Wiley and that Ms. Phillips had also been told to delete emails. 118 Ms.
Abou-Chakra further stated to Ms. Huttenlocher that Mr. Friedrichs was aware of the request and
the deletions were meant to “protect you guys.” Ms. Huttenlocher did not know what that meant
but stated that it was framed around wanting to protect them from the press coverage. 119
Ms. Wiley confirmed that Ms. Rodriquez contacted her because ODG’s grants team
continued to reach out to MYD, sending her the same grant agreement for months that MYD had
no interest in signing. She also confirmed that she spoke with Mr. Friedrichs a second time
about stopping all MYD communication. Ms. Wiley noted that with “Bob Carmack and all of
112
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the craziness going on,” the intention was that the ODG grant team should stop reaching out to
MYD. However, Ms. Wiley again denied requesting that Mr. Friedrichs have his staff delete
emails. She stated “I do not recall saying that and when I learned emails had been deleted I was
surprised. 120”
iii. Mid-March to April 2019
Around March or April of 2019, Ms. Abou-Chakra sought out details on what fundraising
efforts had been undertaken on behalf of MYD after Ms. Wiley requested this information.
Because she did not have firsthand knowledge of what ODG did to raise funds for MYD, Ms.
Abou-Chakra worked with Mr. Friedrichs, Ms. Phillips, and Ms. Huttenlocher to compile the
information for Ms. Wiley, which then was provided to her. 121
Later that same week, Ms. Phillips and Ms. Abou-Chakra were called into Ms. Wiley’s
office. Ms. Phillips explained her MYD fundraising efforts to Ms. Wiley. During the meeting,
Ms. Wiley asked Ms. Phillips to provide her with detail on what a particular email said. Ms.
Phillips responded that she did not know because, per Ms. Wiley’s instructions, the emails were
deleted. Ms. Abou-Chakra recalled Ms. Wiley saying “that was right” at the meeting. 122
Ms. Wiley recalled the meeting with Ms. Phillips and Ms. Abou-Chakra to discuss
ODG’s fundraising efforts, including the agencies ODG had reached out to on behalf of MYD.
However, Ms. Wiley recalled the meeting occurred in April. Ms. Wiley stated that, during the
conversation, the Carls Foundation came up and she asked Ms. Phillips if there were any emails
pertaining the Carls Foundation. She replied ‘no’ and informed Ms. Wiley that her emails had
been deleted. Ms. Wiley explained that she “did not think anything of [the deletions]” because
she was not aware of the content of the conversations and she just assumed the deletions were
normal and innocent. 123
iv. Early May of 2019
In early May of 2019, after an ODG employee who was being dismissed from her
employment alleged that there was a “sinister motive for deleting the emails,” Mr. Friedrichs
approached Dave Massaron, Chief Financial Officer, about recovering the deleted MYD
emails. 124” Mr. Massaron then contacted Beth Niblock, City of Detroit Chief Information
Officer, as well as WSU to assist in recovering the emails. During his OIG interview, Mr.
Friedrichs stated that the emails were recovered to “avoid the appearance of impropriety. 125” He
did not know if the emails would have been recovered if not for the employee’s allegations.
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b. Analysis
There is no single definition for abuse of authority. 126 Black’s Law Dictionary defines it
as a “misuse of power by someone in a position of authority who can use the leverage they have
to oppress persons in an inferior position or induce them to commit a wrongful act. 127” The
Ethics Office for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization states
The abuse and misuse of power or authority in the course of
performing work can occur both with external stakeholders and
internally among staff. The effects can be damaging to morale and
to working relationships. Abuse of power or authority can take
various forms. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Bullying or harassing behavior
Requesting staff to do personal errands or favours
Pressuring staff to distort facts or break rules
Interfering with the ability of a colleague to work effectively (i.e.
by impeding access to information or resources) 128
i. Abuse of Authority

Based on the above outlined facts, the OIG finds that Alexis Wiley abused her authority
when she ordered Ms. Phillips and Ms. Huttenlocher to delete MYD emails through their boss,
Mr. Friedrichs. Likewise, we find Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra also abused their
authority by relaying the directive to Ms. Phillips and Ms. Huttenlocher. The OIG makes these
findings based on a preponderance of the evidence which reflects that it is “more probable than
not 129” that Ms. Wiley gave this direction to ODG staff.
Mr. Friedrichs definitively stated that Ms. Wiley gave him the directive for his staff to
stop communicating with MYD and to delete MYD emails. He told the OIG that he clarified
with Ms. Wiley that she was ordering that the emails be deleted to which she replied “yes.” He
further stated that he believes Ms. Wiley “meant well” and was merely trying to protect the ODG
staff. 130
The OIG finds Mr. Friedrichs’ statement credible. After Mr. Friedrichs received the first
order from Ms. Wiley for his staff to delete MYD emails in December of 2018, he immediately
contacted Ms. Abou-Chakra so she could inform Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips. At that
time, he told Ms. Abou-Chakra the request came from Ms. Wiley. Moreover, after Ms. Wiley
made the same request in February of 2019, Mr. Friedrichs again provided this information to
Ms. Abou-Chakra. She then contacted Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips to remind them of the
126
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directive from Ms. Wiley. Ms. Huttenlocher recalled that Ms. Abou-Chakra told her that the
request came from Ms. Wiley. 131
The statements made by Mr. Friedrichs, Ms. Abou-Chakra, Ms. Phillips, and Ms.
Huttenlocher are consistent in that the order to delete the emails came from Ms. Wiley. While
Ms. Wiley had trouble recalling the specific directive she issued to Mr. Friedrichs, we find that
more likely than not, Ms. Wiley initiated the directive. Moreover, we note Mr. Friedrichs
relayed this information to his staff in real time. Therefore, we find Mr. Friedrichs’ statement to
be persuasive.
Mr. Friedrichs told the OIG that he believed “this was permissible under the laws and
policies. 132” Also, at that time, there was no indication that the MYD email deletion would
become an issue as Ms. Abou-Chakra, Ms. Huttenlocher, and Ms. Phillips did not initially
express any concerns about the request. At the time the direction was received, the OIG had not
yet opened its investigation and there was no pending FOIA request for the ODG documents.
Therefore, he would have no reason to try to preemptively shift blame or make up the fact that
the directive came from Ms. Wiley.
Ms. Wiley disputes that she ordered him to have his staff delete MYD emails. However,
in her OIG interview, instead of providing a definitive statement that she did not give that
directive, she said that she “does not recall” or “does not remember” telling Mr. Friedrichs to
delete the emails. 133 Ms. Wiley eventually clarified that she may have mentioned during the
December 2018 conversation with Mr. Friedrichs that emails were discoverable under FOIA.
She said that Mr. Friedrichs may have misunderstood her statement but she never told Mr.
Friedrichs to delete emails. 134
Ms. Wiley explained she learned MYD emails had been deleted during a meeting with
Ms. Abou-Chakra and Ms. Phillips regarding ODG’s MYD fundraising efforts. Ms. Wiley told
the OIG that she “had no reason to think it was something that needed to be reported” because
she assumed the emails were deleted as a part of the normal course of business. 135 However, this
contradicts Ms. Wiley’s earlier statement that she was surprised when she first learned emails
had been deleted. Additionally, this contradicts Ms. Abou-Charka’s recollection of the meeting.
Ms. Abou-Charka recalls Ms. Wiley being reminded that she told ODG to delete emails to which
Ms. Wiley replied “that was right. 136”
It is important to note that Ms. Wiley’s statements support the recollections of Mr.
Friedrichs, Ms. Abou-Chakra, Ms. Huttenlocher, and Ms. Phillips on several points. Ms. Wiley
acknowledged that she told Mr. Friedrichs to have his staff stop communicating with MYD on
131
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two (2) separate occasions. She also acknowledged the meeting with Ms. Abou-Chakra and Ms.
Phillips where the deletion of MYD emails was mentioned. Curiously, the only deviation in her
recollection as compared to everyone was her order to delete MYD emails.
Ms. Wiley told the OIG that she learned the email deletion may be an issue after an ODG
employee, who was about to be terminated, questioned the motivations for doing so. Ms. Wiley
also learned at the same time that the employee was alleging that the Mayor’s Office directed the
deletion of emails. She said that she subsequently contacted Mr. Friedrichs and he alleged that
he received the direction to delete MYD emails from her. Ms. Wiley denied this, but he told her
that she did give that command. 137
Ms. Wiley then called Mayor Duggan to inform him of her conversation with Mr.
Friedrichs and to deny directing the deletion of MYD emails. 138 Mayor Duggan confirmed that
he learned about the deleted MYD emails from Ms. Wiley. He told the OIG that he was aware
of pending FOIA and OIG requests for emails, at the time of his interview, “so the last thing [he]
wanted was for emails to be deleted.” He also took steps to ensure that the emails were
recovered.
There is no evidence to suggest that Mayor Duggan directed or knew about Ms. Wiley’s
order to Mr. Friedrichs for his staff to delete MYD emails. The OIG interviewed Mr. Friedrichs,
Ms. Abou-Chakra, Ms. Huttenlocher, Ms. Phillips, and Ms. Wiley regarding the deleted MYD
emails. None of them implicated Mayor Duggan and the OIG has no reason to find that he was
involved or knew about the mandate when it was given by Ms. Wiley.
However, the OIG finds that the directive to delete MYD emails was an abuse of
authority by Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrich, and Ms. Abou-Chakra. All three (3) are in a position of
authority over Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips. This made it extremely difficult for Ms.
Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips to question this order, let alone ignore it. Not only did their direct
supervisor give the directive but also the head of their department pursuant to someone from the
Mayor’s Office.
ii. Alleged Reasons Given for Deletion Directive
Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips were put in a very difficult position when they were
directed by their immediate supervisor, Ms. Abou-Chakra, to delete emails. This was
compounded by the fact that they were told the order came down from Ms. Wiley, who works in
the Mayor’s Office, through Mr. Friedrichs, who is the head of their department. Both Ms.
Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips were uncomfortable with this request though neither felt they
could express their concerns when they were first ordered to delete the MYD emails. 139
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Ms. Phillips eventually expressed her concerns to Mr. Friedrichs during a meeting where
Ms. Abou-Chakra and Ms. Huttenlocher were also in attendance. 140 Ms. Phillips told the OIG
that Mr. Friedrichs said the deletion request was made in an attempt to protect the staff. He
stated that those in higher positions should have to be the ones to deal with this issue. 141 Ms.
Huttenlocher also subsequently expressed her concerns to Ms. Abou-Chakra and Mr. Friedrichs
though she acknowledges that she deleted the MYD emails without initially expressing her
discomfort. 142
Mr. Friedrichs did not delete his MYD emails. He told the OIG the emails were “his
armor.” However, he stated that he understood asking “the 20 year olds [Ms. Huttenlocher and
Ms. Phillips] to delete their emails to protect them. 143” Ms. Abou-Chakra, who did not delete
any MYD emails because she had nothing responsive to this directive, also stated that the
intention was to “protect the staff so there were not emails out there to bring their names into it.”
Both Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra said that, upon reflection, they had concerns
about the order to delete MYD emails. Mr. Friedrichs noted that one of his concerns was that the
deletion would give the “appearance that something happened.” He wanted to continue to raise
funds for MYD because he felt MYD was a good program. 144
Ms. Abou-Chakra stated her concerns to the OIG more strongly. She stated that it was
“horrible judgment” on all their parts and made ODG “look guilty for something they should not
look guilty for.” She explained that there was nothing to hide in the emails and that they would
show that ODG did what they were supposed to do. Ms. Abou-Chakra also took responsibility
for not pushing back when the initial deletion directive was given and acknowledged that she
does not believe it was “the right thing to do. 145”
Ms. Wiley stated that she had no concerns about MYD emails being deleted. She told the
OIG that she did not take any steps to recover the emails once she learned of the problem. She
said “I did not view it as that big of a deal. I did not view it as they did something wrong. 146”
The OIG finds the directive to delete MYD emails troubling. More likely than not, when
someone orders emails pertaining to a specific subject-matter be deleted, the person who issues
the order does not want anyone to have access to the emails or have the ability to see them.
However well intended, such order suggests a lack of transparency in government. The basic
foundation of good government requires transparent and open governance. It also showed a
profound lack of judgment by Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra. The deletions
occurred after FOIA requests had been submitted to the City of Detroit Law Department for
emails and other documentation related to MYD. Though no FOIA request for ODG emails and
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Ms. Phillips could not recall the date of the meeting but said it was after she was told twice to delete MYD
emails.
141
Monique Phillips Interview, May 29, 2019.
142
Claire Huttenlocher Interview, May 23, 2019.
143
Ryan Friedrichs Interview, June 4, 2019.
144
Ryan Friedrichs Interview, June 4, 2019.
145
Sirene Abou-Chakra Interview, June 4, 2019.
146
Alexis Wiley Interview, August 19, 2019.
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documentation had been submitted when the deletion occurred, any reasonable person could
assume that the request was coming.
Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra all stated that the City of Detroit and
ODG did nothing improper or unethical regarding MYD. They felt that the City acted
appropriately in partnering with MYD and attempting to assist the organization raise funds. In
fact, Ms. Abou-Chakra sent an email to the OIG after her interview stating, in part
I wholeheartedly believe that if I felt there was something
incriminating or unethical in those emails, I would have pushed back
on deleting them. The fact they were superfluous in nature made the
request to delete them seem innocuous. I am sharing this because I
pushed myself hard on yesterday and wholeheartedly believe that to
be the truth. Thanks for your time and the work that you do. 147
Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra both stated that Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips
were instructed to delete their MYD emails to protect them. The very fact the emails were
ordered to be deleted and were deleted imply negative motives. Moreover, the fact there was
such an order issued and was subsequently executed unnecessarily gave credence to the ODG
employee’s suggestion that deletion of emails was a cover-up.
iii. Issues with Recovered Emails
Mr. Massaron worked with both the City of Detroit Department of Innovation and
Technology (DoIT) as well as WSU to recover the deleted emails. Mr. Friedrichs stated that
WSU gave the City of Detroit all of the emails they had between MYD/ WSU and the City of
Detroit. Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips were then asked to determine if all of their MYD
emails had been recovered. 148 It should be noted that this is a difficult task, given that their
communications with MYD date back to 2017. Regardless, Ms. Huttenlocher indicated that
some Robert Wood Johnson Foundation emails may be missing 149 and Ms. Phillips noted an
email she received from Dr. Hassan praising her work was also missing. 150 Ms. Phillips’ email
was subsequently recovered.
While Mr. Massaron did provide the OIG with 59 recovered emails, in fact, not all MYD
emails were recovered. The OIG was able to recover an additional 26 emails.
On May 14, 2019, after the OIG became aware of Ms. Wiley’s directive to ODG staff to
delete emails, the OIG contacted DoIT to request that the department assist us in recovering any
deleted emails. Based on the information provided by DoIT, the OIG identified the additional
emails.
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Email from Sirene Abou-Chakra to Jennifer Bentley dated June 5, 2019.
Ryan Friedrichs Interview, June 4, 2019.
149
Claire Huttenlocher Interview, May 23, 2019.
150
Phone Conversation with Ms. Phillips in July 2019.
148
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Additionally, between Mr. Massaron, the OIG, and WSU, it still cannot be definitely
stated that all deleted MYD emails were recovered. Mike Homant, Director of Enterprise
Technology Operations for DoIT, informed the OIG of the following
Important, the below documentation excludes accounts that have
been put on legal/litigation hold. Accounts on legal/litigation hold
do not allow for emails to be deleted. 151
The deﬁnition of a deleted email is one that has been deleted and
removed from the email trash or deleted items folder. This includes
items that the customer deletes bypassing the email trash or deleted
items folder by using [Shift] + [Delete].
Our current email platform Microsoft Exchange Online, allows for
deleted email to be recovered for 14 days. This capability may be
changed by Microsoft at any time.
The City’s legacy email platform GroupWise, allows for deleted
email to be recovered for 1-4 days based on what GroupWise post
oﬃce the customer is in. The reason for the variation based in post
oﬃce is based on the size of post oﬃce and amount of space required
for the backup. The email is recoverable until the backup system
overwrites the last backup containing the deleted email. The backup
system was originally setup with a 14 day retention period which
has shortened based on the growth of the post oﬃces. 152
The emails deleted by Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips were in the GroupWise email
platform. Based on the above information, it is impossible to definitively say that all deleted
MYD emails have been recovered. Though WSU likely has a different emails system that may
preserve emails longer, they would not have access to emails that were exchanged internally in
the City of Detroit regarding MYD.
Additionally, Ms. Wiley has publicly stated that the City’s efforts to raise funds for MYD
were unsuccessful and that the City of Detroit made only preliminary inquiries on behalf of
MYD. However, the recovered emails show otherwise. These emails show that ODG staff made
more than preliminary inquiries on behalf of MYD. Attached are summaries of the emails
recovered by both the City of Detroit and the OIG that shows the extent of the work done via
email by Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips.
The OIG finds that the recovered emails contradict statements made by Ms. Wiley
regarding the amount of work and effort ODG put forth in an attempt to secure funding for
MYD.
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Neither Ms. Huttenlocher nor Ms. Phillips’ email accounts had legal/ litigation hold.
Email from Mike Homant, Director of Enterprise Technology Operations for DoIT, to Ellen Ha, Jennifer Bentley,
Beth Niblock; cc: Kamau Marable RE: Deleted Email Retrievals, July 15, 2019.
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Regardless of the number of emails exchanged, the contents of the emails, or whether the
emails were recovered, the damage was done when the emails were ordered to be deleted. While
all those who recalled the events of email deletion were consistent in that the order was given in
best intention to protect employees, it is not the intent or the motivation we question in our
investigation, but rather the fact they were ordered to be deleted. The OIG finds that the ordering
of the deletion of emails is more than a minor or trivial action. It threatens the public’s ability to
trust that their government is operating in a transparent manner.
iv. Use of Personal Email
Pursuant to a document request, the OIG received emails sent and received by the Mayor
and Ms. Wiley from their respective personal email accounts. Therefore, we are compelled to
make the following findings.
Mayor Duggan and Ms. Wiley both use personal email to conduct City business. Mayor
Duggan told the OIG that he performs city business on his personal email, though not as much,
since the City switched GroupWise to Outlook email platform. He said that he received training
that he could use private email accounts but noted that all city business, regardless of the email
account, is subject to FOIA. 153 Ms. Wiley told the OIG that she uses her personal email account
to conduct city business and is under the impression that is not an issue. 154
The OIG finds this practice extremely problematic. All City of Detroit public servants,
including elected officials, are given a City email address. This is what should be used to
conduct City business. When any public servant uses a personal email account to conduct City
business, anyone seeking information from that account is at the mercy of that individual to
produce the emails on their own. This is in contrast to City email which can be accessed by
DoIT to recover the emails with or without the public servant’s knowledge.
It is important to note that there is no indication that Mayor Duggan or Ms. Wiley failed
to turn over any emails responsive to any FOIA request from their respective personal email
accounts. However, moving forward, the use of private emails to conduct city business should
be discontinued, unless the public servant is unable to access the city’s email.
VI.

Conclusion

Based on the OIG investigation, we find Mayor Duggan gave MYD preferential
treatment. However, in doing so, he did not violate any City policies, procedures, or laws
regarding the selection of City partners or Mayoral Priorities as there were none. However, the
OIG finds the selection lacked fairness, openness, and transparency because it excluded other
potential agencies, non-profits, and programs who may have been able to help reduce Detroit’s
infant mortality. The selection of MYD did not follow any established process in which a
thorough and complete evaluation of the organization occurred. Thus, we conclude his actions
violated best practice and good governance.

153
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Mayor Duggan Interview, August 20, 2019.
Alexis Wiley Interview, August 19, 2019.
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Finally, Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra abused their authority by
ordering their subordinates to delete emails related to MYD. These actions show a blatant
disregard for transparency and good governance. It also showed a profound lack of judgment by
all involved.
VII.

Recommendations

The OIG makes the following recommendations:
1. Establish policies and procedures for the selection of organizations, agencies, and nonprofits that will partner with the City of Detroit and receive any type of City resource.
This policy should ensure fairness, openness, and transparency in the selection process.
2. Provide training to ODG staff as well as Alexis Wiley regarding Michigan Record
Retention Policy.
3. Issue appropriate discipline to Alexis Wiley for ordering ODG staff to delete MYD
emails as well as for providing misleading public statements regarding MYD funding.
4. Issue appropriate discipline to Ryan Friedrichs for ordering ODG staff to delete MYD
emails.
5. Issue appropriate discipline to Sirene Abou-Chakra for ordering ODG staff to delete
MYD emails.
6. Establish a policy preventing all public servants from conducting City business on
personal email accounts.
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Project Name
Partner Organization
Grow Detroit's Young Talent
Connect Detroit
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
GOAL Line
Community Education Commission
Strategic Neighborhood Fund
Invest Detroit
Career and Technical Education
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
Detroit Public Schools Community District
Detroit Promise
Michigan Education Excellence Foundation
Detroit Intermodal Freight Terminal
Michigan Department of Transportation
Returning Citizens
Center for Employment Opportunities (CEO)
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
Motor City Match
Detroit Economic Growth Corporation (DEGC)
Georgia Street
Detroit Economic Growth Corporation (DEGC)
Career and Technical Education STEAM Programming
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
Industry Sector‐Based Training
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
Apparel, Fashion and Luxury Industry
Detroit Economic Growth Corporation (DEGC)
Industrial Sewing and Innovation Center (ISAIC)
Non‐Profit Enterprise at Work, Inc.
YouthBuild
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
REAL Brothers
Black Family Development Inc. (BFDI)
The Source
Goodwill Industries of Greater Detroit
Project Safe Neighborhoods
Black Family Development Inc. (BFDI)
Tax Foreclosure Prevention
United Community Housing Coalition (UCHC)
Soccer
Detroit Police Athletic League (PAL)
Financial Empowerment Center
Cities for Financial Empowerment
Matrix Human Services
Wayne County Michigan Treasurer's Office (WCMTO)
Roeper School
Roeper School
Digital Inclusion
University of Michigan
Grow Detroit's Young Talent Career Academy Pilot
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
Make it Home/Tax Auction Right of First Refusal
United Community Housing Coalition (UCHC)
Expansion of Plumbing Repair
Wayne Metro Community Action Agency (WMCAA)
Team Up
Detroit Police Athletic League (PAL)
Ft Wayne
National Park Foundation
Land Based Projects
Great Lakes Environmental Law Center
Keep Growing Detroit
Automation Alley
Automation Alley
Census
Detroit Employment Solutions Corporation (DESC)
Early Childhood Education
Community Education Commission
MoGo

Total Documented
Awards
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

32,606,264.15
2,525,000.00
30,081,264.15
3,051,861.00
3,051,861.00
25,582,500.00
25,782,500.00
12,517,639.00
10,707,964.00
1,809,675.00
8,000,000.00
8,000,000.00
‐
‐
5,674,108.00
600,000.00
5,074,108.00
4,801,000.00
4,801,000.00
3,197,160.00
3,197,160.00
2,644,778.00
2,644,778.00
2,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
1,652,957.00
250,000.00
502,957.00
900,000.00
1,100,000.00
1,100,000.00
1,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
750,000.00
750,000.00
688,951.00
688,951.00
500,000.00
500,000.00
292,995.00
292,995.00
255,000.00
55,000.00
‐
200,000.00
250,000.00
250,000.00
249,442.00
249,442.00
180,600.00
180,600.00
150,000.00
150,000.00
100,000.00
100,000.00
83,500.00
83,500.00
62,252.00
62,252.00
5,000.00
‐
5,000.00
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Number of
Years of
Number of Deputies and Director/Deputies
Applications
Engagement* Development Officers
Emails Exchanged**
Submitted*
Involved
276
3+
3
5327
10
266
9
1
3
1955
9
15
3
3
4596
15
24
3
2
467
22
2
3
2
2
1777
3
1
>1
1
171
1
10
3
2
912
1
9
10
2
2
1284
10
1
1
1
146
1
1
>1
2
221
1
1
2
3
4
1
7
3
3
1911
3
3
1
2
2
2
229
2
2
>1
1
73
2
1
>1
1
539
1
1
1
1
186
1
1
2
2
161
1
2
3
2
1373
2
3
2
3
324
1
1
1
1
>1
(only Ryan)
67
1
1
2
3
405
1
4
1
2
89
4
1
2
3
203
1
1
>1
1
10
1
1
1
1
340
1
1
3
1
49
1
2
1
2
115
1
1
1
3
2
174
1
1
2
2
1345
1
1
1
2
1037
1
2
2
2
260

Ferndale
MoGo
Providence Talks/Baby Fitbit
Brilliant Detroit
Recreation Programming
Boll Family YMCA
Soar Detroit

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
760,000.00
760,000.00
‐
‐
‐

1
1
1
1
2
1
1

>1

2

4

3

2

22

*These numbers are minimums. Tracking of this information now occurs regularly, but was not a regular practice prior to 2019.
**These numbers are minimums, and reflect only those captured by keyword within the director and deputy director's email records. They do not reflect the volume of
email generated by development officers and other lower level staff.

MYD Deleted Emails Recovered by City of Detroit

Email No.

Date

Time

CC

From

1

11/7/2017

10:04 AM Ryan Friedrichs, Monique Phillips

Sonia Hassan, Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda

1

11/7/2017

10:44 AM Ryan Friedrichs, Monique Phillips

Sonia Hassan, Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda

1

11/8/2017

12:54 PM Ryan Friedrichs, Janine Bieda

2

12/4/2017

11:18 AM Ryan Friedrichs, Janine Bieda

Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hasssan
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
Hassan
Monique Phillips

3

12/4/2017

11:33 AM Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan

3

12/4/2017

3

12/4/2017

1:06 PM Marisa Rodriguez

3

12/5/2017

9:59 AM Monique Phillips

4

12/5/2017

11:14 AM Monique Phillips

5

12/7/2017

12:09 PM Monique Phillips

1/19/2018

3:38 PM Monique Phillips

6

1/24/2018

11:50 AM Monique Phillips

1/24/2018

Monique Phillips

1:43 PM Marisa Rodriguez

Subject

Details
Contained contact information for HUD staff members attending a meeting
regarding a HUD project in Detroit, naming Nelson Bergon as interested in
MYD.
HUD Contact Information
Clarification: Nelson Bergeron and Christopher Bourne both "expressed
Re: HUD Contact Information much interest in the Make Your Date Program."
Thanked Bieda for the information, and stated to "be following up in a few
Re: HUD Contact Information about scheduling a funding meeting between us."
Philips asked Friedrichs to connect with Alexis regarding Bourne's interst in
Re: HUD Contact Information MYD.
Contianed two opportunities to apply for: Health Endowment Fund and Blue
Potential Funding Opportunities Cross Blue Shield of Michigan.

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Potential Funding
Opportunities
Re: Potential Funding
Opportunities
RE: Potential Funding
Opportunities

Sonia Hassan, Janine Bieda

Marisa Rodriguez

MYD Documents

Sonia Hassan, Janine Bieda

Marisa Rodriguez

MYD Potential Future Funding

12:06 PM Monique Phillps, Sonia Hassan

6

6

To

Marisa Rodriguez
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan

Sonia Hassan

Sonia Hassan

Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez

MYD Email to Funders /
Updated Financial Report with
Budget
RE: MYD Emails to Funders /
Updated Financial Report with
Budget

Monique Phillips

RE: MYD Emails to Funders /
Updated Financial Report with
Budget

Marisa Rodriguez

Monique Phillips

Meeting Request for Make your
Date
Re: Meeting Request for Make
Your Date
Re: Meeting Request for Make
Your Date
Fwd: RE: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date

Monique Phillips

Fwd: RE: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date

7

1/25/2018

3:56 PM Terry Whitfield

Monique Phillips

7

2/1/2018

1:30 PM Terry Whitfield

Monique Phillips

7

2/1/2018

Terry Whitfield

7

2/1/2018

2:30 PM Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan,
3:35 PM Janine Bieda, Susan Miller

7

2/1/2018

Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan,
3:35 PM Janine Bieda, Susan Miller

8

2/1/2018

8

2/1/2018

8

2/1/2018

Monique Phillips, Sonia Hassan,
4:10 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
4:26 PM Hassan, Susan Miller
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
4:28 PM Hassan, Monique Phillips

8

2/1/2018

5:21 PM Susan Miller

8

2/1/2018

5:22 PM Monique Phillips

8
9

2/1/2018
2/2/2018

5:32 PM Marisa Rodriguez
11:21 AM Monique Phillips

9

2/2/2018

1:27 PM Marisa Rodriguez

Susan Miller
Monique Phillips
Susan Miller
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
Hassan
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
Miller, Lucy Holland
Marisa Rodriguez
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
Miller, Lucy Holland
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips

Rodriguez thanked Phillips, and said "we are preparing our financial
document with FY 2018 updated, pending foundation discussions. our grant
proposal example, and key foundations we would like to engage in."
Asked if Rodriguez would like to pursue these opportunities, and if so, they
can start right away.
Marisa to review the grants with Hassan that day, and asked to receive
another link to Blue Cross Blue Shield grant.
"Make Your Date Financial Report" and "The DMC Foundation Grant
Application" were attached. Discussed following up in regards to engaging
potential key foundations.
"Potential funding agencies" attached; "Total Expenses" named just short of
$1 million for that year; "insurance companies" are not to be pursued for
funding at this time.
Included the content for emails to potential funders as well as news that the
"MYD Future Funding List" was updated to include Robert Wood Johnson
and also budget for the financial report which excluded the $110,000 that
they were unsure how funds would be allocated between MYD and SF.. Also
asked for items for the biweekly meeting agenda two days prior to meetings.

Asked if anything additional was needed.
Verification of email recipet, stated to let Rodriguez know if anything is
needed and promised to send agenda items at least 48 hours in advance.
Included the content for potential funders provided from the previous email
set, and asked to connect along with MYD leadership to discuss potential
partnership oppotrunities.
Follow up from the previous email.
Offered March 1st at 1:00PM to meet at The Skillman Foundation's office.
Inquiring on how to respond
Stated to have seen Terry Whitfield at an event and that he asked if MYD
still planned on submitting their write up. She responded that they would any
day, and hopes that this wasn't too ambitious.
Expressed suppport for working with Skillman, and "would welcome an
opportunity to be incolced in the meeting as the WSU decelopment
representatve..."

Re: Re: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date
Re: Re: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date
Re: Re: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date
Re: Re: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date
Re: Re: Meeting Request for
Make Your Date
RE: Meeting Request for Make
Your Date
Call

Waiting for final word before confirming the meeting.
Asked for a brief call at Phillips' convenience.

Re: Call

Stated to be in the air all day but can check email, asked what's going on.

Asked if scheduling a meeting with Skillman on 3/1 would be okay.
Offered Phillips to "feel free to move agead with the meeting, as along [sic.]
as Sonia, Marisa, and Janine are in agreement."
Said to be confirming the meeting with all on this chain for March 1 at
Skillman's office.
Looped Lucy in on conversation since "she can provide insight if Dr.
Hassanis availabel on this date."

9

2/2/2018

1:29 PM Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez

9

2/2/2018

2:05 PM Marisa Rodriguez

Monique Phillips

9

2/2/2018

2:12 PM Moniuqe Phillips

Monique Phillips
Monique Phillips
Kathy Stenman
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda
Monique Philliips
Janine Bieda
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez

Verified herself to be involved in any meetings moving forward with Miller.
Agreed to the previous email and asked for Dr. Hassan's availibility for the
Re: Re: Call
3/1 meeting with The Skillman Foundation.
Thanked Phillips, asked Phillips to "share the document with Dr. Hassan as
Re: Re: call
well," and said to check on availability.
Re: Meeting Request for Make Holland verified Hassan's availability for The Skillman Foundation 2/1
meeting.
Your Date
Finalized the March 1 meeting with the Skillman Foundation. Asked if "we
Re: Meeting Request for Make want to schedule some time to go through the shard Google Doc" before
regular meeting.
Your Date
Potential funding from the Carls Foundation discussed. Stated provided
MYD background info to Kathy Stenman, Program Officer, and Kathy would
The Carls Foundation
like to have a conversation
Re: The Carls Foundation
Thanked Phillips and promised to get back with her.
Re: The Carls Foundation
Thanked Rodriguez.
Offered herself and Janine to be on this call, and promised to provide
Re: The Carls Foundation
availability.
Offered Thursday and Friday of that week, and Tuesday, Thursday or Friday
Re: The Carls Foundation
of the following week.
Asked to shoot for a meeting the following Thursday or Friday, promised to
Re: FW: The Carls Foundation see what time worked for Theresa.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Offered to schedule a call Thursday or Friday of that week.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Offered to accomodate Friday mid-morning.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Asked what time works.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Offered Friday after 10:30AM.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Said to schedule it for 11:00AM.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Unsure if this time works for Marisa.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Offered to wait for Marisa to respond.
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Stated that the time works.

10:07 AM Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda
11:36 AM Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda
4:15 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda

Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips

Re: Phone Call Discussion
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Re: Phone Call Discussion

2/20/2018
2/21/2018
2/22/2018

4:57 PM Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda
4:06 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda
3:06 PM Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda

Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Phone Call Discussion
Re: Phone Call Discussion
Re: Phone Call Discussion

13

2/22/2018

3:28 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda

Monique Phillips

Re: Phone Call Discussion

13

2/23/2018

9:40 AM Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Phone Call Discussion

14

2/23/2018

2:52 PM Kathy Stenman

14

2/27/2018

14

15

Lucy Holland

Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
Miller

Monique Phillips

10

2/5/2018

10

2/6/2018

11
12
12

2/7/2018
2/8/2018
2/8/2018

12

2/13/2018

12

2/13/2018

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
1:42 PM Hassan
11:58 AM Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan
12:08 PM Marisa Rodriguez
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Lucy
5:31 PM Monique Phillips
Holland
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Lucy
5:31 PM Monique Phillips
Holland

12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

2/15/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018
2/19/2018
2/20/2018

10:54 AM
11:53 AM
1:25 PM
1:41 PM
2:05 PM
2:32 PM
2:44 PM
4:27 PM
9:09 AM

13
13
13

2/20/2018
2/20/2018
2/20/2018

13
13
13

15

12:00 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
Miller

4:42 PM Marisa Rodriguea, Lucy Holland

Marisa Rodriguez
Kathy Stenman
Monique Philips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez
Janine Bieda
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda
Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda

Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez

Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Lucy
Holland
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Lucy
Holland
Kathy Stenman

2/27/2018

12:03 PM Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Lucy
12:25 PM Holland
Sonia Hassan

Monique Phillips

2/12/2018

12:22 PM Marisa Rodriguez

Monique Phillips

2/16/2018

12:03 PM Monique Philips

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Call

Asked if she can schedule a call with the Children's Hospital Foundation.
Stated to be meeting with Hassan that day and will let Phillips know.
Thanked Rodriguez.
Confirmed that Dr. Hassan would like Phillips to continue making contacts
and meetnig with those interested; and she will discuss CHF more with
Philips.
Asked for a call regarding a question about the MYD budget.
Asked if Phillips still needed to speak.
Stated to have emailed the "three of you" earlier with news about the
transportation allocation. Now needs to know MYD's new priority and
associated costs to share with Ryan Friedrichs and have added to the
Mayor's Priority chart. Stated to have removed transportation as the main
priority once they found out $1 million was allocated to cover those costs
between MYD and SF.
Stated to believe that the new priority would be employees to expand MYD.
Appreciation for speaking about MYD with their team, and asked if March 21
at 3:30 works for Stenman and the Executive Diretor to meet in person for
further discussion.

Thank You an Follow Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Offered to check with Elizabeth.
Fwd: Re: Thank you and FollowSaid simply "FYI"
Up Meeting
Asked for a breakdown of the following "MYD Operating Expenses:" Current
Operating Expenses: $650,000; Forecasted Amount per Site: $350.000;
MYD Budget
Total Expenses per Year: $1,000,000.

Re: MYD Budget

Included a breakdown of the above expenses: "Total main costs at current
sites (CAOCR/UHC): Transportation - $150,000; Incentives - $35,000;
Educational Material - $30,000; Office Supplies/Equipment - $25,000;
Advertising - $100,000; Personnel - $310,000; TOTAL: $650,000. General
cost per site for site expansion: Transportation - $80,000; Incentives $30,000; Educational Material - $20,000; Office Supplies/Equipment $20,000; Personnel - $200,000; TOTAL: $350,000. Total MYD costs for
our main site, plus an additional site = $1,000,000.

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
6:35 PM Hassan

Monique Phillips

Re: MYD Budget

3/1/2018

5:12 PM Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: MYD Budget

15

3/1/2018

9:20 PM Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: MYD Budget

15

3/2/2018

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: MYD Budget

15

3/2/2018

Monique Phillips

16

3/2/2018

Re: MYD Budget
Skillman Foundation Numbers /
Summary
Included more detailed information on MYD impact and goals.

17

3/6/2018

15

2/27/2018

15

9:30 AM Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
10:58 AM Hassan
2:43 PM Susan Miller, Monique Phillips

Sonia Hassan, Janine Bieda

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
11:41 AM Hassan
4:35 PM twhitfield@skillman.org

Marisa Rodriguez

Monique Phillips
Susan Burrows, Janine Bieda, Marisa
Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Lucy
Holland
Monique Phillips
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Lucy
Holland
Kathy Stenman

18

3/6/2018

19

2/23/2018

2:52 PM Kathy Stenman

19

2/27/2018

12:03 PM Monique Phillips

19

3/6/2018

4:40 PM Kathy Stenman

Monique Phillips

19

3/7/2018

11:45 AM Monique Phillips

Kathy Stenman

19

3/7/2018

1:02 PM Kathy Stenman

Monique Phillips

Re: MYD Budget
Thank You for Meeting With Us
Last Week!
Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
RE: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting

Asked for a formula stating "with a contribution of x dollars, MUD could serve
x number of women by x date."
"With a contribution of $1,350,000 MYD could serve 15,000 women by
October 2019."
Revised: "With a contribution of $2,000,000, MYD could serve 15,000
women by October 2019."
Clarified: "With a contribution of $2,000,000 MYD could serve a total of
15,000 women (7,000 women in addition to who we have already reached)
by October 2019."
Thanked Rodriguez, and stated to have forwarded the information to Ryan
Friedrichs.

New priority is added to the Mayor's priority chart. States that a detailed
budget and timeline that reflects these numbers are needed to proceed.
Appreciation for meeting last week.
Offered March 21 at 3:30 PM to meet with Exec. Dir.
Promised to check with Exec. Dir. Elizabeth Steig.
Asked if Elizabeth is available to meet with the MYD team on the proposed
date.
That date will not work.
Asked for alternative dates to propose to the MYD team.

20
20

3/9/2018
3/20/2018

3:19 PM Monique Phillips, Susan Miller
11:04 AM Monique Phillips, Susan Miller

Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez

Potential Funders
Re: Potential Funders

20

3/20/2018

4:37 PM Monique Phillips, Susan Miller

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Potential Funders

20

3/20/2018

Monique Phillips

Re: Potential Funders

21

3/27/18

5:02 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller
Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda, Sonia
4:38 PM Hassan

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: MYD Budget

22

3/27/18

4:52 PM Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: MYD Budget

22

3/28/18

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
5:19 PM Hassan

Monique Phillips

Re: MYD Budget

23

4/3/18

12:40 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Monique Phillips

Susan Miller

CHMF

23
24

4/3/18
4/5/18

12:55 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller
9:35 AM Monique Phillips and Susan Miller

Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez

Re: CHMF
MYD / US News

24

4/9/18

2:46 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

Monique Phillips

Re: MYD / US News

25

4/9/18

12:55 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

Monique Phillips

Re: Potential Funders

A list of potential funding opportunities provided. Priority 1 included The
Skillman Foundation, Carl's Foundation, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan,
Children's Hospital of Michigan, Kresge Foundation, MHEF, Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, March of Dimes. Priority 2
included FCA, Fisher Foundation, Sean Anderson Foundation.
Follow up from the previous email.
Asked that nobody contact the Rovert Wood Johnson Foundation since
Hassan is already in communication. Asked for either recipient to comment
that on the sheet.
Thanked Rodriguez for the update and promised to make the note in the
documment. Asked if Hassan confirmed a time to meet with the Carl's
Foundation and asked if they know when SKillman summary will be ready.
Also asked for the detailed budget and timeline for new priority.
Reply to email no. 17. Spreadsheet attached for a $2 million dollar budget
over a two year period.
Clarified the acronyms UHC and CAOCR as the two clinics ath Hutzel that
they currently operate MYD from.
Previous spreadsheet forwarded to Friedrichs. Offered Rodrigeuz to make
updates with input that Phillips provided in order that they can submit it.
Otherwise, maybe susan will have time.
Stated to have spoken with Hassan and that she is ready to move forward
with the CHMF meeting.
Promised to follow up with David that day and cc Miller on the message.
Asked how soon Hassan is looking to meet with them.
Sent a link for the US News article regarding MYD.
Thanked Rodriguez for sharing, promised to circulate the artical around the
Mayor's office, and offered congratulations.
Stated to have recently followed up with CHMF and Carls Foundation and
awaiting response. Asked Rodriguez if almost ready to send the Skillman
writeup, and reccomended to share with them the US News headline about
MYD.

Re: Potential Funders
Re: Potential Funders

Offered to check with Carls Foundation since Elizabeth Stieg "has been a
close friend for twenty years." Also stated to know Doug Stewart at Fisher
"really well" and will check with him. Finally, stated to have forwarded the
Skillman writeup on March 30, Hassan called saying she would review it.
Stated to have come across a potential grant opportunity for MYD.

25
25

4/9/18
4/9/18

3:10 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Monique Phillips
5:14 PM Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez

Ryan Friedrichs

Susan Miller

Susan Miller
Monique Phillips

6:20 PM Marisa Rodriguez. Susan Miller

Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan

Response to email No. 16 including feedback on the summay provided
there.
Asked for updates on the Skillman Foundation Summary, stated that they
want to submit it soon.

Monique Phillips

Re: Skillman Foundations
Numbers / Summary
Re: Skillman Foundations
Numbers / Summary
Re: Skillman Foundations
Numbers / Summary
Re: Skillman Foundations
Numbers / Summary
Rd: Skillman Foundations
Numbers / Summary

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Potential Funders

Monique Phillips
Jennifer Hurand
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Potential Funders
Re: Potential Funders
Re: Fw: Potential Funders
Re: Fw: Potential Funders

Stated "we are going to move forward with this" and included Jen to assist.
Asked if Rodriguez would like to go ahead and start by creating an online
account, and asked what support she will need from Phillips.
Stated to be creating the account and will ask any questions.
Thanked Jennifer.
Updated that Susan is submitting "this for MYD" by May 1.

26

3/7/18

26

3/9/18

26

4/19/18

11:17 AM Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda, Susan Miller

Monique Phillips

26

4/19/18

4:23 PM Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Susan Miller

Marisa Rodriguez

26

4/23/18

10:16 AM Marisa Rodriguez

27

4/10/18

5:08 PM Monique Phillips

27
27
27
27

4/11/18
4/11/18
4/11/18
4/27/18

3:20 PM
4:37 PM
3:49 PM
4:33 PM

Janine Bieda, Susan Miller
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller, Jennifer
Hurand
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller, Jennifer
Hurand
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller

28

5/14/18

29

1/15/18

29

2/9/18

29

2/13/18

29

4/9/18

29

11:14 AM Susan Miller

Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips, Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez, Jenifer Hurand
Monique PHillips, Jennifer Hurand

Monique Phillips
Marsa Rodriguez

11:06 AM Marisa Rodriguez
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller
David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi4:36 PM Longe
David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi12:49 PM Longe

Monique Phillips

David Coulter

5/14/18

10:59 AM Monique Phillips
David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi12:30 PM Longe
David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi10:57 AM Longe

29

5/14/18

11:58 AM Monique Phillips

David Coulter

29

5/14/18

Monique Phillips

30

5/30/18

12:03 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda
Susan Miller, Lucy Holland
Sonia Hassan, Marisa Rodriguez,
Janine Bieda, Jenifer Hurand, Monique
3:59 PM Phillips

Re: Children's Hospital of
Michigan
Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Fw: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request

Susan Miller

Carls Foundation

30

5/30/18

Monique Phillips

Re: Carls Foundation
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request

Monique Phillps

Monique Phillips
Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
4:04 PM Hassan, Susan Miller, Jennifer Hurand
12:56 PM Monique Phillips

Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland

Marisa Rodriguez

31

5/24/18

31

5/24/18

3:48 PM Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez

Susan Miller, Lucy Holland

Monique Phillips

31

5/24/18

4:00 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Monique Phillips

Susan Miller

31

5/24/18

5:25 PM Susan Miller

31

5/24/18

6:41 PM Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland
Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland, Marisa
Rodriguez
Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland, Marisa
Rodriguez

31

5/25/18

10:08 AM Sussan Miller, Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland

Marisa Rodriguez

31

5/25/18

10:35 AM Marisa Rodriguez, Monique Phillips

Susan Miller

31

5/29/18

4:51 PM Susan Miller

31

5/29/18

5:40 PM Marisa Rodriguez

31

6/1/18

12:33 PM Monique Phillips

32

6/4/18

10:57 AM Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland
Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland, Monique
Phillips
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland
Janine Bieda, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland

Monique Phillips

Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Re: Make Your Date
Meeting Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

32

6/4/18

11:00 AM Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland,

Susan Miller

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Monique Phillips
Susan Miller

Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez

Asked if the Skillman write up is ready or if more time is needed.
Stated "we are still going over things" between two thanks.
Stated to have seen Terry (Skillman Foundation) and assured him to expect
MYD write up "any day now".

Check in on progress with this funding opportunity, asked for progress with
the Skillman write up, since they do not want to risk losing their interest.
Information on MYD and asked for an opportunity to discuss potential
partnership opportunities.
Follow up from the previous email.
Responded that they would like to hear more about MYD. Asked for times
for an initial conference call.
Asked to schedule a meeting between CHFM and MYD. Proposed April 18
to meet with Sonia Hassan.
Asked if CHFM is still interested in MYD and for dates to meet.
Stated that CHFM is still interested and offered early June to meet.
Stated to follow back up when they offer dates.
Miller stated that she will have lunch with Elizabeth Stieg, Executive Director
of The Carls Foundation. The two have known each other for 20 years.
Funding for MYD will be discussed at this lunch.

"Excellent strategy Susan. Yes please keep us posted!"
Asked for update regarding CHMF available dates.
Asked if Lucy has heard anything back, and if not, promised to follow up with
CHMF. Asked Miller to reach out to Executive Director at Carl's.
Promised to reach out to Elizabeth at Carls, asked if any assistance was
needed with David and Therese, since she works with them often and is
happy to check with them.
"I think that will be great Susan. Thank you!"
Clarified that she will check with CHMF and Carl's. Asked Marisa for an
overview that would suffice.
Provided two paragraphs.
Thanked Rodriguez for the paragraphs. Stated to be adding some
information as well.
Asked if this was sent out.
Asked for a copy of this final version, and if this will be okay to send to
Skillman too.
Sent a short version of the previous two paragraphs to provide to Skillman
"for now."
Thanked Rodriguez, asked for the MYD letterhead to incorporate.
Stated to prefer sending the document they wrote two months ago and are
awaitng Sonia's approval. Says paragraphs are great but do not touch on
everything.

32

6/4/18

33

5/16/18

33

6/11/18

33

6/12/18

33

6/12/18

33

6/13/18

33

6/13/18

33

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland
11:31 AM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller
David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi2:04 PM Longe
Lucy Holland
Lucy Holland
9:32 AM Monique Phillips
David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi3:36 PM Longe
Lucy Holland, Marisa Rodriguez
4:17 PM Monique Phillips, David Coulter
Susan Miller, Monique Phillips,
10:20 AM Therese Quattrociocchi-Longe

Monique Phillips
Monique Phillips
David Coulter
Monique Phillips

Lucy Holland, Marisa Rodriguez

Susan Miller

Lucy Holland, Marisa Rodriguez

David Coulter

6/19/18

David Coutler, Therese Quattrociocchi4:02 PM Longe, Susan Miller, Monique PHillips Marisa Rodriguez
David Coulther, Therese
Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller,
4:20 PM Quattrociocchi-Longe
Monique Phillips

Lucy Holland

33

6/19/18

4:37 PM Susan Miller

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland

Marisa Rodriguez

33

6/19/18

4:48 PM Marisa Rodriguez

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland

Susan Miller

33

6/19/18

4:48 PM Susan Miller, Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland

Marisa Rodriguez

33

6/20/18

9:57 AM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

34

6/20/18

10:24 AM Marisa Rodriguez

34

6/20/18

10:34 AM Monique Phillips, Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips, Marisa Rodriguez,
11:10 AM Susan Miller
Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan,
11:28 AM Susan Miller
Monique Phillips, Sonia Hassan,
9:30 AM Susan Miller

34

6/20/18

34

6/20/18

34

6/21/18

35

6/26/18

Monique Phillips, Sonia Hassan,
Susan Miller

35

6/26/18

4:10 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan

36

6/12/18

36

6/12/18

3:43 PM

36

6/26/18

10:41 AM

36

6/26/18

11:21 AM

36

6/26/18

4:07 PM

36
37
37

6/26/18
6/29/18
6/29/18

38

7/17/18

3:12 PM Marisa Rodriguez

39

7/19/18

5:03 PM eastieg@garlsfdn.org

40

7/23/18

Sonia Hassan, Janine Bieda, Marisa
Rodriguez, Monique Phillips
Susan Miller, Janine Bieda, Marisa
Rodriguez, Monique Phillips
Susan Miller, Marisa Rodriguez,
Monique Phillips
Lucy Holland, Marisa Rodriguez,
Monique Phillips
Susan Miller, Marisa Rodriguez,
Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Lucy
Holland
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
Miller, Lucy Holland

Lucy Holland

Monique Phillips
Monique Phillips

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Agreed with Susan and asked Marisa to let her know.
Thanked them for the follow up and agreed to meeting in early June.
Offered the morning of the 19th or any time on the 20th.
Stated that someone from MYD will contact shortly.
Asked if David would prefer their office or MYD's. Asked Lucy to provide
times that Hassan is available.
Happy to meet in their offices.
Offered to proceed the proposed discussion at 2:00 PM on Thursday, June
21.
Asked for the discussed parking and directions information.
Asked for an information packet for Dr. Hassan to review.
Promised to send a packet. Stated to not know what Monique discussed
with them so she is at a disadvantage.
Asked Monique to state what she has discussed with CHMF thus far and
what is expected.
Claimed not to have discussed much with them, only the US News article
and the paragraph on MYD. Asked if Hassan has approved Skillman write
up.
Added that she will be at Skillman for a few hours that Friday so it would be
ideal to provide Terry Whitfield with the requested materials.
Supported the idea, and recommend that Phillips hand deliver the concept.
Asked to let her know if changes are needed for the concept she wrote a
few months ago.
Stated that they have made modifications and that the overall concept is the
same.

Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Lucy
Holland

Susan Miller

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland

Sonia Hassan

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland

Monique Phillips

Janine Bieda, Lucy Holland
Claire Huttenlocher, Brandi Shelton,
Sanine Bieda, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland
Claire Huttenlocher, Brandi Shelton,
Sanine Bieda, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Marisa Rodriguez

Regular Meetings

Monique Phillips

RE: Regular Meetings

Susan Miller

The Carls Foundation

Sonia Hassan

Re: The Carls Foundation

Lucy Holland

Re: The Carls Foundation

Thanked Susan and said this is great news.
Asked for notification of developments in setting up a discussion with
Elizabeth.

Susan Miller

Re: The Carls Foundation

Elizabeth is available July 16 - 20.

Lucy Holland

Re: The Carls Foundation

Asked how Thursday, July 19 would work in the early afternoon.

Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips

Copied Claire on the email, offered help with any questions.
Congragulations to Phillips
Asked to catch up on strategy for CHMF.

Monique Phillips

RE: The Carls Foundation
RE: Regular Meetings
Re: Regluar Meetings
Grants Pipeline.xlsx - Invitation
to edit

Monique Phillips

Thank You

Grants Pipeline.xlsx attached.
Appreciation for meeting, and notification that the proposal will be submitted
before the August 1 deadline. Requested that Elizabeth review a draft of the
proposal prior to submission.

Monique Phillips

Mayor LOS-MYD Carls
Foundation

Draft letter of the Mayor's letter of support for MYD's proposal submission to
The Carls Foundation. Solicits for edits or feedback recommendations.

Lucy Holland

Claire Huttenlocher, Marisa Rodriguez,
4:12 PM Susan Miller, Lucy Holland
12:20 PM Monique Phillips
Claire Huttenlocher
2:01 PM Marisa Rodriuez
Claire Huttenlocher
Susan Miller
Claire Huttenlocher, Janine Bieda,
Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan,
Susan Miller

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
11:21 AM Hassan, Susan miller, Jennifer Hurand Claire Huttenlocher

Thanked Hassan, looks forward to recieving the final version soon.
"Final Skillman Document" shared.
Asked when would work to have a regular call regarding funding. Asked
Monique to grant access to modify the google doc.
Promised to reshare the MYD spreadsheet. Claire Huttenlicher introduced
as taking Phillips' duties. Asked Brandi to work with Lucy to find a regular
standing meeting with Claire and the MYD team.
Recapped Miller's lunch with Elizabeth Stieg: She's excited about MYD and
feels a maximum of $100k could be given, but somewhere between $50k
and $100k.

Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller,
Monique Phillips
Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller, Lucy
Holland
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
David Coulter, Therese Quattrociocchi- Hassan, Susna Miller, Claire
Longue
Huttenlocher
Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
Monique Phillips, Therese
Hassan, Susna Miller, Claire
Quattrociocchi-Longe
Huttenlocher
Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda, Sonia
Hassan, Susan Miller
Claire Huttenlocher
Marisa Rodriguez, Janine Bieda, Sonia
Hassan, Susan Miller
Claire Huttenlocher
Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda, Sonia
Hassan, Susan Miller
Claire Huttenlocher
Susan Miller, Monique Phillips, Claire
Huttenlocher
Janine Bieda
Monique Phillips
Claire Huttenlocher

41

6/19/18

4:58 PM Lucy Holland
David Coulther, Therese
5:02 PM Quattrociocchi-Longe

41

6/22/18

41

7/23/18

11:50 AM

41

7/23/18

11:55 AM

42

7/23/18

11:20 AM

42

7/27/18

11:03 AM

42

7/27/18

2:14 PM

43
44

7/27/18
8/30/18

5:01 PM
1:21 PM

45

7/9/18

46

7/3/18

46

7/16/18

46

7/17/18

47

7/17/18

47

7/20/18

48

7/27/18

48

7/31/18

Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
1:54 PM Marisa Rodriguez
Miller, Monique Phillips\
Marisa Rodriguez, Monique Phillips.
Janine Bieda, Sonia Hassan, Susan
5:20 PM Miller
Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda, Marisa
Rodriguez, Sonia Hassan, Susan
12:51 PM Miller

49

8/31/18

12:29 PM Monique Phillips, Marisa Rodriguez

50

9/12/18

51

Therese QuattrociocchiLonge
Monique Phillips

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Provided parking information and directions.
Gratitude for meeting, and notifiation that the discussed budget scenarios
will be sent.

Monique Phillips

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Budget scenarios attached.

Marisa Rodriguez

RE: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Mayor LOS-MYD Carls
Foundation
Mayor LOS-MYD Carls
Foundation
RE: Mayor LOS-MYD Carls
Foundation

Marisa Rodriguez
Marisa Rodriguez

The Carls Foundation
Update

Claire Huttenlocher

Groundswell Fund Opportunity Background on the Groundswell Fund to potentially spark conversation.

Lucy Holland

Re: The Carls Foundation

Follow up on discussion time with CF.

Susan Miller

Re: The Carls Foundation

Stated that Elizabet is available on the 19th any time. Asked to let her know.

Claire Huttenlocher

Re: The Carls Foundation

Marisa Rodriguez

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Claire Huttenlocher

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Huttenlocher responded saying she's available to meet any time on the 19th.
Two budget scenarios for CHMF attached. They decided to keep two
proposals at $100K each, incoorporating the suggestions of Phillips into the
second proposal.
Huttenlocher responded saying it's better to have two different budgets for
two different scenarios, as opposed to the same number given in both.
Provided suggestions.

Claire Huttenlocher

Re: Mayor LOS-MYD Carls
Foundation

Approved the letter.

Claire Huttenlocher

RE: Mayor LOS-MYD Carls
Foundation

Claire Huttenlocher

RE: Update

3:32 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

Claire Huttenlocher

MYD Agenda for Call

9/13/19

2:52 PM Claire Huttenlocher, Marisa Rodriguez

Susan Miller

RE: MYD Agenda for Call

51
52

9/13/18
9/13/18

3:00 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller
3:04 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

Claire Huttenlocher
Claire Huttenlocher

RE: MYD Agenda for Call
RE: MYD Agenda for Call

53

9/18/18

11:08 AM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

Claire Huttenlocher

53
54

9/18/18
9/21/18

4:03 PM Claire Huttenlocher
4:28 PM Marisa Rodriguez

Sonia Hassan

Marisa Rodriguez
Claire Huttenlocher

54
55
56

9/19/18
9/25/18
9/28/18

4:56 PM Marisa Rodriguez
9:26 AM Marisa Rodriguez
4:41 PM Jennifer Hurand, Janine Bieda

Sonia Hassan

Claire Huttenlocher
Claire Huttenlocher
Marisa Rodriguez

57

10/31/18

5:27 PM Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips
Susan Miller, Marisa Rodriguez, Claire
3:27 PM Huttenlocher
Lucy Holland, Marisa Rodriguez, Claire
1:29 PM Huttenlocher
Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller, Lucy
10:39 AM Holland

5:18 PM Monique Phillips, Claire Huttenlocher

David Coulter
Monique Phillips
Monique Phillips

David Coulter, Therese Quattrociocchi- Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
10:20 AM Longue
Hassan, Susan Miller, Monique Phillips Claire Huttenlocher

Promised to review budget scenarios and follow up.
Draft of the mayor letter of support for MYD's proposal submission to the
Carl's Foundation attached. Asked for feedback.
Asked again for feedback as she wishes to submit the letters of support for
signature that day.
Slightly revised document for Mayor's signature attached.
Draft for the Carl's Foundation attached. Asked Miller to provide the WSU
financial information.
Update on funding opprotunities FCA, Ford, CHMF and Skillman

LOS signed by the mayor to be sent out with proposal attached.
Response to email No. 44. FCA: no strong alignment found. Ford
Foundation: promised to do some research and follow up. CHMF: not aware
of any updates. Skillman: followed up with Skillman several times since the
propsal was sent with no response, believes this to mean that they have lost
interest due to several months passing before submitting.
A rough agenda for tomorrow's call included. One item is an updated Priority
Worksheet.
Response to previous email. Unable to open the attached worksheet, asked
to receive it again.

Response to previous email. "Priority Worksheet_MYDFY10.docx" attached.
Link to document shared.
Asked if either have reviewed the draft priority worksheet with Dr. Hassan.
Priority Worksheet Check-In
Stated to hope to have it in the system by the end of teh week.
RE: Priority Worksheet Check- Attached budget and email regarding the priority chart. Stated that nothing
In
has changed since then.
MYD Priority Worksheet
Priority worksheet ready for signature attached.
Looking to have the attached worksheet signed by Hassan. Priority
RE: Priority Worksheet Check- worksheet needed by end of week to ensure all parties are on the same
In
page about the fundraising needs for the upcoming budget period.
RE: Priority Worksheet
Follow up on previous email. Looking to have this submitted ASAP.
Status
Asked for any updates for CHMF and The Carl's Foundation.
RE: Make Your Date Meeting
Request

Follow up from email No. 41, offering assistance on any additional
information needed or any questions.

58

11/7/18

58
59

11/9/18
6/21/2018

11:59 AM Claire Huttenlocher

Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
Hassan, Susan Miller, Monique Phillips David Coulter

David Coulter, Therese Quattrociocchi- Janine Bieda, Marisa Rodriguez, Sonia
4:32 PM Longue
Hassan, Susan Miller, Monique Phillips Claire Huttenlocher
Sonia Hassan
3:32 PM Monique Phillips

Re: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
RE: Make Your Date Meeting
Request
Thank you

Response to previous email. Asked if there were any dfiferences to note
between the two suggestions and budgets, and askedif they have had and
discussions with Brilliant Detroit about their ability to provided the needed
participants, as Brilliant Deteroti seems important to both scenarios. Offered
them to email response or discuss over the phone.
Huttenlocher responded asking to schedule a call to address his questions.
Proposed days were Thursday 11/15. Friday 11/16 after 1:30 PM, and
Tuesday 11/20.
Dr. Hassan thanks Ms. Phillips for her efforts.

MYD Emails Recovered by the OIG

Email No.

Date
1

12/1/17

2
3
4

12/13/17
3/1/18
2/15/18

Time

To
Janine Bieda, Monique Phillips, Brandi
3.00PM Shelton, Sonia Hassan

CC

From
Lucy Holland

3.00PM Monique Phillips, Sonia Hassan
3.00PM Monique Phillips
12.42 PM Lucy Holland

Lucy Holland
Monique Phillips
Monique Phillips

Subject
MYD Funding Prospects
Discussion
Kellogg Foundation Call with
Susan Miller and Khalilah Burt
Gaston
Skillman Meeting for MYD
Today's Call

Details
APPOINTMENT: Meeting 3:00PM Friday, Dec. 1 at the Perinatology Research
Branch (3990 John R) per Brandi's OK.

APPOINTMENT
APPOINTMENT
Asked to push call to 2:15.
Hassan would like to incorporate meetings into regular discussions. Reccomended to
hold this discussion for after the biweekly SF-MYD meetings held at the City from
12:30 to 1PM every other Thursday. The next will be Feb. 22.
Asked Brandi to find new availability to meet with MYD as Phillips can no longer do 22:30 on Thursdays. Asked to schedule a 30 minute call that week.
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2/16/18

12.41 PM Monique Phillips

Lucy Holland

Re: Today's Call

6

2/20/18

Monique Phillips

7

2/23/18

5.01 PM Lucy Holland
Kate Stenman, Janine Bieda, Monique
10.30 AM Phillips, Marisa Rodriguez

Monique Phillips

Re: Today's Call
Carl's Foundation and Make
Your Date Discussion

8

2/22/18

Sonia Hassan, Janine Bieda, Marisa
11.59 AM Rodriguez

Monique Phillips

Re: Phone Call Discussion

9

2/22/18

Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda, Marisa
12.01 PM Rodriguez

Sonia Hasan

Re: Phone Call Discussion

10

2/22/18

12.35 PM Sonia Hassan

Monique Phillips

11

3/6/18

10.18 AM Susan Miller, Monique Phillips

Marisa Rodriguez

12

3/6/18

5.01 PM Marisa Rodriguez, Susan Miller

Monique Phillips

Re: Phone Call Discussion
Re: Skillman Foundation
Numbers / Summary
Re: Skillman Foundation
Numbers / Summary

13

4/9/18

3.19 PM Susan Miller

Monique Phillips

14

3/7/18

2.29 PM Monique Philips

Kathy Stenman

15

3/7/18

2.56 PM KathyStenman

Monique Phillips

16

3/8/18

2.45 PM Monique Phillips

Kathy Stenman

17

4/9/18

Monique Phillips

18

4/9/18

Monique Phillips

Re: Potential Funders

Stated to have come across a potential grant opportunity for MYD.

19

4/9/18

3.05 PM Kathy Stenman
Susan Miller, Janine Bieda, Marisa
5.38PM Rodriguez
Monique Phillips, Janine Bieda, Marisa
5.38 PM Rodriguez

Re: Potential Funders
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting
Re: Thank You and Follow-Up
Meeting

Susan Miller

Re: Potential Funders

Stated that the average grant size is between $15k and $25k

Monique Phillips

Re: Potential Funders

Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips

Re: Potential Funders
Re: Potential Funders
Re: Skillman Foundation
Numbers / Summary

Promised to wait to hear back from MYD if they wish to pursue this.
Contained a list of places for Monique to follow up: CHMF, Ford, Skillman
Foundation; for Susan to follow up: Carl's Foundation, Fisher. Promised to mention
this opportunity to Hassan today.
Thanked Rodriguez.
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4/10/18

11.43 AM Susan Miller

21
22

4/10/18
4/10/18

12:59 PM Susan Miller, Monique Phillips
1.59 PM Susan Miller, Marisa Rodriguez

23

3/7/18

24
25

6/21/18
6/21/18

26

7/30/18

6.22 PM Monique Phillips, Marisa Rodriguez
Monique Phillips Ryan Friedrichs,
3.30 PM Sirene Abou-Chakra
3.57 PM Ryan Friedrichs, Monique Phillips
Susan Miller, Monique Philips, Marisa
6.03 PM Rodriguez

Janine Bieds, Marisa
Rodriguez

Janine Bieda
Janine Bieda, Sonia
Hassan

Susan Miller

Sonia Hassan
Thank You
Sirene Abou-Chakra Re: Fw: Thank You
Claire Huttenlocher

Re: The Carls Foundation

APPOINTMENT: Conference Call
Stated to have just heard that the City has allocated $1 million to cover transportation
costs for both SF and MYD. Promised to pass this to Ryan Fredrichs to make it an
"official" new priority for MYD.
Expressed wishes that at least half of that amount can be allocated to MYD as they
have a high volume of patients, "probably over 10 times that of Sister Friends."
Asked to provide MYD's new priority and costs so she can share with Ryan
Fredrichs.
Follow up on email No. 16. Asked for the strategy to proceed.
Thanked Rodriguez for sharing, promised to follow up with feedback in the morning.
Response to email No. 25 from Susan Miller. 3:10 PM. Offered that since she has a
strong relationship at the Carl's and the Fisher Foundations that Miller try making
connections.
Offered to check with Stieg and follow up. Referencing emails from No. 19.
Thanked Stenman.
Offered April 10 and April 12 mid morning, early afternoon to meet.
Asked Stenman to propose a few times after April 18. Apologized for delayed
response due to intensive NIH audit.

Offered to read summary first thing in the morning.
Expressed gratitude to Phillips for her efforts.
Compliments on the note that Monique recieved.
Stated to not have any specific comments on theCarls Foundation Draft, saying it
looks good.

Response to OIG Draft Findings, Case No. 19-0013-INV
This letter serves as the joint response, on behalf of Mayor Duggan, Alexis Wiley, Ryan
Friedrichs, and Sirene Abou-Chakra, to the OIG’s draft findings in case number 19-0013 INV.
The draft report concludes, among other things, that (1) the Mayor provided “preferential
treatment” to Make Your Date; (2) the City failed to follow its procurement processes with
respect to Make Your Date; (3) Ms. Wiley made misleading statements to the media; and (4) Ms.
Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra “abused their authority” in relation to a directive
given to junior staff members to delete emails.
For the reasons outlined below, we respectfully request that all of those draft findings be
revised and reversed. The draft findings are not supported by facts or applicable legal standards.
The draft findings, moreover, threaten to impose severe, unwarranted damage to the reputation of
several public servants—and further threaten to stymie effective governance in the City of
Detroit.

Introduction
On April 5, 2019, the OIG opened an investigation that was very precise in scope:
“whether the Mayor and/or any City officials potentially abused their authority by providing
preferential treatment to the Make Your Date Non-Profit.” That announcement followed an
inaccurate media report suggesting that the Make Your Date non-profit was, in fact, the recipient
of city funds and city resources. Mayor Duggan, the city administration, and Wayne State
University (WSU) leadership were emphatic that Make Your Date was run exclusively as a
university program, and that the similarly named non-profit had no involvement after it was
placed in dormancy in mid-2014.
The OIG’s original statement of investigation is as follows:
The City of Detroit Office of Inspector General (OIG) announces, as of Friday,
April 5, 2019, that an investigation has been opened in regard to Mayor Mike
Duggan and the City of Detroit’s interactions with the Make Your Date NonProfit. The OIG is duty-bound, pursuant to the Charter of the City of Detroit,
to initiate and to pursue the investigation. In accordance with the Charter, the
investigation will focus on whether the Mayor and/or any City officials
potentially abused their authority by providing preferential treatment to the
Make Your Date Non-Profit. Upon conclusion of the investigation, results will
be shared with the Mayor’s Office, City Council, and the public.
The answer to the question posed in the statement of investigation—“whether the Mayor
and/or any City officials potentially abused their authority by providing preferential treatment to
the Make Your Date Non-Profit”—should be a simple and unqualified “no.” There is absolutely
no evidence that the Make Your Date non-profit ever received any funds or assistance from the
City of Detroit. The draft report does not address this central question. And the answer to that
question is essential to determining whether the Mayor or any other City officials engaged in
“preferential treatment.” Under generally accepted legal standards, it is impossible to determine
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if a party received “preferential treatment” over other “similarly situated” parties without first
defining that party’s identity.
The straightforward conclusion that the Make Your Date non-profit received no City
assistance was only buttressed this week by a finding from the Michigan Attorney General (AG).
The same media story that triggered the OIG’s investigation also triggered a parallel inquiry
from the Michigan AG. The AG inquiry focused on the Make Your Date non-profit’s reporting.
Since its inception, the non-profit has always claimed the statutory exemption for non-profits that
do not solicit or receive funds in excess of $25,000. Following the media report which suggested
it was the non-profit was running the program, the AG thoroughly reviewed the activities of the
Make Your Date non-profit and of WSU.
This past week the AG issued its finding, ruling that the Make Your Date non-profit
properly fell under the exemption it had claimed. The AG further granted the Make Your Date
non-profit a 7 year waiver of annual reporting requirements. See AG Ruling, Attachment 1. In
short, the AG found that the Make Your Date non-profit had never solicited or raised more than
$25,000. The AG determination can only be read to conclude that the media reports suggesting
that the non-profit (as opposed to Wayne State) had been raising and spending money for Make
Your Date were, in fact, inaccurate. Given that the OIG’s investigation specifically focused on
potential “preferential treatment” for the “Make Your Date Non-Profit” (emphasis added), we
respectfully request the OIG to make that same determination here.
The Draft Report is an exhaustive document covering a range of complex issues. Not
surprisingly, the information gathered in some areas is incomplete. In other areas, the
information has been misinterpreted, and reaches conclusions that are incorrect. That is fair
enough: in any draft report dealing with issues as complex as these, there are bound to be some
errors.
More troubling, however, are the standards the OIG applied to its findings. The Detroit
City Charter provides the OIG authority “to detect and prevent waste, abuse, fraud, and
corruption.” Detroit City Charter 7.5-311. In its draft report, the OIG interprets that charge to
grant it the authority to make such findings as “preferential treatment” and “abuse of authority.”
But in making those findings, the draft report nowhere refers to the established legal elements
that define those terms.
The draft report’s failure to define those standards has real-world consequences. A
finding that a City official engaged in “preferential treatment” or “abuse of authority” carries a
reputational stain that can linger throughout that official’s career. It is unfair to tar City officials
with such adverse findings when those findings are based on an indeterminate standard. And
beyond the adverse effect on existing employees, use of an undefined standard threatens to chill
governmental operations. If City employees fear that they might be publicly censured for failure
to abide by some indeterminate standard, they may be hamstrung in performing their duties. It
will, moreover, be difficult to attract talent to the City if prospective employees fear that any
perceived misstep will result in public censure.
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For all of these reasons, the standards applied in the OIG report should be based
objectively, on legal precedent. And—especially when properly contextualized in well-defined
legal standards—all nine findings are either legally or factually incorrect.
Each of those findings is discussed, in turn, below.

OIG Draft Findings 1-3: Mayor Duggan “provided preferential treatment
to MYD”
The draft report first concludes that Mayor Duggan (1) “provided preferential treatment to
MYD”; (2) “such treatment was not best practice or good governance”; and (3) “The selection of
MYD to partner with the City of Detroit . . . lacked fairness, openness, and transparency.” Draft
Report at 2. Those findings are wholly without merit. The Mayor appropriately prioritized infant
mortality as a priority for his administration. And—relying on his unique expertise in hospital
and medical care—the Mayor partnered with WSU, a unique institution with unparalleled
expertise and resources, to run a program that has delivered up to 37% reduction in preterm
births.
In Detroit, 135 babies die, each year, during their first year of life. Triple that number are
stillborn, or miscarry late in pregnancy. And the women and children of Detroit, particularly
African American women and children, suffer these tragedies twice as often those in the rest of
Michigan.
Mayor Duggan has made addressing this inequity a priority of his administration. He
partnered with America’s leader in the research and care of high-risk mothers in Wayne State
University (WSU)—drawing on WSU’s unique partnership with the National Institutes of Health
(NIH). The result was extraordinary. Women who received services from WSU via the Make
Your Date program experienced a reduction of up to 37% in preterm births.
Contrary to the draft report’s conclusion, Mayor Duggan’s decision to partner with WSU
did not qualify as “preferential treatment” under any standard recognized by any legal authority.
There is no comparable entity anywhere in Michigan—and likely not anywhere in America—
that could have matched the resources of WSU and the NIH. Mayor Duggan’s decision to
partner with WSU was a long-overdue engagement with unique, evidence-based university
resources to address the critical problem of infant mortality.
The OIG cannot fairly offer a conclusion that it is “more probable than not” that the Make
Your Date program received “preferential treatment” over other programs, Draft Report at 2,
unless the OIG (1) identifies some factual basis for its assumption that equal or better partners
exist, and (2) concludes that the decision to partner with MYD was not supported by a “rational
basis.” The draft report, however, identifies no such equal or better program. And the reason is
simple: no such program exists.
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I.

Contrary to the Draft Report, the Correct Legal Standard for “Preferential
Treatment” Requires Identification of Someone “Similarly Situated” who was
Treated in a Disparate Manner

Section 7.5-306 of the Detroit City Charter gives the OIG the authority to investigate
whether city officials or agencies engaged in “waste, abuse, fraud, or corruption.” The OIG
Draft Report concludes, quickly and unequivocally, that Mayor Duggan did not engage in any
of these activities. But instead of ending there, the report goes on to a lengthy analysis of
whether the Mayor engaged in “preferential treatment,” a standard not contemplated or defined
in the charter.
The definition used by the OIG Draft Report is not drawn from any legal standard in
Michigan or elsewhere, but from a dictionary definition from vocabulary.com: “giving an
advantage to a preferred person or group over everyone else.” Draft Report at 5. By that
standard, virtually every decision made by a public official would be defined as “preferential
treatment.”
City attorneys, for example, are paid more than other classes of employees, including bus
drivers, police officers, and firefighters. Under the vocabulary.com definition cited in the
report, they are “a preferred person or group,” “given an advantage over everyone else.”
Further, all city employees receive health care benefits that the general public does not. The
vocabulary.com definition would thus label them as receiving preferential treatment over the
general public. The City replaced the old sodium street light bulbs with new, energy-efficient
LED lights. Under the vocabulary.com definition, LED light vendors were given preferential
treatment.
In fact, if “preferential treatment” is defined as giving some people a benefit that others
might like to have, nearly every public official can be found to have engaged in “preferential
treatment.” Under the vocabulary.com definition, administering a progressive income-tax
system—in which wealthier people pay a higher tax rate on their income—is “preferential
treatment.” Similarly, setting a low speed limit on a particular residential street would be
“preferential treatment,” as residents of other neighborhoods may also enjoy a lower speed limit
on their streets. Even something as fundamental as our criminal-justice system would be rife
with “preferential treatment.” After all, the criminal-justice system advantages those who are
not convicted of crimes, and disadvantages (in the form of criminal penalties) those who have
been convicted.
Simply put, distinguishing between different groups of people is an integral part of
government. That is why courts generally defer to governmental distinctions between people,
scrutinizing those decisions only if they reflect “prejudice against discrete and insular
minorities.” United States v. Carolene Prod. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 153 n.4 (1938). And
significantly, the draft report cites no legal authority in support of its vocabulary.com standard.
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There is, however, a well-established body law that does define “preferential treatment.”
If the OIG has decided its jurisdiction extends to making determinations of preferential
treatment, we respectfully suggest that the standard used in Michigan—and throughout the
country—be used. The caselaw requires three elements for a party to have been deemed to have
engaged in preferential treatment: 1
•

First, there must be a “similarly situated” entity that was treated differently. Stokes v.
Greektown Casino, 2004 WL 1397589 at *3 (Mich. Ct. App. June 22, 2004). That
“similarly situated” entity must be “prima facie identical in all relevant respects or
directly comparable ... in all material respects.” United States v. Green, 654 F3d 637,
651 (6th Cir. 2011) (emphasis added).

•

Second, the “similarly situated” entity that was treated differently must be a real, specific
entity, that was treated differently in real, specific ways. Speculation there may be
“similarly situated” persons does not suffice. Tucker v. City of Detroit, 2000 WL
3353857, at *3 (Mich. Ct. App. Jan. 18, 2000).

•

Third, absent any evidence that the differential treatment was motivated by bias against a
“discrete and insular minority,” see Carolene Products, 304 U.S. at 153 n. 4, there must
be a demonstration that there was no rational basis for the difference in treatment.
Oberly v. Township of Dundee, 2012 WL 4210457, (Mich. Ct. App. Sept. 20, 2012).

The OIG draft report suggests—without citation—that “a greater level of scrutiny” is
warranted when the government provides “preferential treatment” to a private party. Draft
Report at 17. In fact, just the opposite is true. In context after context, courts have deferred to
policymakers in claims alleging governmental “preferential treatment.” In Oberly v. Township of
Dundee, the court rejected a claim that certain businesses received “preferential treatment” from
a township. Along the way, the court noted the “general rule” that government action “that treats
similarly situated groups disparately is presumed valid and will be sustained if it passes the
rational basis standard of review. Id. at *2, *3 (quoting Shepherd Montessori Ctr Milan v. Ann
Arbor Charter Twp, 486 Mich. 311, 318-19 (2010) (emphasis added)). Other courts, nationwide,
have applied a similarly deferential standard of review, in similar contexts. See Laurels of Bon
Air, LLC v. Med. Facilities of Am. LIV Ltd. P’ship, 51 Va. App. 583, 596–601 (2008) (refusing
to strike down a legislative act as a special law, because the act was not “so narrow and so
arbitrary” as to not withstand rational basis review, even though at the time of its enactment the
act potentially benefited only a single party); Delogu v. State, 1998 ME 246, ¶ 10, 720 A.2d
1153, 1155–56 (upholding a city’s decision to provide a corporation with tax dollars as part of an

The precise legal formulation for what constitutes “preferential treatment” varies depending on the
cause of action that is being asserted. The three elements outlined in this response are distilled from (1)
generally applicable standards for when something can qualify as “preferential treatment” in the first
instance; and (2) cases analyzing when government policies that distinguish among people run afoul of
the law.
1
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economic incentive program, where the “legislative finding of public purpose [was] given great
weight.”)
II.

None of the Legal Elements for “Preferential Treatment” is Supported by the
Draft Report
A. Element 1: There Were No “Similarly Situated” Entities to WSU

One of the most puzzling aspects of the Draft Report is its failure to make an express
determination that WSU has been the sole operator of Make Your Date. For the purposes of
determining whether “preferential treatment” was given, that issue is the threshold question.
Again, “preferential treatment” requires a finding that there were “similarly situated” entities
who received worse treatment. It is impossible to identify “similarly situated” entities without
first identifying the party that received the advantage.
Throughout the draft report, the OIG refers to the Make Your Date program as if it were
somehow its own legal entity, capable of contracting, receiving funds, and accepting benefits.
That is just not true. Make Your Date is a set of services offered by WSU to pregnant women in
Detroit. WSU offers education services to the patients at its clinic, offers group-care
appointments from its medical practitioners, offers transvaginal ultrasounds to detect risk factors
for preterm birth, and offers referrals to its research partners from the NIH who are co-located in
WSU facilities. All of these WSU services together make up “Make Your Date” and they are
offered to women who enroll in the program.
WSU pays its staff to provide Make Your Date services to those who enroll. As far as a
legal structure, then, “Make Your Date” is a Wayne State program. It is legally no different than
other programs offered by Wayne State—for example, the “English 2100, Introduction to
Poetry” course WSU offers to undergraduates. But it would be absurd to say that “English
2100” received preferential treatment. The question is whether the legal entity providing the
service—WSU—received preferential treatment.
Wayne State University is unquestionably the sole entity that received funding and other
support from the City for Make Your Date. This has now effectively been confirmed by the AG
report (Attachment 1), has been spelled out in detail by the General Counsel of WSU
(Attachment 2), and is further spelled out in the affidavit of Dr. Robert J. Sokol, former Dean of
the WSU School of Medicine (Attachment 3). The Make Your Date non-profit has been
entirely dormant since mid-2014 and the draft report does not cite a single fact to suggest
otherwise.
Wayne State University is one of the leading research universities in America, and hosts
the National Institutes of Health Perinatology Research Center, the U.S. Government’s central
research institution. There is no “similarly situated” entity anywhere in America, let alone in
Detroit, that could have provided comparable resources to pregnant moms.
The magnitude of the resources that WSU and its affiliated NIH research partners
brought to Detroit’s high risk mothers is described in the affidavit of Dr. Robert Sokol. Dr. Sokol
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is the current Chairman and a 36-year member of Michigan’s Maternal Child Medical
Committee, the former Chair of WSU’s OB/GYN Department, the former Dean of the WSU
Medical School, and one of the nation’s most distinguished physicians and researchers in high
risk pregnancies. See Sokol Affidavit, Attachment 3, Paragraph 2. Based on his 36 years of
experience leading the efforts to help pregnant mothers in Detroit, Dr. Sokol details his
frustration with the lack of effective programs from the Detroit Health Department in reducing
America’s highest infant mortality rate:
Throughout my time at WSU, there has been no greater source of personal pain
than the tragically high maternal and infant mortality rate suffered by babies in the
City of Detroit. From my arrival in Detroit 36 years ago, African American babies
have died twice as often as Caucasian babies and Detroit babies have died twice as
often as other babies in Michigan.
Throughout the decades, the City of Detroit Health Department has been less than
highly effective in implementing any public health strategy to close this gap in my
opinion. At WSU, we had to partner with hospitals to develop public health
strategies on our own because there was never an effective or properly-resourced
Detroit Health Department effort to address this problem.
Sokol Affidavit paragraphs 12-13.
Dr. Sokol details the extraordinary resources WSU brought to the table with the NIH to
help Detroit’s pregnant moms in Make Your Date:
Page 20 of the draft report reads: “Based on the OIG investigation, there are other
agencies that could have provided similar services.” The draft report does not
identify who these other agencies might be, but I can state with certainty that
statement is completely false. That statement reflects a lack of medical
understanding on the services provided by Make Your Date. WSU’s ownership of
Make Your Date provided three major resources that could not have been provided
by any other agency in Michigan, and likely not anywhere else in America:
a. WSU has a large OB/GYN Medical Department and affiliated practice,
with about 40 faculty physicians, 40 residents, and 10 midwives. They
provide medical care to Michigan’s largest patient base of AfricanAmerican, low-income, and high-risk pregnant mothers. The patients are
nearly all seen at WSU-affiliated centers – either at the University Health
Center Clinic at Hutzel Hospital or at the PRB research center at Hutzel
Hospital. That means approximately 2,000 at-risk mothers came through
one location each year to be seen by WSU medical staff, providing the
opportunity for WSU Make Your Date staff to run pregnancy education
programs for patients along with their pre-scheduled medical or
research visits. Historically in Detroit, well-meaning patient education
campaigns to reduce infant mortality have failed because they have only
been able to reach small groups of women in small community
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settings. WSU created a breadth of educational outreach in Make Your
Date that I never have seen in Michigan, by coordinating with the
medical and research visits to the WSU physicians and by helping ensure
access to care with provision of transportation and other support.
b. A key component of Make Your Date is access to “group appointments”,
where a group of pregnant moms meet with their doctor/midwife together,
instead of the traditional one-on-one appointments. WSU has been part of
national research led by Yale University that has found major reductions in
pre-term births when patients form bonds in group sessions. The WSU
Ob/Gyn Department created a group-care practice run by its midwives so
that pregnant moms would have this option. Make Your Date staff educated
pregnant mothers on the WSU group-care option, made referrals directly
into the program, and scheduled the patients’ appointments. Only a major
health care practice like the WSU Ob/Gyn group could have created such
care options – no non-profit I am aware of has that capacity.
c. Pregnant moms who are treated by WSU medical staff are each given the
opportunity to be referred to the NIH PRB research center at Hutzel
Hospital for the term of their pregnancy. At the PRB, the world’s most
advanced medical researchers and can provide additional support for very
high risk pregnancy conditions, which is extremely valuable for women
who previously experienced growth-restricted pregnancies, miscarriages, or
fetal deaths. The PRB site provides more frequent patient interaction,
particularly after 24 weeks, watching for early signs of pregnancy
complications. The increased surveillance and diagnostics from the PRB
staff often provide early warnings of developing problems and lead to
immediate referral to the emergency room or the patient’s physician
treating for pregnancy-saving interventions. The NIH’s PRB is located in
only one place in America – at WSU at Hutzel Hospital. There
is literally nowhere else in the U.S., let alone in Detroit, that a high-risk
mother can get access to their advanced pregnancy surveillance
and diagnostics. WSU’s Make Your Date coordinates referral of pregnant
moms to WSU researchers at the PRB center.
The draft OIG report gives the impression that $350,000 in grant funding to Make
Your Date was the essence of the services. Nothing could be further from the truth.
A $350,000 grant by itself wouldn’t even pay for a doctor and a nurse for a year.
Make Your Date has been successful only because of the enormous resources of
WSU, backed up by the NIH’s national research. WSU made these resources
available to thousands of Make Your Date clients in addition to the small grant
contribution from the city.
Id. paragraphs 19-20 (emphasis added).
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In summary, the legal requirement that “similarly situated” entities must be identified
as a precondition for a “preferential treatment” finding is completely lacking in the draft
report. Such a conclusion would require identification of another entity that:
•
•
•
•

Has a 90-person practice group;
Serves 2,000 patients at one site;
Is physically located in Detroit;
Has medical providers who are scheduling group care appointments, and whose
doctors are affiliated with the NIH, and can refer their patients for advanced research
and care.

As the Mayor clearly articulated in his interview, and as Dr. Sokol articulates in his
affidavit, there simply is no “similarly situated” institution with the resources to help high
risk pregnant mothers other than WSU, and its partnership with NIH.
B.

Element 2: No Actual “Similarly Situated” Entity was Treated
Differently, and the Draft Report Identifies No Specific Ways in
which the Treatment was Disparate.

In claims sounding in “preferential treatment,” Michigan courts have expressly stated
that speculation there may be “similarly situated” persons does not suffice. See Tucker v. City of
Detroit, 2000 WL 33538527, at *3 (Mich. Ct. App. Jan. 18, 2000) (denying claim sounding in
race-based “preferential treatment” because, “[w]hile plaintiff asserts that other individuals were
given preferential treatment and had their ideas adopted based on race,” the plaintiff “fails to
name specific individuals and identify their skin color and fails to identify specific plans which
were received over the plans of individuals who were not given preferential treatment due to skin
color.”) (emphasis added). And to qualify as “similarly situated,” one must be “prima facie
identical in all relevant respects or directly comparable ... in all material respects.” United States
v. Green, 654 F3d 637, 651 (6th Cir. 2011) (emphasis added). In Pletos v. Lake in Woods
Homeowners Ass'n, 2015 WL 1650803, (Mich. Ct. App. Apr. 14, 2015), for example, the court
rejected plaintiffs’ allegation that they had been treated “differently than other members” of a
homeowners association that had received a more favorable payment plan for late assessments.
The court noted that the plaintiffs failed to identify any other homeowners who were truly
“similarly situated,” because they had not identified any better-treated homeowners who, like
them, were “delinquent since 2005” and “refus[ed] to pay regardless of . . . waivers of late
charges.” Id. at *19.
So what specific similarly situated entity did the draft report cite that was treated in a
disparate manner from Wayne State? There are only two references, neither of which purport to
identify who that similarly situated entity might be:
“There may have been additional programs [the Mayor] did not have knowledge
of….” Draft Report at 16.
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“Based on the OIG investigation, there are other agencies that could have
provided similar services….” Draft Report at 20.
The draft report, however, is unable to identify any such agency, because none exists.
This is exactly the kind of speculation the Michigan Court of Appeals has rejected as being
insufficient to prove preferential treatment. Tucker, 2000 WL 33538527, at *3. Given the
inability to identify a “specific” entity that was similarly situated to WSU, there should have
been an unequivocal conclusion that no evidence of preferential treatment exists.
The actual experience of the Local Maternal Child Health (LMCH) program also
demonstrates that no “similarly situated” entity exists. During Mayor Duggan’s
administration, the LMCH program spent $10,500,000. Of that, WSU received only
$350,000, or 3% of the total funding. 97% was available to fund other infant mortality
reduction initiatives. See LMCH Funding Summary, Attachment 4.
There is no specific similarly situated entity that was ever excluded from LMCH
funding. WSU was only one of 19 agencies that received LMCH grants. It wasn’t even the
largest recipient – the Michigan Community Dental Clinic’s pediatric dental program received
nearly $600,000 in LMCH grants during this period.
By September 2017, WSU had decided the small amount of LMCH funding wasn’t
worth the amount of time spent dealing with government bureaucracy and declined to accept
any more LMCH funds (which the draft report notes at page 6). So, for the last two years,
there has been no LMCH funding going to WSU. LMCH is a very well-known source of
grants in the maternal and child health agency community. Ninety-seven percent of the
LMCH funds were available for other programs through 2017, and 100% of the funds have
been available for other programs since. If, in fact, there were other agencies that could have
provided similar services, why didn’t they appear in the last 2 years?
The reason is again provided by Dr. Sokol:
I have reviewed the draft opinion of the OIG, particularly pages 15-26 in which it
is suggested that the City of Detroit gave “preferential treatment” to the Make Your
Date program for not giving adequate consideration to other possible providers who
could do the same thing. I can tell you from a medical and scientific perspective,
that conclusion is completely false. For 36 years I have seen every single initiative
in Michigan to reduce preterm birth and infant mortality.
Sokol Affidavit, paragraph 4.
The draft report fails to demonstrate the required element of identifying a single specific
similarly situated entity that was specifically treated disparately. Under Michigan law, then, a
finding of “preferential treatment” is not supportable.
C. Element 3: The Draft Report Fails to Demonstrate that the Mayor
Lacked Rational Basis for Prioritizing the Reduction of Infant Deaths as
a City Priority, or for Partnering with WSU to Help in Those Efforts.
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In an apparent attempt to bolster its conclusion of “preferential treatment,” the draft
report highlights the amount of resources the administration put into infant mortality reduction
compared to other priorities. The draft report cites the administration’s efforts to raise
philanthropic funds for Municipal ID cards, an industrial sewing center, a Goal Detroit Youth
Soccer League, and training for staff running summer recreation centers. Draft Report at 12.
The draft report then criticizes the Mayor for prioritizing infant mortality
reduction over other priorities:
Additionally, the OIG investigation revealed that MYD received an inordinate
amount of time and resources, considering the fundraising goal and scope of work
when compared against other projects of similar size and scope.
Draft Report at 13.
The suggestion that elected officials must dedicate equal time and equal resources to
“projects of similar size and scope” is unmoored from any plausible understanding of what
government officials do. Elected officials, charged with overseeing a massive government
enterprise, must inevitably prioritize certain agenda items over others. It was not, for example,
“preferential treatment” for President Obama to prioritize passage of the Affordable Care Act
during his first term in office over comprehensive immigration reform. Nor was it “preferential
treatment” for President Eisenhower to dedicate “an inordinate amount of time and resources” to
the interstate highway system—instead of, say, channeling those resources into America’s
fledging space program. Those are the policy judgments that government officials are elected to
make. If officials’ policy priorities are misguided, they should be held to account at the ballot
box, not in an inspector general’s report. See Vance v. Bradley, 440 U.S. 93, 97 (1979)
(“[A]bsent some reason to infer antipathy, even improvident decisions will eventually be
rectified by the democratic process.”).
All of this is why, when a policymaker like Mayor Duggan prioritizes an issue, courts do
not permit those decisions to be labeled “preferential treatment.” Instead, the standard for review
is whether that official had a “rational basis” for the decision. In Oberly v. Township of Dundee,
2012 WL 4210457, (Mich. Ct. App. Sept. 20, 2012), the court rejected a claim that certain
businesses received “preferential treatment” from a township. In so doing, the court cited the
“general rule” that government action “that treats similarly situated groups disparately is
presumed valid and will be sustained if it passes the rational basis standard of review. 2012 WL
4210457, at *2, *3 (quoting Shepherd Montessori Ctr Milan v. Ann Arbor Charter Twp, 486
Mich. 311, 318-19 (2010) (emphasis added)). Similarly—in a case involving contracting by the
City of Detroit—the court rejected a claim alleging preferential treatment by noting that “the
City had a rational basis for terminating [the contractor’s] bidding rights.” Fiore v. City of
Detroit, 2018 WL 5014196, at *7 (E.D. Mich. Oct. 16, 2018).
And the rational-basis standard is an extraordinarily deferential one. As the United States
Supreme Court has explained, a law or policy subject to rational-basis review bears “a strong
presumption of validity.” F.C.C. v. Beach Commc'ns, Inc., 508 U.S. 307, 314 (1993). A policy
will pass rational basis review “if there is any reasonably conceivable state of facts”—even those
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“unsupported by evidence or empirical data”—that could provide a rational basis for the
classification.” Id. at 313, 315 (emphasis added). It does not matter what a policymaker’s actual
motivations were. Indeed, “it is entirely irrelevant . . . whether the conceived reason for the
challenged distinction actually motivated” the policymaker. Id. at 315.
Of course, policymakers must ultimately defend their policy decisions, and the reasons
behind them, to the electorate. But it is not the province of courts—or investigators—to
scrutinize a legitimate prioritization of one program over another. Put starkly, under rationalbasis review, the Mayor’s prioritization of Make Your Date could be justified by nothing more
than speculation that the Mayor did not like babies dying, and thought WSU could help.
But there is more—far more—to justify the Mayor’s decision to prioritize infant
mortality. Although Mayor Duggan had absolute discretion to prioritize the issues of his
choosing, the issue he chose to prioritize was quite literally one of life and death. In his nine
years as head of the Detroit Medical Center (DMC), Mayor Duggan spent a great deal of time in
the Hutzel Neonatal Intensive Care Unit where premature babies spend weeks in incubators
fighting for their lives—with breathing and feeding tubes placed down their mouths and noses
just to try to keep them alive. The fact that African American babies in Detroit suffer these
conditions at double the rates of babies in the suburbs is something the Mayor considers a tragic
situation, which is of the highest priority. It is difficult to understand how the draft report can
characterize it as “preferential treatment” for the Mayor to spend more “time and resources” to
save those babies’ lives than he did to raise money for a sewing center or a soccer league. But see
Draft Report at 13.
Dr. Sokol documents the Mayor’s long history in fighting for the best care for high-risk
Detroit mothers and babies:
In 2003, the Board of Directors of the Detroit Medical Center publicly announced
its decision to close Hutzel Hospital because of huge financial losses, which would
have created human tragedy for many of the 5,000 high risk moms and babies
treated at the hospital each year. By the time Mike Duggan was named as the CEO
of DMC in 2014, the closing of Hutzel had already been accepted as a foregone
conclusion. The new CEO shocked many of the long-time medical staff at Hutzel
when he told them at the first meeting that he was going to do everything he could
to get the DMC Board to reverse its decision and keep Hutzel open for the Detroit
community. What he demanded from the doctors and employees at DMC was a
much higher level of service every day, change he drove with metrics-driven,
evidence based decision. We changed the performance of Hutzel Hospital and that
institution still continues to serve the City of Detroit 16 years after its announced
closure.
Sokol affidavit, paragraph 23.
Mayor Duggan’s experience running Hutzel Hospital also justified his conclusion that
WSU and its NIH partners could have a greater impact on reducing preterm birth than any other
potential partner. Not only was that decision rational at the time, the scientific results from
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WSU’s efforts at reducing infant mortality are remarkable. Dr. Sokol describes the significant
benefits Detroit moms have realized from the Make Your Date program:
The success of WSU’s extraordinary efforts in running the Make Your Date
program have now been documented by the highly respected scientist, Dr. Adi
Tarca, and his research team at Wayne State University. His research shows that
for the approximately 2,000 women served in 2014 and 2015, Make Your Date
mothers were 37% less likely to deliver at under 32 weeks than non-Make Your
Date mothers at the same hospital. Make Your Date mothers were 28% less likely
to deliver at under 34 weeks. As scientist who has worked in this field for decades,
I can say without hesitation that these early results are remarkable. (Summary
Attached) This confirms the previous efficacy trial (Article Attached) and
demonstrates clinical effectiveness – it is a massive, truly remarkable decrease in a
major perinatal adverse outcome.
Sokol Affidavit, paragraph 22.
Under any conceivable standard, the Mayor’s decision to prioritize infant mortality—
and to partner with WSU to do so—easily meets (and well exceeds) the rational basis standard.
D. None of the Other Issues Cited in the Draft Report Justify a “Preferential
Treatment” Finding
a. Emails by Some DHD Staff Showing Resistance to the Mayor’s
Strong Commitment to the Evidence-Based strategies of Make Your
Date do not Suggest “Preferential Treatment”
The draft report cites extensive evidence that DHD staff did not agree with Mayor
Duggan’s insistence that the Health Department support WSU’s evidence-based program to
reduce preterm birth and infant mortality. Legally, that evidence is entirely irrelevant. City
employees may not like the direction charted by their leaders. But that hardly makes that
direction lacking in rational basis.
By way of example: A review of emails from the police department will almost certainly
show objections to the Mayor’s insistence on 100% deployment of body cameras on police
officers. Many in the Fire Department objected to the Mayor’s initiative to train all 800
firefighters as medical first responders. Detroit Department of Transportation bus drivers were
resistant to the GPS monitoring of buses and measurement of each driver’s on-time performance.
Members of the Public Lighting Department resisted the Mayor’s decision to abandon old
sodium lights and move to energy efficient LED street lights. None of this, of course,
demonstrates that any of these decisions lacked rational basis, or that they constituted
“preferential treatment.”
By the same token, grumbling by DHD staff as to the Mayor’s decision to support
WSU’s Make Your Date program does not demonstrate “preferential treatment.” Instead, the
emails show a Mayor who was, against institutional backlash, seeking to better DHD’s
performance in a city with the highest infant mortality rate in America.
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Again, lest there be any doubt as to the “rationality” of the program, Dr. Sokol is
insightful:
It is extremely unusual to have a Mayor who is himself highly knowledgeable in
the science and practice of delivering care to high-risk mothers. I read with interest
the complaints from city employees about Mayor Duggan’s efforts to
fundamentally change the city’s practices in providing care to pregnant moms. It
is a reaction familiar to many who were at DMC when he first arrived and started
demanding higher levels of performance from everyone. For decades, the City of
Detroit’s infant mortality rate has not only been among the highest in America, our
babies die at rates higher than many third world countries. You would hope that
employees at the Detroit Health Department would be embarrassed at that record
and would embrace evidence-based change. You would hope that employees in the
grants department would consider raising funds to save babies’ lives to be their
highest calling and not a nuisance they were being pressured to perform. But what
I see is a Mayor of Detroit who has taken the initiative to finally demand that the
City of Detroit respond to the infant mortality crisis with evidence-based medicine
and strategies that have been proven to be effective. If I fault Mayor Duggan for
anything, it is for not doing more to support Make Your Date. While Make Your
Date has been extremely effective for those moms who got its services, fewer than
10% of Detroit’s pregnant moms were enrolled. To make a meaningful impact on
the overall infant mortality rate in Detroit, it is critical that Make Your Date be
resourced sufficiently to be available to all pregnant mothers in the city.
Sokol Affidavit, paragraph 24.
Simply put, a Mayor demanding new, evidence-based strategies from city agencies is
not preferential treatment. City agencies may not like change, and may be hesitant to embrace
new programs. But, at the end of the day, City personnel work for the people’s elected leader. It
would be dangerous to the functioning of democratic government if employee reticence can be
transmogrified into a legal basis for undermining mayoral priorities.
b. DHD Funding of Lyft Transportation for Pregnant Moms did not
Benefit WSU
Perhaps no part of the draft report more unfairly maligns WSU than the suggestion that
WSU benefited from DHD’s funding of transportation services. See Draft Report at 2. Nothing
could be further from the truth.
The Health Department leadership determined that low income pregnant moms were not
getting prenatal care because they lacked access to convenient transportation for doctor visits.
DHD made the determination that a contract with Lyft to pick the moms up at their homes and
take them directly to the doctor would be the most cost-effective way get them critical care.
The only way to manage the transportation so that it was only used for pregnant moms,
and only for the purpose of medical appointments, was to have the Lyft rides booked by staff
who had the information to confirm the legitimacy of the request. DHD staff had the records of
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Sister Friends enrollees and could book their appointments, but the number of Sister Friends
enrollees was limited. Accordingly, to expand the number of pregnant moms getting this
service, DHD asked WSU to provide the booking services for Make Your Date enrollees.
To suggest that WSU in any way benefited from that partnership is false. No money
ever went to WSU. All payments went directly from DHD to Lyft. WSU committed its own
staff to providing the booking service, free of charge. WSU would have surely been justified in
asking for a DHD contract to pay for the WSU booking staff—particularly after the LMCH
funding stopped in September, 2017 and WSU was receiving no city funding whatever for Make
Your Date.
Instead, WSU supplied its own staff, at its own cost, to provide booking services so the
Detroit Health Department could get more pregnant moms to their doctors. WSU donated its
services to support the DHD Lyft initiative without compensation. It is completely inaccurate to
suggest that WSU benefited from the Lyft program. The only people who benefited were
Detroit’s pregnant moms.
***
In short, when Mayor Duggan sought to address America’s highest infant mortality rate by
enlisting America’s leading university in high-risk pregnancy research—a university, it bears
emphasis, that was physically located in Detroit—it was not “preferential treatment” in any
manner recognized by legal authority. Absent a showing of a specific entity similarly situated to
WSU, and the showing of a lack of rational basis for Mayor Duggan, a finding of preferential
treatment cannot be justified.

OIG Draft Finding 4: DHD violated city procurement policy in the
LMCH contract with WSU
Next, the draft report concludes that DHD “violated City of Detroit procurement policies by
awarding Local Maternal Child Health (LMCH) funding to MYD without a competitive bid
process.” Draft Report at 2. That finding is based on the mistaken assumption that the Make Your
Date partnership was a city procurement. In fact, LMCH grants are a state-driven procurement
whose contract management has been assigned to the Southeast Michigan Health Association
(SEMHA). These unique, state-drive procedures have been signed off on by the Detroit City
Council. And crucially, the procedures did not apply only to Make Your Date. Instead, the same
processes—which DHD has scrupulously followed—applied to all LMCH procurement
requirements for all 19 LMCH subcontractors over the last seven years.
The draft report overlooks all of that context, and instead faults DHD for failing to
comply with “City of Detroit procurement policies” when awarding LMCH funding to MYD.
Draft Report at 2. That conclusion, however, rests on the incorrect premise that the City of
Detroit was the entity that contracted for these services. As the draft report says:
OCP is responsible for managing the bid process and ensuring a fair, competitive,
and value-driven environment in which to purchase government goods and
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services. The City of Detroit must competitively bid all new contracts to the greatest
extent possible….However, this process was not followed when MYD was
awarded LMCH funds.
Draft Report at 19.
The draft report’s entire analysis regarding procurement thus starts with the faulty
premise that the Make Your Date grant was a city procurement, governed by the OCP process. It
was not. Local Maternal Child Health (LMCH) funds are federal funds administered by the State
of Michigan Department of Health (MDH). The process by which the many LMCH subcontracts
like WSU are awarded is governed by a strict state process. It is not a city contracting process
and the city is not a party to the subcontracts. Instead (as the draft report itself notes) it was the
Southeastern Michigan Health Association (SEMHA), not the city of Detroit, that entered into
the contracts to fund WSU. Draft Report at 20.
The reason SEMHA entered into the contract with WSU is because the City has, for the
past seven years, delegated to SEMHA the authority to perform grant subcontractor management
for LMCH funds. That partnership began under Mayor Dave Bing, and continued under
Emergency Manager Kevyn Orr and Mayor Duggan. And the contract for SEMHA to provide
fiduciary fiscal management services for administration, and contract management for federal
and state grant funds, applies not only to LMCH but to 10 separate city programs:
1. WIC Residential
2. WIC Breastfeeding
3. Infant Safe Sleep
4. Essential Local Public Health Immunization
5. Immunization IAP
6. Local Maternal and Child Health (LMCH)
7. Fetal Infant Mortality Review
8. Public Health Emergency Preparedness
9. Public Health Emergency Preparedness Cities Readiness Initiative
10. HIV Integrated Planning
SEMHA contract, Attachment 7.
The Detroit City Council has repeatedly reviewed and authorized the delegation of the
contracting and management of state and federal grant funding to SEMHA, approving SEMHA’s
main master contract on October 7, 2014 and again on October 16, 2018. In addition, multiple
SEMHA contract amendments have been approved by City Council over the last five years.
In short, DHD’s process for handling LMCH subcontracts and SEMHA’s role as master
contractor has been well-known to state officials, Detroit City Council, and the public in general
for the last 7 years. These subcontracts are not City procurements, but instead involve a very
detailed 7-step procurement process involving state, city, and SEMHA reviews:
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1) The State of Michigan Department of Health (MDH) annually adopts a series of
“State Performance Measures” (SPMs) and offers LMCH grants to local health
departments across Michigan to implement specific programs to address those SPM’s
in each jurisdiction. Attachment 5, page 6.
2) Detroit City Council each year reviews and approves the acceptance of the $1.7
million LMCH grant and its terms during the annual city budget process. Attachment
6.
3) Detroit City Council approves a master contract with SEMHA to provide contracting,
management, and fiduciary services for the implementation of a wide range of state
and federal grants, including LMCH. Since 2012, SEMHA has been the master
contractor and the party that enters into all subcontracts for LMCH grants. SEMHA
Contract, Attachment 7.
4) Based on the State Performance Measures determined by MDH, DHD staff develop a
proposal to be submitted to MDH known as a “budget and plan” in which they list all
proposed subcontractors for that year, the amounts of the subcontracts, and the
services to be performed. Attachments 8A and 8B.
5) MDH independently reviews the local proposed “Budget and Plan,” and determines
whether to approve the proposed programs and each proposed subcontract. Although
the draft report says that OCP was deficient in failing to perform RFPs for the
subcontracts, MDH rules have no such requirement. And for good reason. The timing
for completing all of the state and local LMCH steps each fiscal year in time to
deliver programs is already very challenging. The requirement to add in RFP
processes would likely mean the fiscal year would be nearly over by the time the
process is complete. MDH has instead implemented a system where MDH
independently reviews and approves each subcontract in its Budget and Plan approval
process, to provide a second review of DHD program recommendations. MDH
accepts, rejects, or asks for modifications of the budge and plan, including the
subcontracts. MDH LMCH Contracting Rules, Attachment 9.
6) Once MDH is satisfied and formally approves the local Budget and Plan, it sends the
local health department an agreement for the implementation of the plan. Agreement,
Attachment 10.
7) Upon receipt of the Plan Agreement from MDH, SEMHA—to which the City of
Detroit has delegated management of the LMCH Budget and Plan—enters into
negotiations with subcontractors to perform the services approved by MDH.
WSU’s contract for Make Your Date was one of 19 subcontracts SEMHA has entered
into under this process over the last seven years. See SEMHA/WSU Contract, Attachment 11.
The OIG Draft Report singles out only the LMCH funding to WSU for Make Your Date, giving
the impression that the WSU contract process was somehow different from the others. It was
not. Again, from 2014 through 2018, 19 different agencies have been awarded LMCH
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subcontract grants, all of them under this same state-governed process. See LMCH Subcontractor
Grant List, Attachment 4. And again, these processes were well-known to City and state
officials.
In fact, the draft report cites only one person who (over the course of seven years) raised
a question as to whether the LMCH procurement process was being properly followed. But even
that exchange was seriously mischaracterized. The draft report notes:
OCP policy dictates that it is best practice to competitively select services to ensure
a fair, open, and transparent process. In fact, former Deputy Director of DHD
Leseliey Welch expressed such concern in an email dated January 15, 2015.80 She
stated “I am now wondering if there might be challenges with the $200,000 Make
Your Date (MYD) contract, since it was allocated and not bid…”
Draft Report at 20.
The quote of that one sentence gives the impression that a leader at DHD, the Deputy
Director of the Department, was concerned that something improper was going on. A review of
the full email exchange, however, paints a completely different picture for three reasons:
1) Ms. Welch was not the deputy director of the Department when she wrote the email
in January 2015. At the time of the email, she was a private contractor working for
the Health Department and was writing to the acting Director Deborah Whiting to try
to learn the LMCH contracting process.
2) In the full email, Ms. Welch starts by saying she had only looked at the SEMHA
manual for the first time that evening and was trying to understand the detailed sevenstep LMCH subcontracting process:
“Hi Deborah – I borrowed a copy of SEMHA Procurement Policy and Procedures
form Patrick and had an opportunity to review it this evening.
I am now wondering if there might be challenges with the $200,000 Make Your
Date (MYD) contract, since it was allocated and not bid…”
Ms. Welch thus was not the Department’s Deputy Director, expressing concern about
a process she understood. She was a contractor asking a reasonable question about a
process with which she wasn’t familiar.
3) DHD’s Acting Director, Ms. Whiting, responded quickly and definitively:
“DHWP consultants do not have to be bid. Make your [Date] does not require
bidding either, just as the Cincinnati model will not.” Ms. Whiting thus understood
the seven-step process and understood that the LMCH subcontracting rules did not
require RFPs, but instead required independent state review and approval.
This email exchange does not show DHD leadership suggesting there were improper bid
procedures. It shows a contract employee first learning how to use the seven-step process and
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shows DHD Director Whiting explaining how the process worked. Director Whiting’s response
was correct—clearly showing that as far back as 2015, DHD leadership fully understood and
followed the MDH procurement process.
Further confirming the diligence of DHD in following the correct LMCH procurement,
the Michigan Auditor General specifically and exhaustively audited DHD’s performance under
the LMCH contract for the period 10/1/16-9/30/17. The Auditor General’s report was released
in June, 2018. Though the Auditor General found deficiencies in other aspects of the program,
its conclusion regarding DHD’s procurement performance was favorable:
PROCUREMENT STANDARDS
Objective 4: To assess the City of Detroit’s effectiveness in complying
with applicable procurement standards related to the Professional
Services Contract with the Southeastern Michigan Health Association.
Conclusion: The City of Detroit generally complied with applicable
procurement standards
State Auditor General Report, Attachment 12.
The only exception to the finding of compliance on procurement standards was a
technical issue involving the original SEMHA master contract. There was no finding whatsoever
of non-compliance in DHD’s handling of the subcontracts. Importantly, the Auditor General’s
report covered 2016-2017, a year in which WSU was a subcontractor.
***
The WSU LMCH subcontract was one of 19 subcontracts handled by DHD in the last
seven years. The procurement followed the same legal process as the other 18, and the State
Auditor General found no evidence of noncompliance in the process. A finding that the city
procurement process was violated by DHD for WSU would necessitate a finding that every
single subcontract was in violation for the last seven years. They were not. DHD scrupulously
followed the approved MDH/SEMHA contracting process.

OIG Draft Finding 5: Alexis Wiley made an incorrect media statement
The draft report next concludes that “ODG staff successfully assisted MYD in raising grant
funds, in direct contradiction to the initial public statements made by the Mayor’s Chief of Staff,
Alexis Wiley.” Draft Report at 2. As a preliminary matter, Ms. Wiley does not work for ODG, and
is not involved in ODG’s day-to-day work. All of her public statements were based on second-hand
understanding of ODG’s involvement with Make Your Date, following consultation with ODG
employees.
More fundamentally, however, all of Ms. Wiley’s public statements were entirely accurate.
The draft report does not specifically identify which “initial public statements” it believes are
false, but the finding appears to be based on page 15 of the Draft Report:
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The Mayor’s Office issued a press release on April 4, 2019. It stated that “no city
funds were ever provided to Make Your Date non-profit and no private money was
ever raised for it. Every dollar of city funds went directly to Wayne State
University.” Ms. Wiley also made this distinction in an April 2, 2019 email which
stated, in part,
City staff briefly collaborated with the Wayne State philanthropy
department to try to raise funds for the Wayne State program, but those
efforts were unsuccessful and no funds were raised. At no time did anyone
from the city participate in any fundraising effort for Make Your Date
nonprofit- all efforts were a direct collaboration with university staff for the
university-run program.
However, this is a distinction without a purpose. Though City funds were paid to
WSU, it was with the understanding that it would be used solely for MYD. This,
in part, is evidenced by a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between DHD
and WSU dated August 28, 2015. The MOU set forth the “understanding that each
party desires to finalize contract negotiations for [DHD] to fund select program
activities for WSU’s Make Your Date program activities.” Additionally, emails
regarding ODG’s fundraising efforts for MYD included not just WSU staff but also
MYD staff. Therefore, though City of Detroit funds may have initially flowed to
WSU, the money was undisputedly designated for MYD. Based on the evidence
gathered by the OIG, to suggest otherwise would be simply inaccurate.
Draft Report at 15.
Even by the draft report’s own lights, Ms. Wiley’s statement was entirely truthful. At the
time Ms. Wiley made her statement to the media, she was responding to reporters who were
erroneously suggesting that Dr. Sonia Hassan was running a non-profit that was in violation of
state laws by illegally claiming a reporting exemption in its state tax filings. The reporters were
claiming that it was the non-profit that was actually the entity soliciting, receiving, and spending
funds to run the Make Your Date program—and that the City of Detroit was funding a non-profit
that was in violation of state law in its public filings. In the public statement quoted in the draft
report, see id., Ms. Wiley correctly emphasized that the City had at no time funded or supported
the activities of the non-profit. Instead, the City’s contracts and all support were done entirely with
WSU.
Ms. Wiley’s position is unequivocally supported by WSU General Counsel Lou Lessem.
See Attachment 2. Ms. Wiley’s position was further vindicated by the recent AG ruling which
concluded that the non-profit had properly claimed its exemption because it had not been soliciting
or receiving funds.
The Draft Report includes numerous misstatements of fact on this issue:
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1. “Additionally, emails regarding ODG’s fundraising efforts for MYD included not
just WSU staff but also MYD staff.” Draft Report page 15.
This statement that emails were sent both to “WSU staff” and “MYD staff” is inaccurate—and,
once again, the inaccuracy flows from the draft report’s failure to expressly conclude that all Make
Your Date functions were run by WSU. Simply put, there is no such thing as “Make Your Date
staff” separate from WSU. All Make Your Date staff are full time WSU employees, receiving
WSU paychecks, and with WSU email addresses. Make Your Date is simply the WSU program to
which they are assigned. A simple review of the emails shows that all recipients have WSU email
addresses.
The Attorney General report confirms Make Your Date had no staff of its own: “It appears this
organization does not compensate staff or independent contractors for services related to
fundraising.” AG Report, Attachment 1. The draft report gives no explanation as to how it reached
the incorrect conclusion that there were any Make Your Date staff other than WSU employees.
2. “Therefore, though City of Detroit funds may have initially flowed to WSU, the
money was undisputedly designated for MYD.” Draft Report at 15.
The suggestion that the money “may have initially flowed to WSU” implies it was later sent
on to someone else. It was not. It was used to pay the salaries of the WSU staff who ran Make
Your Date, as the annual reports clearly show. The Draft Report’s phrasing is another reflection of
the erroneous premise that Make Your Date existed as an entity outside of WSU and somehow
funds could flow from WSU to a separate entity. That is factually wrong. Ms. Wiley always
acknowledged that the money and support were for the Make Your Date program. Her statement
disputed only that it was the non-profit that was that received the funds. Her statement is thus
entirely accurate.
3.

The claim that the difference between the non-profit and WSU is a “distinction
without a purpose.” Draft Report at 15.

The draft report concludes that the distinction between WSU and the Make Your Date nonprofit is “a distinction without a purpose.” Draft Report at 15. In so doing, the draft report suggests
Ms. Wiley was intentionally doing meaningless hairsplitting when she noted that “all efforts were a
direct collaboration with university staff for the university-run program.” Id. In fact, the difference
the inert Make Your Date non-profit and the successful WSU program is enormous. When Dr.
Sokol, the former Dean of the WSU Medical School and the former WSU site director the NIH
research center, read the claim in the draft report that WSU and the non-profit were essentially
interchangeable, he reacted emphatically:
On page 15 of the draft OIG report, the difference between the nonprofit and WSU
is called, “a distinction without a purpose”. This is nonsense! The difference is
profound. It is a comparison of the resources of a newly-formed nonprofit versus
a University affiliated with the most renowned perinatal research center in the
world. WSU is a $1 billion a year institution whose President, Roy Wilson, is a
former NIH executive who has personally strongly backed WSU’s Make Your Date
program. The WSU School of Medicine has strongly supported Make Your Date’s
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efforts through its medical staff. The NIH has committed $167 million in research
funding on preventing infant mortality and preterm birth in its current contract with
WSU to be done at the PRB center in Hutzel Hospital in Detroit. What WSU did
with Make Your Date was to create the bridge for high-risk pregnant mothers in
Detroit to access all those resources in a coordinated way. No non-profit can
compare to that level of resource commitment – it is a huge distinction.
Sokol Affidavit, Paragraph 16.
The facts, the AG report, and all corroborating evidence show unequivocally that Ms. Wiley’s
statements were entirely accurate when she said “Every dollar of city funds went to Wayne State
University” and “all efforts were a direct collaboration with university staff for the university-run
program.” There is thus no justification for a finding that she made a public misstatement.

OIG Draft Finding 6: Funding for the Lyft rides were allocated to
benefit MYD “in direct contradiction to the initial statements made by
Ms. Wiley.”
The draft report next concludes that “City of Detroit general funds have been . . . allocated
to MYD participants . . . in direct contradiction to the initial statements made by Ms. Wiley.” This
issue is discussed at length above. See supra Findings 1-3. Make Your Date is a set of services
offered by WSU. “Make Your Date” is not a separate entity that can itself receive a “benefit.”
WSU is the party that is participating in the Lyft partnership by booking Detroit’s pregnant moms
to get to their doctor appointments.
As noted above, Ms. Wiley was absolutely correct that WSU received no benefit from Lyft.
No Lyft funding ever went to WSU. No city funding ever paid for the WSU staff who did the
bookings for the pregnant moms. The Lyft rides were a Detroit Health Department initiative to
help the pregnant citizens of the City of Detroit get to their doctor appointments. It was WSU that
provided a benefit to the Detroit Health Department by donating its staff resources to assist in Lyft
bookings, with no compensation whatever from the City. WSU itself received no benefit.
Ms. Wiley’s statement that the Lyft program did not benefit WSU—but only benefited
pregnant women—was thus entirely accurate. There is no basis for a finding that she made a false
statement.

OIG Drafts Finding 7-9: Alexis Wiley, Ryan Friedrichs, and Sirene AbouChakra “abused their authority” in ordering emails deleted.
Finally, the draft report concludes that three City of Detroit appointees “abused their
authority” in relation to a directive, given to two junior Office of Development and Grants
(ODG) employees, to delete emails regarding Make Your Date. First, the report concludes that
Chief of Staff Alexis Wiley “abused her authority when she ordered” Monique Phillips and
Claire Huttenlocher to delete Make Your Date emails. Draft Report at 29. Second, the report
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concludes that Ryan Friedrichs and Sirene Abou-Chakra “also abused their authority by relaying
the directive to Ms. Phillips and Ms. Huttenlocher.” Id.
Even assuming the facts as found in the report, the email-deletion directive does not rise
to the level of “abuse of authority.” Tellingly, the draft report’s conclusion is not supported by
the citation of any legal standard for the elements of a finding of abuse of authority. A finding
that a governmental official “abused authority” is one of the most serious conclusions that can be
made, which is why the legal system has always reserved a finding of “abuse of authority” only
for conduct that is extreme and inexcusable.
Under federal law, for example, “abuse of authority” is a cognizable constitutional claim
only if it “shocks the conscience” and is an “egregious abuse of governmental power.” Shehee v.
Luttrell, 199 F.3d 295, 301 (6th Cir. 1999). Similarly, when reviewing decisions by
administrative tribunals, courts have conceptualized “abuse of authority” as on par with
decisions tainted by “fraud, collusion, or other unlawful means.” Kuykendall v. City of Grand
Prairie, 257 S.W.3d 515, 518 (Tex. App. 2008). And in the government employment context,
state courts have held that “abuse of authority” is a “pattern of misconduct” consisting of
“malicious and corrupt acts”—as opposed to “minor neglect of duties, administrative oversights
and violations of law.” See Chandler v. Weir, 817 N.Y.S.2d 194, 195 (App. Div. 3d 2006).
An “abuse of authority,” then, is an extraordinarily severe charge which carries with it a
serious reputational stain. It has always been held to be more than a lapse in judgment. An
investigator or tribunal should thus lay out the specific elements that constitute an “abuse of
authority” charge. And if an “abuse of authority” finding is reached, it should be accompanied by
specific findings as to each of those elements.
The draft report places Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra in an
impossible situation in preparing a response because the report nowhere defines the phrase
“abuse of authority,” and thus makes no express findings as to the elements of that charge. That
shortcoming is not merely procedural. The conduct at issue in the draft report—a single “order”
to delete emails—falls far short of any of the generally accepted definitions for what constitutes
an “abuse of authority.”
To be sure, the directive to delete the emails may have been an error in judgment. It may
have fallen short of best practices regarding government transparency and openness. But the
facts outlined in the report contain none of the traditional indicia of an “abuse of authority.” The
single, isolated order was not part of a pattern of misconduct (and indeed, the City issued an
executive order soon after the deletion directive to ensure that all City emails are retained for at
least two years). At the time the directive was given, moreover, there is no indication that Ms.
Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, or Ms. Abou-Chakra believed they were doing anything wrong. None of
the three officials deleted any of their own emails, so they clearly were not motivated by a desire
to obscure misconduct. And there is absolutely no indication that any of the three officials
believed that the emails contained damaging information—and the emails contained no such
information. Finally, and crucially, nobody suffered concrete harm as a result of the email
deletions.
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Simply put, there are no factual findings as to how the conduct at issue rises to the level
of “abuse of authority. There is speculation and unsupported theories, but not a single fact that
the deletion directive was inspired by malignant motives. Yet—in the face of strong evidence
that the three individuals were acting only to protect junior staff members—the draft report
circularly concludes that “[t]he very fact the emails were ordered to be deleted . . . imply
negative motives.” Draft Report at 33. It further concludes (without any factual support) that the
mere fact that “there was such an order issued” implies a “cover-up.” Id. Finally, the draft report
suggests that Ms. Wiley ordered the emails deleted in an effort to salvage her previous public
statements “regarding the amount of work and effort ODG put forth in an attempt to secure
funding for MYD.” Id. at 34. Not only is that suggestion unfounded, it is demonstrably false.
The draft report concludes that Ms. Wiley directed the email deletion in December, 2018. Her
public statements, however, were not made until March, 2019.
None of this is an appropriate basis for reaching the extraordinary conclusion that
government officials abused their authority. Any such conclusion should be based on concrete,
factual evidence, and rooted in an established legal standard. It is unfair to government officials
and to the residents of Detroit to base an “abuse of authority” conclusion on bald speculation,
and on an indeterminate standard.
In short, as explained in further detail below, neither the law nor the facts support a
finding of “abuse of authority.”
I.

The “Abuse of Authority” Standard

Although the draft report concludes that Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. AbouChakra “abused their authority,” it nowhere provides a definition for that phrase. That omission
severely undermines the draft report’s conclusions. As the draft report itself recognizes, there is a
difference between an “abuse of authority” and a more quotidian governmental misstep. See
Draft Report at 2 (concluding that certain conduct was “not best practices or good governance,”
but “did not rise to the level of abuse of power“).
That distinction is important. Government officials—like everyone else—sometimes
suffer from “lapse[s] in . . . behavior,” Herman v. Dep't of Justice, 193 F.3d 1375, 1381 (Fed.
Cir. 1999), and “shortcomings” in performing their duties. Chandler, 817 N.Y.S. at 195. But not
every such error by a government official is an “abuse of authority,” and certainly not one that
warrants a public reprimand or discipline. After all, if every single misstep by a government
official constituted an “abuse of authority,” it would be difficult for government to function—
and difficult to recruit talented workers into government.
That is why, under accepted legal principles, the “abuse of authority” standard an
exacting one. The phrase is rarely used in Michigan, except—in a reflection of its gravity—in the
context of criminal exploitation of vulnerable victims. See MCL 777.40(3)(d). Generally,
though, the phrase is understood to encompass only the most severe misconduct on the part of
government officials. Some jurisdictions, for example, require a showing of “deliberate”
misconduct. See Fox v. Josephine Cty., No. 09-3067-CL, 2010 WL 3118703, at *7 (D. Or. Aug.
3, 2010) (“‘Abuse of authority’ is defined . . . as ‘to deliberately exceed or make improper use of
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delegated or inherent authority or to employ it in an illegal manner.’”). Other jurisdictions
provide that “abuse of authority” connotes a “continuing violation,” and a “pattern of
misconduct.” See West v. Grant, 662 N.Y.S.2d 863 (App. Div. 3d 1997) (emphasis added).
Isolated, unintentional errors, then, generally do not rise to the level of “abuse of authority.” See
id.
Perhaps the best delineated standard (and one that has been widely adopted) comes from
the federal whistleblower law, which provides that “[a]n abuse of authority requires an arbitrary
or capricious exercise of power by a . . . official or employee that adversely affects the right of
any person or that results in personal gain or advantage to himself or preferred other people.”
Elkassir v. Gen. Servs. Admin., 257 F. App’x 326, 329 (Fed Cir. 2007). For an abuse of
authority finding to be made under the federal whistleblower law, then, at least three conditions
must be met:
•
•
•

First, a government official or employee must be exercising “power.”
Second, the government official or employee must exercise that power in an “arbitrary or
capricious” manner.
Third, the “arbitrary or capricious” exercise of authority must either (1) “adversely
affect[ ]” the rights of other people, or (2) result “in personal gain or advantage” to the
government official/employee “or preferred other people.”

Id. That standard, like others, presents a high hurdle to clear. And rightfully so. An “abuse of
authority” finding, state and federal courts have concluded, should be reserved for “real
wrongdoing”—not the “relatively minor misconduct of persons who happen to be cloaked with
management authority.” Montgomery v. E. Corr. Inst., 377 Md. 615, 641 (2003); see also
Herman, 193 F. 3d at 1381.
A few illustrative examples reinforce the point. Courts have held that “individual and
idiosyncratic harassment” by a supervisor does not qualify as “abuse of authority.” Montgomery,
377 Md. at 641. Nor does misappropriating government-issued electronic equipment for personal
use. D'Elia v. Dep't of Treasury, 60 M.S.P.R. 226, 233 (M.S.P.B. Dec. 27, 1993). Even a series
of relatively serious mistakes—like disclosing privileged materials, failing to make public
records available under the Freedom of Information Act, and improperly authorizing payment to
a government contractor—do not categorically qualify as “abuse of authority.” See Chandler,
817 N.Y.S.2d at 194-195.
By contrast, knowingly approving falsified time sheets for a favored employee does
qualify as an “abuse of authority.” D’Elia, 60 M.S.P.R. at 234. So, too, does a government
official knowingly and improperly engaging in self-dealing with his own business entity. West,
662 N.Y.S. at 863. And when a village mayor “refused to provide necessary funding for the
Village’s police department until . . . various criminal charges against him [were] resolved,” that,
too, qualified as an abuse of authority. Greco v. Jenkins, 989 N.Y.S.2d 153, 155 (2014).
The conduct at issue here—an isolated, benignly motivated directive for two junior staff
members to delete unremarkable emails—pales in comparison to the conduct that courts have
concluded are an “abuse of authority” As explained in further detail below, the facts contained
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in the draft report do not rise to the level of “abuse of authority,” as that term is generally
understood. The draft report’s assumption of improper motives, moreover, is entirely
unsupported by the facts.
II.

Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra did not Abuse Their
Authority
A. Nothing in the Draft Report Suggests Improper Motive, Malignant Intent, or a
Pattern of Misconduct

The draft report concludes that Ms. Wiley abused her authority because, in December
2018, she directed two low-level staffers to delete emails pertaining to Make Your Date. The
report further concludes that Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra also “abused their authority”
because they relayed Ms. Wiley’s directive to those staffers.
Given those conclusions—and given the exacting standard for an “abuse of authority”—
the draft report is more remarkable for what it does not say than for what it does. 2 There are at
least three important indicia of “abuse of authority” that are conspicuously absent from the
report:
First, there is no suggestion that the directive was part of a “pattern of misconduct.”
Compare West, 662 N.Y.S.2d 863 (App. Div. 3d 1997). The directive was a one-time order,
given in December 2018, and reiterated in early 2019. By all accounts, the order to delete emails
was an isolated incident.
Second, the draft report contains no basis for concluding that the directive to delete the
emails was “deliberate” misconduct. Compare Fox, 2010 WL 3118703, at *7. Ms. Wiley, who
purportedly gave the directive, did not view deletion of the emails as “wrong.” Draft Report at
32. To the contrary, she “assumed the emails were deleted as part of the normal course of
business.” Id. at 30. Similarly, both Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra—who relayed the
order to the junior staff members—did not think there was anything untoward about the deletion
order. See id. at 30 (“Mr. Friedrichs told the OIG that he believed ‘this was permissible under the
laws and policies’”); id. at 32 (“Ms. Abou-Chakra sent an email to the OIG stating, in part[,] ‘I

A note about the facts at issue: There remain some factual questions about whether, and how,
any “order” to delete emails was communicated. For example, Ms. Wiley’s position is that she does not
recall directing anyone to delete Make Your Date emails. Your draft report, however, concludes that it is
“more likely than not” that “Ms. Wiley initiated the directive.” Draft Report at 26.
2

This response assumes—without admitting—the facts as found in the draft report. Our
contention is that even if the facts are as you have found them (e.g., that Ms. Wiley “initiated the
directive,” id. at 29), the conduct did not constitute an “abuse of authority.” These arguments, however,
should not be construed as an admission to, or an endorsement of, any of the factual conclusions
reached in the draft report.
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wholeheartedly believe that if I felt there was something incriminating or unethical in those
emails, I would have pushed back on deleting them…’”).
Third, the draft report nowhere suggests that there was anything incriminating or
untoward in the emails themselves. Indeed, the emails (which have since been posted on the
City’s website) consist of entirely benign back-and-forths. See Recovered MYD Emails,
available online at https://detroitmi.gov/sites/detroitmi.localhost/files/201908/Recovered%20MYD%20Emails.pdf.
There is, moreover, nothing to suggest that Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, or Ms. AbouChakra believed that there was damaging information in the emails. As the draft report notes,
Ms. Abou-Chakra understood that “there was nothing to hide in the emails,” and they “would
show the ODG did what they were supposed to do.” Id. at 32. Similarly, Mr. Friedrichs believed
that the emails refuted the “appearance that something happened.” Id. And all three officials
“stated that the City of Detroit and ODG did nothing improper or unethical regarding MYD.” Id.
These words were backed up with action. Crucially, Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms.
Abou-Chakra never deleted their own emails. See id. at 31 (“Mr. Friedrichs did not delete his
MYD emails”); 31-32 (“Ms. About-Chakra . . . did not delete any MYD emails”). If the purpose
of the deletion order was to “cover up” correspondence between the City of Detroit and Make
Your Date, see id. at 33, it would make no sense for the order to pertain only to very junior
staffers—but for senior appointees in the Mayor’s administration not to delete their own emails.
And, contrary to the draft report’s suggestion that there was a “cover up,” Draft Report at
33, the draft report itself notes that City of Detroit personnel went to great lengths to recover the
emails once they learned the emails had been deleted. Id. at 33-34. Indeed, it bears emphasis that
not only did the City recover the emails, it posted them publicly on its website. Those actions are
not consistent with a “cover up.” Id. at 33.
Yet despite a total lack of evidence, the draft report speculates that the email-deletion
directive was part of a malignant scheme. To be sure, the draft report does not reach an express
conclusion as to why the emails were deleted. But it does “suggest” that “[t]he very fact the
emails were ordered to be deleted and were deleted imply negative motives.” Id. at 33. It further
speculates, without any support, the “deletion of emails was a cover-up.” Id.
The draft report’s suggestion of improper motive, however, is belied by the factual record
laid out in the report itself. Over and over again, the draft report suggests that the deletion order
was rooted in a desire to protect junior staff members from becoming embroiled in negative
press coverage. Specifically, Mr. Friedrichs—whose statement the OIG expressly found
“credible”—told the OIG that “he believes Ms. Wiley ‘meant well’ and was merely trying to
protect the ODG staff.” Id. at 29; see also id. at 31 (Mr. Friedrichs “stated that he understood
asking ‘the 20 year olds . . . to delete their emails to protect them.”). Similarly, Ms. AbouChakra stated that she understood the directive was to “protect the staff so there were not emails
out there to bring their names into it.” Id. at 32. For her part, Ms. Wiley did not recall ordering
the emails deleted. But her statements also imply that her intention was to protect junior staff
members from being swept up in an unsavory media narrative. See id. at 28 (“Ms. Wiley noted
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that with ‘Bob Carmack and all of the craziness going on,’ the intention was that the ODG grant
team should stop reaching out to MYD.”).
Inexplicably, however, the draft report discounts all of these statements, even those it
deems “credible.” See id. at 29. Rather than embrace the straightforward conclusion that the
deletion directive was meant to protect junior staffers, the draft report suggests that Ms. Wiley
ordered emails deleted because “the recovered emails contradict statements made by Ms. Wiley
regarding the amount of work and effort ODG put forth in an attempt to secure funding for
MYD.” Id. at 34. That suggestion is wholly speculative, and is not backed up by any concrete
factual evidence. Nothing in the draft report suggests that Ms. Wiley was motivated by her public
statements. There is no evidence to suggest that Ms. Wiley was at all concerned about the
statements she had made to the press, or that she was worried about whether those statements
were consistent with the email record. What is more, Ms. Wiley was not copied on the emails
that were deleted. There is no indication that she was aware of the emails’ contents. The theory
that Ms. Wiley (driven by a motivation that there is no indication she had) ordered emails deleted
(when there is no indication she knew what they said) in order to cohere to her press statements
is speculation layered atop speculation.
In any event, Ms. Wiley’s public statements were not contradicted by the emails. The
draft report suggests that Ms. Wiley “misled” the public when, in an April 4 press release, she
stated that the City did not “participate in any fundraising effort for Make Your Date nonprofit,”
and that “all efforts were a direct collaboration with university staff for the university-run
program.” Draft Report at 15-16; see Draft Report at 36. As evidence that she “misled” the
public, the draft report cites two facts. First, it notes that Make Your Date received a grant from
the Carls Foundation, aided by City staff. Id. at 16. Second, it notes that City funds were
“allocated to MYD participants . . . to pay for Lyft rides.” Id. at 2.
But neither of these facts actually contradicts Ms. Wiley’s public statements. Consistent
with Ms. Wiley’s statement, the Carls Foundation grant was a “direct collaboration with
university staff for the university-run program.” Id. at 15. It was the university-run program that
received the grant. And the Lyft partnership had been announced nearly two years before Ms.
Wiley’s public statements. The press release about that partnerships specifically noted that
“participating expecting moms will be able to use the Lyft app to arrange transportation to their
doctor’s appointments, SisterFriends meetings and MYD education sessions.” Lyft Partnership
Press Release, Aug. 16, 2017. The idea that Ms. Wiley sought to suppress the emails to mislead
the public about facts that had already been made public beggars belief.
And not only is the draft report’s speculation about Ms. Wiley’s motives unsupported by
facts, it is contradicted by the timing of the deletion order. The first deletion directive was made
in December 2018, “soon after surveillance video of Mayor Duggan was broadcast outside of the
Coleman A. Young Center.” Draft Report at 27. The directive was reiterated on February 7,
2019. Id. Ms. Wiley, however, did not make any public statements regarding Make Your Date
fundraising until late March and early April of 2019. See id. at 15 (quoting April 2 statement);
see also Joe Guillen and Kat Stafford, City Fundraising Office Deleted Emails About Nonprofit
Tied to Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan, The Detroit Free Press, July 12, 2019 (quoting March 29,
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2019 email from Ms. Wiley to the Detroit Free Press). It makes no sense to suggest that Ms.
Wiley ordered deletion of the emails in December of 2018 to make the email record consistent
with statements she had not yet made.
The facts thus support the simplest, most straightforward explanation. As Ms. Wiley, Mr.
Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra all suggested, the deletion directive was meant to protect
junior staffers from unsavory media attention. Nothing suggests that the deletion directive was a
“cover-up,” or driven by “negative motives.” It is unfair to conclude, based on disprovable
speculation about Ms. Wiley’s motivations, that the deletion directive a “cover-up” or motivated
by a malignant purpose.
B. The Conduct at Issue Did Not Constitute an Abuse of Authority
Given all of this, Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra’s conduct does not
meet any cognizable “abuse of authority” standard. As noted above, there are no facts to support
the conclusion that the directive was part of a “pattern of misconduct.” Compare West, 662
N.Y.S.2d 863 (App. Div. 3d 1997). Nor is there any basis for concluding that there was
“deliberate” misconduct. Compare Fox, 2010 WL 3118703, at *7.
The conduct also plainly does not meet the standard for “abuse of authority” adopted in the
federal whistleblower law. Again, for an “abuse of authority” to occur, a government official
must (1) exercise power, (2) in an “arbitrary or capricious” manner, that (3) either “adversely
affects” the rights of other people, or results in “personal gain or advantage” to the government
official “or other preferred people.” Elkassir, 257 F. App’x at 329.
None of those prongs are satisfied here.
1. Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra Did Not “Exercise Power”
First, it is far from clear that all three of the officials “exercised power” in the first place.
The draft report concludes that Ms. Wiley gave an order to delete emails. But Mr. Friedrichs and
Ms. Abou-Chakra simply “relayed” and “reiterated” those instructions. Draft Report at 3.
Government officials, courts have made clear, are not “exercising power” when they act pursuant
to a directive that has already been given by someone in a position of authority. D.C. v.
Poindexter, 104 A.3d 848, 857 (D.C. 2014). Mr. Friedrichs and Ms. Abou-Chakra thus did not
“exercise power” at all.
That conclusion is true for Mr. Friedrichs, and it is inescapable for Ms. Abou-Chakra. Ms.
Abou-Chakra, after all, was not just passing along an order that (the draft report concludes)
originated from Ms. Wiley. She was passing along that order at the request of Mr. Friedrichs, to
whom she directly reported. Ms. Abou-Chakra, in other words, was relaying an order at the
direction of a superior. Ineluctably, such activity does not constitute an exercise of power, and
certainly not an “abuse of authority.”
In all events, there is no indication that the email-deletion directive originated either with
Mr. Friedrichs or Ms. Abou-Chakra—and the draft report itself concludes that it did not. Neither
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Mr. Friedrichs nor Ms. Abou-Chakra, therefore, “exercised power.” For that reason alone, they
did not “abuse authority.”
2. None of the Three Officials Acted Arbitrarily or Capriciously
Second, even if all three officials can be said to have “exercised power,” they certainly did
not do so in an “arbitrary or capricious” manner. There is no indication (and no finding in the
draft report) that the deletion of emails violated any law or policy. Nor is there any indication
that Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, or Ms. Abou-Chakra believed that deletion of emails was
disallowed. In fact, just the opposite is true. As Mr. Friedrichs told the OIG, he believed email
deletion “was permissible under the laws and policies.” Id. at 31. Similarly, Ms. Wiley “assumed
the emails were deleted as part of the normal course of business.” Id.
It may have been bad judgment to order the emails deleted. See id. at 32. But
misjudgments are not an “arbitrary or capricious” exercise of power. See Montgomery, 377 Md.
at 641. None of the evidence suggests that Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, or Ms. Abou-Chakra
thought that there was anything incriminating in the emails. Nothing suggests that, in giving the
order, they were motivated by a desire to cover up the relationship between the City and Make
Your Date. Indeed, all three officials believed that there was nothing untoward about that
relationship. And all three officials kept their own emails—with Mr. Friedrichs going so far as to
refer to those emails as exculpatory “armor.” Id. at 31.
The evidence thus suggests that any order to delete the emails was motivated by a sincere
desire to protect two junior staffers—young women at the start of their careers—from having
their names associated with a sensationalistic media story. The order to delete emails may well
have been misguided, and fallen short of best practices regarding government transparency. But
that does not render the order “arbitrary and capricious.” There was no desire to harm; no
attempt to cover up damaging information; no effort to shield administrative appointees from
criticism. If every isolated error in judgment by a government official qualifies as “arbitrary and
capricious,” that phrase has no meaning.
A final note on the “arbitrary and capricious” topic. Following the discovery that emails
related to Make Your Date were deleted, the City, via Executive Order, adopted a new policy
which clarifies that emails related to city business must be retained for a minimum of two years.
Executive Order 2019-1 (July 3, 2019). Issuance of that executive order buttresses the conclusion
that there were no policies governing email retention when the deletion order was given. The
order, moreover, undercuts any lingering question as to whether the deletion directive was
“arbitrary and capricious.” When a mistake is made, then is quickly rectified via policy, it is not
“arbitrary and capricious” governance.
3. The Email Deletion Order Did Not Result in Personal Gain or
Advantage, or Adversely Affect Other People’s Rights
Finally, there is nothing to suggest that the order to delete the emails “adversely affected
the rights of other people”—or resulted “in personal gain or advantage” to the three officials “or
preferred other people.” Elkassir, 257 F. App’x at 329. Again, the order to delete emails was
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directed only at junior staffers. Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra did nothing at
all with respect to their own emails. That fact alone belies any conclusion that the deletion order
was motivated by “personal gain or advantage.” Id (emphasis added). There is, moreover, no
indication that Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, or Ms. Abou-Chakra benefited personally from the
email deletions. Though the draft report strains to suggest that Ms. Wiley may have been
motivated by a desire to make the record consistent with her public statements, that speculation
is unsupported by any facts, and belied by the timeline of the directive. See supra II.A.
And the order to delete emails did not result in “personal gain or advantage” to any
“preferred other people.” Elkassir, 257 F. App’x at 329. To be sure, the order to delete the
emails was motivated by a desire to shield two junior staffers from involvement in an unsavory
news story. But there is no indication that Ms. Huttenlocher or Ms. Phillips were directed to
delete their emails because they were “preferred” employees. Any junior staffer who had
corresponded with Make Your Date would, presumably, have been subject to a similar order.
Nothing in the draft report suggests that Ms. Huttenlocher or Ms. Phillips were singled out for
special treatment because they were “preferred” people.
The two junior staffers who were asked to delete their emails, moreover, did not realize
any pecuniary or tangible benefits. They were not promoted, nor were their careers advanced, as
a result of the email-deletion directive. At most, the deletion of the emails would have allowed
Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips to remain relatively anonymous, and to continue to enjoy
relative peace of mind without being swept into an unsavory media narrative. But courts have
made clear that the attainment of subjective feelings—happiness, contentment, peacefulness,
and the like—do not qualify as “personal gain or advantage.” See Manning v. Temple Univ., No.
CIV.A. 03-4012, 2004 WL 3019230, at *10 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 30, 2004), aff'd, 157 F. App'x 509 (3d
Cir. 2005) (“Whatever else personal gain or advantage may be, it does not include. . . pleasure
one may obtain”); see also United States v. Santiago, 604 F. App'x 57, 58 (2d Cir. 2015) (noting
that a defendant lied “out of a misguided sense of loyalty . . . rather than for personal gain or
advantage”) (emphasis added). 3
The contrast with cases that have found an “abuse of authority” could hardly be plainer.
Conduct that can constitute an “abuse of authority” includes signing off on a fraudulent time
sheet, D'Elia, 60 M.S.P.R. at 234, engaging in self-dealing, West, 662 N.Y.S. at 863, or
threatening to withhold funds to a city department in exchange for a favorable outcome in an
investigation. Greco, 989 N.Y.S.2d at 155. Those fact patterns are entirely unlike the facts laid
out in the draft report.

In addition, it bears emphasis that the “abuse of authority” standard requires that an arbitrary and
capricious exercise of power result in “personal gain or advantage.” Even if preserving anonymity and
peace of mind can be considered “personal gain or advantage,” Ms. Huttenlocher and Ms. Phillips
plainly did not realize that “gain.” Both women’s emails have been posted publicly online, and the two
women have been the subject of multiple news stories about Make Your Date. See, e.g., Christine
Ferretti, Jennifer Chambers, and Alex Nester, City Releases Previously Deleted Emails Tied to Make Your
Date Nonprofit, The Detroit News, Aug. 2, 2019.
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Finally, there is no suggestion, in the draft report or elsewhere, that the deletion of the
emails “adversely affect[ed] the rights of any other person.” Elkassir, 257 F. App’x at 329.
Nobody was harmed or disadvantaged by the deletion order, and certainly no “person” suffered a
diminution of his or her rights as a result.
There is, in short, no basis to conclude that the directive was an “abuse of authority.”
***
For the foregoing reasons, Ms. Wiley, Mr. Friedrichs, and Ms. Abou-Chakra did not
“abuse their authority,” as that phrase is commonly understood. This is not to say that the order
to delete the emails was wise, or was in keeping with the best practices relating to “transparent
and open government.” Draft Report at 32. It was not.
But there is a difference between an error in judgment and an abuse of authority. That is
why courts and tribunals have set such an exacting standard for a finding of “abuse of authority.”
That standard has not been met here. It is unfair to the three officials—and damaging to the
function of City government—to make such a finding without clear reference to any standard,
and on the basis of easily refuted speculation about Ms. Wiley’s motivation. We thus ask that
you rescind your preliminary finding that those three officials abused their authority.

CONCLUSION
There is no way a draft report, pulled together in a limited period of time, can be
expected to capture the full breadth of the science, medicine, policy, nonprofit law, state LMCH
procurement procedures, and months of media communications. Understandably, then, the draft
report’s understanding of many these issues is incomplete or incorrect.
But complexity regarding the underlying issues should not obscure the simple,
straightforward conclusion that the OIG investigation should reach. The original questions
posed by the investigation was whether the Make Your Date non-profit received any
“preferential treatment,” and whether Detroit officials “potentially abused their authority by
providing [that] preferential treatment.” The clear answer to those questions is “no.” The Make
Your Date non-profit was not the beneficiary of any city resources, and—accordingly—there
was no abuse of authority relating to that non-profit.
We respectfully submit that the report’s analysis should end there. An OIG report is an
enormously powerful document that can damage individuals’ reputations and careers. We hope
the discussion contained herein will be taken seriously, and that the Final Report will be revised
so that erroneous conclusions from the OIG do not compound the damage that has already been
done to these individuals via widely circulated media reports.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF ATTORNEY GENERAL

P.O. BOX 30214
LANSING, MICHIGAN 48909
DANA NESSEL
ATTORNEY GENERAL

October 8, 2019
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP
900 Wilshire Drive, Suite 300
Troy, MI 48084
Re:

Make Your Date, Inc. CT 60741

Dear Sir/Madam:
Thank you for submitting initial forms and related information. Determinations
are based on Michigan laws for registering charities, the Charitable Organizations
and Solicitations Act (COSA), MCL 400.271 et seq. and the Supervision of Trustees
for Charitable Purposes Act (STCPA), MCL 14.251 et seq.
It appears this organization does not compensate staff or independent contractors
for services related to fundraising. Additionally, the organization does not solicit or
receive contributions in excess of $25,000 in a 12-month period. Therefore,
registration is not required under COSA. If in the future, staff or independent
contractors are paid for services related to fundraising or contributions exceed
$25,000 in a 12-month period, notify our office as registration likely will be
required. COSA registration is separate from requirements of other agencies.
According to information submitted, the organization is incorporated in Michigan
and/or holds assets in Michigan to use for charitable purposes. The organization is
now registered under STCPA. Normally, financial accountings must be filed six (6)
months following the close of each fiscal year. However, you requested and were
granted a 7-year waiver of the annual reporting requirement. As long as the
organization qualifies under all waiver conditions, financial filings will not be
required for 7 years. At the end of the 7th year, the organization must resubmit a
waiver request. The Attorney General reserves the right to request waived
accountings if questions arise.
This letter will be retained to show notification of our requirements. If you have
questions, view our website at www.michigan.gov/charity or contact our office.
Department of Attorney General
Charitable Trust Section
(517) 335-7571
cb
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Response of WSU General Counsel to Detroit Free Press Story of April 14, 2019
Today’s Detroit Free Press story regarding the Make Your Date program grossly
misrepresented the facts. Detroit has the highest preterm birth rate in Michigan.
Pregnant women in this city deserve access to the latest medical research and
education to help them have healthy babies. That’s why the City of Detroit turned to
Wayne State University, the leading university in the nation in this field, to help develop
a program to help reduce preterm birth. The Free Press story is factually wrong: no city
funds were ever provided to a Make Your Date non-profit and no private money was
ever raised for it. Every dollar of city funds went directly to Wayne State University. The
reporters knew, but failed to include, that Dr. Hassan, a nationally known expert in
preventing preterm birth, provided her expertise to Make Your Date on a completely
voluntary basis. She never accepted a dime from the program. Every dollar provided to
Wayne State went to direct services for women enrolled in the program. One thing the
story got right is that “there has been no suggestion that Make Your Date or Hassan
have misused any funds.” The bottom line is this. The City of Detroit worked with Wayne
State University to develop a program to help high risk women to deliver healthy babies.
Dr. Hassan didn’t receive any compensation from Make Your Date to help in this effort.
Our actions as a city have been completely proper. No ethics rule, law or ordinance
have been violated in the city’s support for Make Your Date.

